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ADVERTISEMENTS. 
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Where Should an InValid 

Spend the Winter? 

THE answer is easily found. 
The invalid should spend the winter where 

he may find greatest profit for his health. 
Shall it be a warm or a cold climate ? 
There are considerations to be thought of. 
Warm weather in winter time is an attrac- 

tive novelty. 
Flowers, palms, b:,,nanas, and other tropical 

growths in January are delightfully luxurious 
and seductive. 

But the system needs the stimulus of cold, 
dry air. There is no other tonic halt so valu-
able. 

Heat depresses, enervates, weakens, lowers 
vital resistance, breeds germs, and invites dis-
ease. 

The delights of a tropical winter annually 
allure away from the frost and snow of the 
north thousands who are quite unconscious 
that Jack Frost, though a very austere and 
blustering sort of fellow, is, after all, a good 
friend, and especially to chronic invalids. 

The keen, cool, crisp, oxygen-laden air 
of December to January is the purest, sweet-
est, most healthful of the year. There are no 
germs in it, no dust in it, no poisonous gases 
of decay from bogs or barn) ards in it ; only 
pure, life-imparting oxygen, condensed, vital-
izing, stimulating, appetizing. Appetite, as 
Pawlow, the St4Petersburg savant, has shown, 
means gastric juice—digestive power. 

So cold air purifies the blood, energizes 
the heart, puts new vim into the muscles, 
helps the stomach, wakes up the liver, 
lifts the whole being to a higher plane of 
life. 

The " winter constitution," which all ani-
mals put on when cold weather comes, is 
hardier, tougher, more enduring, more resist-
ing to disease than the feebler "summer 
constitution " which springtime brings to 
northern dwellers, and which tropical ani-
mals and men have all the year round 

This " winter constitution " is just what the 
chronic invalid needs. 

The consumptive gets it by living out of doors 
in a tent, sleeping with windows open, and 
getting close to nature. The " winter consti-
tution ' which he cultivates, eats up the 
germs which are consuming his lungs, and 
thus cures him. It is the cold air that does the 
work. 

The most successful consumption resort in 
the world is Davos, a winter resort in the 
Swiss Alps, near the Engadine, where the  

snow is six feet deep and the temperature close 
to zero all winter. Every winter, hundreds of 
tubercular patients from all parts of the world 
resort to Davos to take the " cold-air cure." 

Cold air cures. There is no doubt about it 
when it is accompanied by wise and skilful 
management and careful regulation of diet. 
Highly nourishing, easily digestible food, 
massage, electricity, baths and other sanita-
rium methods are essential for the fullest suc-
cess. 

That which will cure that dreaded disease, 
consumption, will cure almost every other 
chronic malady. 

The body heals itself. What the sick 
man needs is a more vigorous body and 
cleaner blood, for " it is the blood that heals." 

There is, perhaps, no place in the United 
States where an invalid can be so comfortable 
in the wintry weather of the year — late• 
autumn, winter, and early spring— as at the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium. 

There is no winter inside of the great abso-
lutely fireproof main building of the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium : an artificial climate (70°  F. 
during the day, and 60°  F. at night) ; perfect 
ventilation for each room ; pure warm air in 
rich abundance — 9,000 cubic feet per hour 
for every guest. This is the way that out-of-
door purity is maintained. Warm floors ; kit-
chen and dining-room at top ; no smells ; solid 
walls, partitions, and floors, — no place for 
bugs ; no harmful drafts, no dust. 

There is probably no place in the region of 
frost and snow where an invalid can find so 
favorable conditions for wintering as at the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium. Nowhere else has 
so successful an effort been made to create an 
artificial climate, on a scale large enough to 
meet the needs of several hundred invalids. 
In the great solid structure summer reigns 
from October to April more uninterruptedly 
than from May to September. There are no 
chilly mornings or evenings; no raw, damp 
nights; no cold, drizzly days; and on the 
other hand, no oppressive tropical heats. 
Seven acres of floor space inclosed by heavy 
impervious walls through which the cold can 
not penetrate; thick stone floors which, once 
warmed by the radiation from heated steam 
pipes, remain warm the whole winter 
through, making cold feet from cold floors 
impossible,— a difference of not more than 
ten degrees between day and night; air 
always dry, pure, full of ozone, unmatched by 



any natural climate on earth ; with palms, 
flowers, foliage everywhere, to remind one of 
summer. 

Thus perfect protection is offered those who 
need it, while those who need to be hardened 
by contact with cold air, are' able to secure 
the benefits of this great invigorating force 
whenever desired, day or night, and to any 
desired degree or extent. In the summer sea-
son this great healing forte is available only 
in small measure by means of cold baths, 
ice rubs, and fans ; but in the winter season, 
the keen frosty air is everywhere ready to be 
put to work as the great uplifting power it is 
when rightly applied. 

Warm air comforts and allures, 
But cold air hardens and cures. 

A mammoth gymnasium for exercise ; two 
great swimming pools ; a grand solarium ; in-
genious mechanical exercise machines ; and a 
great palm garden in which the patient may 
easily imagine himself in a tropical clime as 
he sits cosy and a arm under a great palm or 
a banana tree rising twenty feet above his head, 
— these are features well calculated to produce 
an atmosphere of summer in the coldest 
weather. 

One does not realize it is winter until he 
looks out of doors, except for the buoyancy of 
his spirits, the elasticity of his step, the keen-
ness of his appetite, and the joy of living, 
which returning vigor brings. 

Under the doctor's prescription, excursions 
are made into the outer region at the proper 
hours and with suitable' precautions,— sleigh-
rides, tobogganing, walks, skating, and 
skiing for strong folks ; " air packs," that is, 
lying out of doors enveloped in cold-proof 
wrappings, for feeble folks,— from which 
everybody comes back with a keen appetite 
for the nourishing, easily digestible food which 
the Sanitarium menu supplies in rich abun-
dance. Nowhere in the world can an invalid 
find such a rich and endless variety of whole-
some, toothsome, tempting delicacies, easily 
digestible, even predigested, and so daintily 
served, as at the table of the Battle Creek 
Sanitarium. 

The winter season, under right conditions, 
affords the chronic invalid the best possible 
chance for recovery. All persons suffering 
from a chronic malady are in need of one and 
the same thing ; namely, more health,— a 
higher degree of vitality, of resistance, higher 
nerve tone, higher digestive tone. Hence 
every chronic sufferer requires tonic treat- 
ment — tonic conditions. The winter season 
alone provides continuous tonic conditions. 
The dense air, containing from one-eighth to  

one-fourth more oxygen than midsummer air, 
stimulates all the vital processes to a higher 
degree of activity. Air is a curative force, 
in operation day and night, and steadily lifts 
the patient up to a higher level until the ebb-
ing tide of life turns backward, and the reno-
vating forces of the body resume their activ-
ities with all the old-time vigor. 

An outdoor sun bath finds a complete sub-
stitute in the electric bath. Powerful arc 
lights concentrated upon the body by means 
of highly polished metal reflectors produce ef-
fects the most powerful of which light is 
capable. In three or four minutes. the skin 
may be as red as if exposed to the sun for 
half an hour, and in seven or eight minutes a. 
veritable sun burn may be produced when this. 
is desirable. An eminent French doctor 
in prescribing for some puny infants presented 
to him by a titled lady, horrified her by the 
command, " Roast them, Madam. Roast 
them,—,in the sun." An electric-light 
" roast " may be four times as powerful as a 
sun bath, thus securing the effects of the 
actinic rays in a very much shorter time. The 
actinic ray of the arc light is much more 
powerful in proportion to the amount of light 
than that of the sunlight. 

During the winter season the phototherapy 
department of the Battle Creek Sanitarium is 
thronged from morning till night, and is fairly 
ablaze with the glorious health-imparting 
rays sent forth from a number of powerful arc 
lights especially constructed for the purpose. 

Life is never dull at the Battle Creek 
Sanitarium. The patients are kept busy all 
day getting well. There is no routine treat-
ment. Each patient has a program providing 
something to be done every hour, which will 
give him an uplift. With rare exceptions, im-
provement is experienced with the very first 
application made, and the healing impulse 
gathers energy from day to day. The patient 
soon sees through the philosophy of the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium System, and learns how to 
co-operate with the physicians in their work, 
not of healing,— for doctors can not heal,—
but in pointing out the way, removing. obsta-
cles, and co-operating with the mighty healing 
forces of nature, which, divinely implanted, 
are divinely guided. The same power which 
created, heals. Healing is re creating. 

A school of health is in progress during the 
entire winter. Afternoon classes and evening 
lectures rive every patient an opportunity to 
obey the injunction of the great philosopher, 
" Know thyself," and by acquiring this 
knowledge he can learn, not only how to get 
well, but how to keep well. 
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EASTERN DEPT..  Pope Manufacturing Co., HARTFORD. CONN. 

THE MADISON SANITARIUM 
Madison, Wis. 

A new institution with all modern conveniences and accomodations for 
sixty patients is located on the shores of Lake Monona, Madison's most 
favored lake, a body of water nine miles in circumference. 

Physiological means are used for the relief and cure of all disease, in-
cluding Hydrotherapy, Electricity, Massage, Phototherapy, Manual and 
Mechanical Swedish Movements, Gymnastics and Scientific Dietary, 
all of which is prescribed and carried out after complete physical exami- 

4 
nation of the body and a chemical examination of the various fluids and 
excrements, together with the history of the case. 

Special operating room and surgical ward for those needing surgical 
attention. 

For information concerning terms, etc., address the . . . 

MADISON SANITARIUM, Madison, Wis. 
in replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



RALEIGH 

RALEIGH.—A handsome, striking mo-
del on pronounced lines. but entirely within 
the limits of style and good taste. The 
characteristic shape of the toe of the 
Raleigh is a certain success. Extension 
soles and high walking heel. 

Style DOM ns Illustrated ; Oxford 
Blucher style, Imported Enamel Leather. 

Style EMI Oxford, plain lace style (not 
Blucher), Soft Russet Leather. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Send for the latest Regal Style-Book 
THE advance Spring number is just out. Send your address on a postal and let 

us mail you a copy. Then we will place your name on our list and future 
numbers will be mailed you as fast as they are issued. 

Don't think this Regal Style-Book is just an ordinary booklet full of shoe-cuts. 
It is a reliable and correct 32-page index of. Spring fashions—the most complete 
shoe style-book ever printed; full of accurate photographs and careful descriptions. 
It is not only an interesting but a valuable book to have. It is a Regal store on paper. 

The Regal tannery-to-consumer system of one profit instead of five brings you 
six-dollar shoes at the wholesale price; and the "window of the sole" and the 
Buzz-saw prove it. 

The Regal Mail-Order Department's perfect organization brings a 
New York shoe-store to your door—no matter where you live. 

But never mind whether you need shoes now or not. We will 
talk buying and selling whenever you are ready. You do 

need the Style-Book. Send for it 
at once. 

Maybe you think yo" are bard to fit? 
—We are now supplying over 800,000 
mail-order customers who thought 
they were, too. In ordering just send 
size and width. If not sure, copy the 
row of numbers inside the lining, 
near the top. We'll know the size 
and width by those numbers, no 
matter who made the shoes. 
Your order will be filled personally 
by an expert mail order salesman. 
Your shoes will be shipped the 

same day your order is received. 
You take no risk. Shoes 

exchanged o r money 
refunded on request. 

Are you 
planning to 
visit any of the 
large cities this season ? 

We shall be very glad to 
mail you, free, a convenient • 

folding street map of any large city you may name if you will take the trouble to send for it. 

Regal Shoes are delivered carriage prepaid anywhere in the United States or 
Canada, Mexico, Porto Rico, Hawaiian and Philippine Islands, also Germany and 
all points covered by the Parcels Post System, on receipt of $3.75 per pair. (The 
extra 25 cents is for delivery.) We are prepared to furnish special low shipping rates 
to any part of the world.. Samples of leather and any information gladly furnished. 

22 Regal stores in New York City. 6 Regal stores 
In Boston. 4 Regal stores in Philadelphia, 72 Re-
gal stores In United States and England. 

Women's Regal Shoes are made in all the latest 
styles. Sold only through our Mail-Order Depart-
ment and In our exclusive women's stores. 

RECTAL. SHOE 	Incorporated 
Mail Order Department, - 	- - - • 613 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. E G 	 

THIE @NOE THAT PR(DVEZ 
London Mall-Order Address 97 Chenpo1de, London, England. 

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTh 



One Year's 

SUBSCRIPTION 

(new or renewal) 
to 

GOO D  

HEALTH  

AND 

Webster's 

Dictionary 
As described, car- 

riage charges 
prepaid 

540 pages, 1500 illustrations. 
Full library sheep binding, 
Dennison's patent index, size 
4x9x10 inches, weight eight lbs. 

BOTH FOR, $2.75 

This dictionary contains every word found in 
the original Webster besides a dictionary of. 
biography, of antonyms and synonyms, notes 
de plume. abrevicoions. an  appendix of 10.000 
words. foreign phrases. familiar allusions. mu-
sical terms. dictionary of mythology. heroes of 
prose and poetry, modern geographical names. 
Latin proper nouns. etc. 

Good Health Pub. Co. 
BATTLE CREEK, MICH. 

- — 

OW,sr7p. 40,1&t ADVERTISEATENTS. talm. . 	, 

T5he NEBRASKA 
SANITARIUM 

Offers the following inducements to those who 
are seeking health, rest, and comfort. 

Location—The most beautiful suburb of the Capitol 
city — Lincoln, with which it is connected by an electric street 
railway. 

Climate—High altitude, pure air, and an abundance of 
sunshine. 

Buildings—Commodious, well ventilated, perfect sewer-
age hydraulic elevator, electric lights, steam heat. attractive 
surroundings. 

Bath and Sreatment Rooms— Well equipped for the 
application of hydrotherapy in every form. massage, Swedish 
movements, electric light bath, X- ray, static electricity, far-
adic, galvanic and sinusoidal currents. 

Exercise — Gymnasium for systematic development. out-
of-door amusements,picnics, trolly rides. etc. 

Dietary —Specially prepared health foods to suit each 
case; large food factory connected with the institution. 

Examinations—Careful study of each case; aided by a 
laboratory of hygiene for chemical and microscopical investi-
gations. 

Diseases Treated— Special attention given to diseases 
of women, digestive disorders. rheumatism, nervous diseases, 
and diseases of the eye, ear, nose, throat and lungs. Offensive 
cases not receiN ed. 

Surgery— Aseptic operating rooms and surgical wards. 
All kinds of surgical cases received. 

Doctors and Nurses— Gentlemen and lady physicians 
trained at the Battle Creek (Mich.) Sanitarium, trained 
nurses of both sexes. 

For further information address 

6he NEBRASKA SANITARIUM 
College View 
	

Nebraska. 
In replying to advertisements 

<3/ GOODRICH 
SURGEONS' RUBBER GLOVES 

For Surgeons' Use. 

Made of Pure Fine Para Rubber, which does 
not interfere with the sense of touch and al-
lows a firm hold on ligatures and ligaments. 
A protection to the patient and the practitioner 
— an aid to good surgery. 

THE NEW GOODRICH 
HOUSEKEEPERS' GLOVES 

Made of heavier stock. Will wear well and 
save the hands from the more or less hard 
service incident to household duties. 

A BOON TO THE HOUSEKEEPER 
In regular glove sizes. White, black and red 
stock. 

The B. F. Goodrich Company 
AKRON, OHIO. 

NEW YORK, 66-69 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway. 
CHICAGO, 141 Lake St. 	BOSTON, 157 Summer St. 

SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission St. 
PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch St. 

• 
$1.00 Per Year 	 10c Per Copy 

The  Railway Critic 
Vigorous, Progressive and Independent 

THE RAILWAY CRITIC is all that its 
name implies. It is the Leading Illustrated 
Railroad and Travel Magazine of the World, 
and is the established au,hority on all matters 
within its perview. 

It has its readers in all sections of the United 
States, Canada and Mexico. It is ably edited, 
abreast with the times, and is a powerful 
leader of public opinion. 

Published Monthly 
ADVERTISING RATES 

$40 per page 	 025 per half page 
$15 per quarter page 

DISCOUNTS 
Three months    5 per cent 
Six months 	 to per rent 
Twelve months 	 15 per cent 
Advertising forms close the zoth of the month 

preceding the date of issue, 

Ask your newsdealer for it, or send to the 
publication office 

143 LIBERTY STREET 
NEW YORK CITY 

please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



The Battle Creek  
Sanitarium Training=School 

For Missionary Nurses 

GREAT OPPORTUNITY 

Now opens its doors to all Christian young men and women 
who are in sympathy with the truths taught at this institution, 
and who desire to prepare themselves to work for the better-
ment of the race in the capacity of Christian or missionary nurses. 

A three-years' course is provided, and the instruction given 
comprises .a larger number of subjects and more thorough training 
than is offered by any other training-school in the world. In 
addition to the subjects taught in ordinary hospital training-
schools, students in the Battle Creek Sanitarium Training-
school for Missionary Nurses are thoroughly instructed in 
hydrotherapy ,(more than two hundred applications); in massage, 
manual Swedish movements ( several hundred different manipula-
tions and movements); the use of electricity (galvanic, faradic, 
static, and sinusoidal currents); Pholotherafty (the electric-
light bath, the photophore, the arc-light, the actinic ray). 

There is also a very thorough course in surgical nursing. 
Ladies receive thorough theoretical and practical instruction in 
obstetrical and gynecological nursing. 

The course also includes instruction in bacteriology and 
chemistry, comprising laboratory work lectures, and recitations. 

Nurses receive on an average t,wo hours of regular class- 
work daily besides the regular training at the bedside and in 
practical work in the various treatment departments. 

The course in gymnastics embraces not only ordinary calis-
thenics, but also the .Swedish system of gymnastics, medical gym-
nastics, manual .Swedish movements, swimming, and anthroPome-
try. There is no school of physical culture in which the oppor-
tunities are greater than those connected with this school. 

The school of cookery also affords great advantages in scien- 
tific cookery, and also instruction in dietetics for both the sick and 
the well, the arranging of bills of fare, the construction of dieta-
ries, and all that pertains to a scientific knowledge of the com-
position and uses of foods. 

Graduates receive diplomas which entitle them to registration as trained nurses. 
Students are not paid a salary during the course of study, but are furnished books, uniforms, 
board, and lodging. Students are required to work eight hours a day, and are expected to 
conform to the rules of the institution at all times. Students may work extra hours for pay. 
The money thus earned may be ample for all ordinary requirements during the course. 

Students who prove themselves competent may, on graduation, enter into the employ 
of the institution at good wages. 

Address Battle !Creek Sanitarium Training-School, 
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 

ha replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



she TRI•CITY SANITARIUM 
Situated on the Moline Bluffs Over-
looking the Majestic Mississippi 

Offers the delight of a beautiful and ever changing 
landscape. besides a magnificently constructed and 
equipped building, the services of Sanitarium trained 
Physicians and nurses. a carefully prepared and daintily 
served hygienic dietary, the most modern facilities for 
the care of surgical and obstetrical cases, and a quiet 
homelike atmosphere. 

An attractive illustrated booklet describing the 
institution, its advantages and methods, will be cheer-
fully mailed to those interested if addresses are sent to 

TRI=CITY SANITARIUM, 
rIOLINE - ILLINOIS. 

INCORPORATE 
UNDER 

ARIZONA LAWS 
The Easiest and Best 

WRITE 
The Akers Incorporating Trust CO., 

Fleming Building, 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 

BOOK-KEEPING KNOWLEDGE 

In more essential now than ever before. You 
should START NOW, at home or where you are, to 
get ready for openings. We help you by the quick-
est and best MAIL plan, and give you a large regis-
tered certificate at completion. $5.00 is all we ask 
for the course, books, blanks, and examination of 
papers. THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT AND 
OUGHT TO HAVE. Address, 

Fireside Accounting Institute 
BATTLE CREEK , MICHIGAN 

And Mention this Magazine 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

t4FANT.  
PREPARED BY 

ANITARY SUPPgf 
SANITAR IUM  

CREEK.T`A‘  .•-•••!! 

Tt.e Superior Qty. 
ity of this Powder 

makes it one of the 
best for the treat-
ment of— 

Prickly Heat 
Nettle-Rash 
Chafed Skin 

etc , etc. 
It is an excellent 

remedy for P E R - 
SPIRING FEET 
and is especially 
adapted — 

FOR 

INFANTS 
Delightful After 

Shaving. 

Price, postpaid, 25 
per box. 

Agents wanted. 

Art of Living Long 
The famous work of Louis Cornaro, the Vene- 

tian centenarian, price, postpaid, $1.5o. With 
Goon HEALTH, one year, $2.00, 

Three Remarkable Books of 

Horace Fletcher 
The A. B.-Z. of our own Nutrition, 462 pages. 

Price, postpaid, $1.14. 

The New Menticulture, or A. B. C. of True 
Living; 3 to pages. Price, postpaid, $1.12. 

The New Glutton, or Epicure, or Economic 
Nutrition; 420 pages, Price, postpaid, $1.12. 

Any one of these books, postpaid, and oaa 
year's subscription to Goon HEALTH for $1.75. 

Address 

Good ' Health Pub. Co. 
BATTLE CREEK , - MICH. 

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



SOME OF THE SUB- 

JECTS TREATED 

The Wonderful Mysteries of Life. 
Marvelous Intelligence Mani-
fested in Plants—The Strange 
Instincts of Carnivorous 
Plants—Intelligence in the 
Inanimate World—The X-Ray 
and Radium—Can Atoms 
Think?—Tissues Which 
Think, Feel, and Work—A 
Physiological Puzzle—The 
Vital F ir'e—The Source of 
Bodily Heat. 

rliracies of Digestion and Nu-
trition.—Creativ e Power 
Manifest in Digestion—Why 
the Stomach Does not Digest 
Itself--The Miracle of the 
Cornfield—P a w low's Inter-
esting Experiment—The Re-
markable bliscoveries of Hor-
ace Fletcher. 

Dietetic Sins.--The Divine Way 
in Diet—God Feeds the World 

Erroneous Notions about 
Fruits—The Curative Value 
of Fruits—Nuts—Milk Germs 
—Vegetable Milk. 

Shall We Slay to Eat?—Flesh 
Eating and Cancer. 

The Natural Way in Diet —Why 
Fats Render Food Indigesti-
ble—Condiments the Cause of 
"Gin Liver"—Cane-sugar a 
Cause of Disease. 

" Life in the Blood." Marvels 
of Healing and Creation.—The 
Battle in the Lymph Glands 
—The Mystery of the Heart 
Beat—The Life in the Blood—
The Creative Power of the 
Blood—The Healing Power of 
the Blood—How the Blood 
Cells Combat Germs—How 
the White Cells Destroy Ma-
larial Germs—Blood-building 
Foods—How to Strengthen 
the Heart. 

What to Do in Case of Sudden 
Illness or Accident.—Proper 
Breathing—The Use of the 
Abdominal Muscles in Breath-
ing—Breathing and Diges-
tion—V ita 1 Capacity—Culti-
vating Lung Capacity. 

32 FULL-PAGE PLATES 
600 PAGES 

the 
miracle 

of 
Life 

BY 

3. K. Kellogg, M. D. 

Physiology from a New 
Standpoint. 

Old Truths Presented in a 
New Setting. 

Simple, Practical, Surpass- 
ingly Interesting. 

AGENTS WANTED 

EVERYWHERE. 

Dangers in the Air, and How to 
Avoid Them.—Diseases Due to 
Germs—The Marvelous De-
fenses of the Body—How to 
Combat Germs—Soap as a 
Disinfectant—Are Germs Use-
ful? 

The Curing, Healing Power of 
Light —Wonderful Proper-
ties of Light, and Its Effect 
upon the Skin—Skin Train-
ing—The Morning Bath. 

How the Body is Warmed.--
Regulation of the Body Heat 
—Fever. 

The Proper Clothing of the 
Body.—Waist Constriction—
The Deformities of Civilized 
Women—Savage Fashions—
The Barbarity of Popular 
Modes of D r es s—Displace-
ment of Vital Organs Due to 
Waist Constriction—Far-
reaching Mischiefs from Er-
rors in Dress. 

How to be Strong.--A Day's 
Work—Exercise Assists Di-
gestion—R o un d Shoulders 
and Flat Chest—Correct and 
Incorrect Sitting Attitudes—
The Amount of Exercise Re-
quired—Estimation of the 
Work Done in Taking Exer-
cise. 

The Brain and the Nerves.--
Feeling Cells and Working 
Cells The Windows of the 
Mind—How to Have a Good 
Memory—Recent Interesting 
Discoveries about Nerve Cells 
—How to Have a Clear Head 
—How the Human Mind Dif-
fers from Mind in Lower Ani-
mals—Human Instinct—The 
Ministry of Pain—The Prob-
lem of Heredity—Man's Kin-
ship with His Maker—Chris-
tian Science—Rational Mind-
cure. 

What Is Disease?--The Rational 
Use of Water—Cold Bathing 
—Stomach Disorders—The 
Hydriatic Treatment of Ty-
phoid and Other Fevers—The 
Tonic Use of Water. 

Drugs Which Enslave and Kill. 
—A Drunkard's Liver—Ap-
palling Statistics—Tea Tip-
pling and Drunkenness. 

6 COLORED PLATES 
$1.50 by MAIL, POST-PAID 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

A New Book 

Address Good Health Pub. Co. 
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



ADVERTISE1VIFIVTS. 

UNION PACIFIC 

GOOD HEALTH. In replying to advertisements please mention 

IF YOU HAVE ONE OF 

OUR MILLS, AND THUS 

HAVE FRESH BUTTER 

EVERY DAY. OUR MILL 

IS SUPERIOR TO ANY 

OTHER IN THAT — 

dr 	 1 
ONLY $1.50 

With one year's subscription to 

"GOOD HEALTH" 
The Triner Slanting Dial Household Scale. 

Capacity 24 lbs. by ounces. Weight 334 lbs. Ex- 
press charges 25 to 35 cents. Every Householder 
needs one. Indispensable in the Kitchen or Dairy. 
A crieck on the Grocer. Warranted absolutely 
accurate, and will last a lifetime. 

Send your orders to us at once. 

GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO., Battle Creek, Mich, 
0011111 

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN 
NUT BUTTER AT HOME  

It requil es one-third less effort to operate. 
It cannot he overfed. 

It is unequaled in point of durability. 

PRICE OF MILL. $3.25. 

With -Science lr the Kitchen." by 
Mrs. E. E. Kellogg 	 $5.00 

Recipe with each Mill. 

GOOD HEALTH PUBLISHING CO. 
Battle Creek. N.ich. 

THE FAST TRAINS 
ARE VIA THE 

Via ()walla 

16 Hours Quicker 
to the Pacific Coast than any 

other line 

NO CHANGE OF ROADS 	NO DETOURS 

"The Overland Route" 

all the way 

Be sure pout' Ticket reads over the 

UNION PACIFIC 

INQUIRE OF 

E. L. LOMAX, G. P. & T. A. 
Omaha, Nebr. 

LAND AND SEA 
By Elder Geo. C. Tenney 

REVISED TO DATE 

PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.50 

This book contains 392 large-sized pages with 
146 beautiful engraving-a. Printed on fine paper. 
Starts with the interior of the United States, go-
ing west to California, across the Pacific to the 
Hawaiian Islands, Pitcairn Island, New Zealand, 
Australia, Ceylon, India, Egypt. Palestine, Italy 
the Continent, England and New York. The 
various countries are graphically described by 
pen and picture while the scenes and experiences 
of travel are interwoven with religious truths 
and moral lessons. The style of the book is en-
tertaining, and the matter instructive. 

Price with Medical Missionary one year, $1.50 

" 	Good Health one year, . . 	1.75 

" Both 	 . . 2.10 

Address 

Good Health Pub. Co. 
BATTLE CREEK, 	AI I C H . 



Sanitariums 
The following institutions are ,:onducted in harmo ny with the same methods and principles as the 

Battle Creek Sanitarium. 

COLORADO SANITARIUM, Boulder, Colo. 
HOWARD F. RAND, M. D., Superintendent. 

ST. HELENA SANITARIUM, Sanitarium, Napa Co., Cal. 
T J. EVANS, M. D., Superintendent. 

NEBRASKA SANITARIUM, College View, Lincoln, Nebr. 
W. A. GEORGE. M. D., Superintendent. 

PORTLAND SANITARIUM, Mt. Tabor, Ore. 
W. R. SIMMONS, M. D., Superintendent. 

NEW ENGLAND SANITARIUM, Melrose, Mass. 
C. C. NICOLA, M. D., Superintendent. 

CHICAGO BRANCH SANITARIUM, 28 33d Place, Chicago. III. 
FRANK J. OTIS, M D., Superintendent. 

IOWA SANITARIUM, 603 E. 12th St., Des Moines, Iowa. 
J. E. COLLORAN, M. D., Superintendent. 

TRI-CITY SANITARIUM 1213 15th St., Moline, III. 
S. P. S. EDWARDS, M. D., Superintendent. 

TREATMENT ROOMS, 1117 4 St San Diego. Cal. 
T. S. WHITELOCK, M. D., Superintendent. 

GARDEN CITY SANITARIUM, San Jose. Cal. 
LEWIS J. BELKNAP, M. D., Superintendent. 

MADISON SANITARIUM, Madison, Wis. 
C. P. FARNSWORTH, M. D., Superintendent. 

SPOKANE SANITARIUM, Spokane, Wash. 
SILAS YARNELL, M. D.. Superintendent. 

DETROIT BRANCH SANITARIUM, 54 Farrar St., Detroit. 
Mich. 

TREATMENT PARLORS, 865 5th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
COLORADO SPRINGS SANITARIUM 320-322% North Tejon 

St., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
G. R B. MYERS, M. D., Superintendent. 

TREATMENT ROOMS, 201 Granby Block, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
R. L. MARTZ, M. D., Superintendent. 

BUFFALO SANITARIUM 922 Niagara St., Buffalo, N.Y. 
A. R. SATTERLEE, M. D., Superintendent. 

NASHVILLE SANITARIUM, corner Church and Vine Sts.. 
Nashville, Tenn. 

0. M. HAYWARD. M. D., Superintendent, 
CLEVELAND TREATMENT ROOMS, 23o Euclid Ave., 

Cleveland. Ohio. 
TRBATrtENT goons, 44 E. Main St., Middletown, N. Y. 

A. J. READ. M. D.. Superintendent. 
TREATMENT ROOMS, 156 Monroe Ave., Rochester, N. Y. 

SEATTLE SANITARIUM, 612 3d Ave., Seattle, Wash. 
A. 0. SHRYOCK. M. D.. Superintendent. 

PEORIA SANITARIUM, 203 3d Ave., Peoria, Ill. 
J. E. HEALD, M. D., Superintendent. 

KEENE SANITARIUM, Keene, Texas. 
P. F. HASKELL, M. D., Superintendent. 

LOS ANGELES SANITARIUM 315 W. 3d St.. Los Angeles. 
Cal. 

PENNSYLVANIA SANITARIUM, igog Wallace St. Philadel- 
phia, Pa. 

A. J. READ. M. D., Superintendent. 

SURREY HILLS HYDROPATHIC INaT17tITE, Caterham. 
Surrey, England. 

A. B. OLSFN, B. S., M. D., M. R. C. S., Superintendent. 
LEICESTER SANITARIUM, 8o Regent St.. Leicester, Eng. 

F. C. RICHARDS, M. D., M. R. C. S., Superintendent. 

CALCUTTA SANITARIUM, 51 Park St., Calcutta. India. 
R. S. INGERSOLL, M. D., Superintendent. 

PLWISTEAD SANITARIUM, Cape Town, South Africa. 
Gro. THOMASON, M. D., L.-R. C. S., Superint ndent. 

CHRISTCHURCH SANITARIUM, Papanui, Christchurch. 
New Zealand. 

KOBE SANITARIUM, 42 Yamanoto-dori, Nichome, Kobe. 
Japan. 

S. A. LOCKWOOD, M. D., Superintendent. 
GUADALAJARA SANI TARIU M, Apartado 138. Guadalajara, 

State of Jalisco, Mexico. 
J. W. ERKENBECK, M. D., Superintendent, 

INSTITUT SANITAIRE, Basle, Switzerland. 
P. Ds FOREST. M. D., Superintendent. 

SKODSBORO SANITARIUM, Skodsborg, Denmark. 
I. CARL OTTOSEN, A. M., M. D., Superintendent. 

NEWFOUNDLAND. HEALTH INSTITUTE, 282 Duckworth 
St.. St Johns, Newfoundland. 

A. E. LEMON. M. D., Superintendent. 

SYDNEY SANITARIUM, Wahroonga, N. S. W., Australia. 
D. H. KRESS, M. D , Superintendent. 

FRIEDENSAU SANITARIUM, Post Grabow, Bez. Magde- 
burg, Germany. 

A. J. HORSES. M. D., Superintendent. 
KIMBERLY BATHS,;32 Old Main St., Kimberly, So. Africa. 

J. V. WILLSON. Mgr. 

Health Food Restaurants 
Eating-houses where food prepared in accordance with the principles of rational dietetics and 

scientific cookery may be obtained are now open in the following places. 

The Pure Food Cafe, 13 S. Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Hygienic Company, 1209 G St., N. W. Washington, D. C. . 

Dining Room, Church and Vine Sts., Nashville, Tenn. 
Hygeia Dining Room. 279 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
Hygela Dining Rooms, 5759 Drexel Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Hygienic Cafe, 426 State St., Madison, Wis. 
Hygienic Cafe, 865 5th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Pure Pood Cafe, 607 Locust St., Des Moines, Iowa. 

Pure Food Cafe, 403 E. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo. 

Good Health Cafe, 145 S. 13th_St., Lincoln. Nebr. 

Nebraska Sanitarium Food Co., College View, Nebr.  

Pure Food Store, 2129 Farnum St.. Omaha, Nebr. 

Vegetarian Cafe, 322% N. Tejon St., Colorado Springs. Colo. 

Vegetarian Restaurant-555 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 

Vegetarian Cafe, 1543 Glenarm St., Denver, Colo. 
The Vegetarian, 755 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
Vegetarian Dining Rooms, 317 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Portland Sanitarium Rooms, Mt. Tabor, Ore. 
Vegetarian Cafe, 2r4 Union St., Seattle, Wash. 
White Rose Restaurant, W. H. Nelson, 36 W. 18th St.. New 

York City. 
Boston Health Food Store, W. F. Childs, Room 316. Ion 

Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 
Vegetarian Cafe, S. 170 Howard St., Spokisne, Wash. 
The Laurel, it W. ,8th St., New York City. 
Hygela Cafe, 203 3rd Ave., Peoria, Ill, 
Pure Pood Cafe, 1807 Franklin Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 
N. E. Sanitarium Food Co., 23 Wyoming Ave.. D. M. Hu14. 

Mgr., Melrose, Mass 

Health Food Store, 156 Monroe Ave., Rochester, N. Y. 



DO YOU WANT MONEY? 
If so, write us 

to-day. "Do it 
now." We will 
Put you in a po-
sition to make 
a good salary, 
right at home, if 
you will work, 
or know of some 
one willing to 
work for you. 

OUR DISH 
WASHER SELLS 
AT SIGHT in 
every home, and 
by introducing 
it in your com-
munity, you will 
not only find a 
READY. SALE 

for it, but you will be thanked and given credit for in-
troducing into the families in your neighborhood an 
article that DOES AWAY WITH DRUDGERY. 

IT IS ONE THAT EVERY WOMAN NEEDS. 
That's why it is so easy to sell. In construction it is 

simple and durable, and the cost is a MERE TRIFLE 
compared to the advantages derived from its use. 

The services of a carpet sweeper are required two or 
three times a week; the washing machine once a week; 
the clothes wringer only once a week; while the sewing 
machine often stands idle for months; but the Dish 
Washer is in demand THREE TIMES each day and its 
benefits are thus constantly being dispensed to its user. 

IT SAVES MCI! VALUABLE TIME. 
Write to-day for book of testimonials. Others make 

from $30o to $500 a month. WHY CAN'T YOU ? 
Address General Offices, 

MOUND CITY DISH WASHER CO., 
(In writing mention this paper.) 	St. Louis, Mo. 

THE ABOVE CUT SHOWS MACHINE 
IN OPERATION 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Double daily train service to New Orleans. 
Send for a free descriptive booklet. 	 ,. — 

Connects with Southern Pacific Steamshipneav-
ing at 2.00 P. M. every Saturday for Havana. Send 
for free illustrated folder on Cuba. 

Through tickettifizaeteosf, ceoti%,e3tfinIg.. tines.  t. R. agents and 

A. H HANSON, G. P. A„ CHICAGO. 

You Should Keep the Skin in an active, healthY 
condition, and thus 

lessen the liability of having la grippe, pneumonia, fevers, etc., by 
using 

THE GOOD HEALTH 

BATH CABINET 
Recommended by Battle Creek Sanitarium Physicians, 

It stimulates the skin by hot vapor, causing profuse 
perspiration, thus aiding the kidneys and other elim-
inative organs in disposing of the large amount of 
waste matter continually produced by the wear of 
the tissues. For this reason it is good in cases of 
kidney or liver trouble. It also relieves soreness of 

the muscles, diabetes, and other chronic ailments. It affords a cleansing and refresh- 
ing bath, and its occasional use is very beneficial for those in health as well as for others. 

Price, with alcohol heater, vapor basin, and frame, $4,, F. 0. B., Battle Creek. 
Address : 

GOOD HEALTH PUB, CO„ 
BATTLE CREEK, MICH, 

Our terms to agents are liberal ; write for information. 

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



Address GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO. 
115 Washington Ave. N. 	 BATTLE CREEK, MICH. 

  

BIBLES, Remit us $2.50 

And we will send you GOOD HEALTH one year, and a $3.50 HOLMAN 
Bum; bound in Egyptian morocco with divinity circuit, red under gold, 
size 5x7. The type is bourgeois, 8vo., easy to read. Contains 
column references, fifteen maps, four thousand questions and 
answers on the Bible, concordance of nearly fifty thousand refer-
ences, and a new illustrated Bible dictionary. We will send a 
smaller Holman Bible, size 4)42E654, with fine minion print, 16mo., 
in place of the larger size, if desired. Thumb index, 50c extra. 

Send for our 1904 Catalogue. 

COMBINATIONS 

  

     

We will send GOOD HEALTH one year with the following for price set opposite each: 
Life Boat 	 25 0  
Medical Missionary 	 1.10

1 0 

Bible Training School 	  1.00 	Youth's Instructor 	

5 

	

$1.00 	Life Boat and Medical flissionary 	 $ 

	

1.00 	Vegetarian 	  

	

1.00 	American rlotherhood 	

 1 ... 

 

Atlantic Union Gleaner 	  1.00 	Southern Watchman 	  1.50 
Advocate of Christian Education 	  1.00 	Signs of the Times 	  2.00 

The Review and Herald may be included in any of the above offers by adding $1.50. New 
or renewed subscriptions accepted. All sent to different addresses if desired. 

HEALTH BOOKS 

We will send you any of the following named books, written by J. H. Kellogg, M. D., Super-
intendent of the Battle Creek Sanitarium, with one year's subscription to GOOD Ham/NI and 
Medical Missionary for the prices set opposite each : 
The Stomach, Its Disorders and How to 	 Man the Masterpiece, cloth 	 $3.4.0050 

Cure Them, cloth $2.00 Half-buff 	  
Half-buff 	  2.50 	Library 	  4.25 

Art of Massage, cloth 	  2.75 	Home Hand-Book, cloth 	  4.75 
Half-leather 	  .3.50 	Half-buff 	  5.25 

Ladles' Guide, cloth 	  3.50 	Library 	  5.75 
Half-buff 	  4.00 	Or Science in the Kitchen, by Mrs. E. E. 
Library 	  4.25 	Kellogg, in Oilcloth. 	  2.25 

Ideal Home Magazine 	  

HAVE YOU A COLD? 
DO YOU SUFFER WITH CATARRH? 

TRY OUR MAGIC POCKET VAPORIZER 

A simple, convenient instrument for the 
treatment of Catarrh, Colds, and all diseases 
of the nose, throat, and lungs. 

Write for descriptive booklet and terms. 

Price only $1.00 
With one year's subscription 
to Good Health, new or re-
newed, only $1.25. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

In replying to advertisements please mention 0001) HEALTH. 



f tiE 

Mexican Central 
Railway Co., Ltd.. 

CALLS ATTENTION TO THE FACT THAT 	e 
IT IS THE ON ,AY Standard Gauge Route from ne United 

States Frontier to Mexico City. 
IT IS THE ONLY Line in Mexico that tan offer the Travel. 

ng Public the conveniences and comforts of Standard Gauge 
Pullman Drawing Room Sleepers. lighted by Pi ntsch Gas. 

IT IS THE ONLY Line by which you can travel without 
change from St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City. 

IT IS THE ONLY L.ne from El Paso,Texas. to Mexico City 
IT IS THE SHORT Line from San Francisco and Pacific 

Coast points to Mexico City. 
The Lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through IP 

of the 27Statesof the Republic. Eight million of the thirteen 
million inhabitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them 

The principal Mining regions receive their supplies and 
export their product over it. Chihuahua. Sierra Mojada. 
Mapimi, Fresnillo, Parral, Guanacevi, Durango, Zacatecas, 
Guanajuato, Sombrerete, Pachuca, etc., etc. 

WHEN ,  YOU TRAVEL FOR BUSINESS, GO WHERE 
BUSINESS IS DONE. 

There are only five cities of over 35.000 inhabitants in the 
Republic of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican 
Central Line. 

The following ten cities are reached only by the Mexican 
Central Railway. 

Chihuahua, 30.098 inhabitants; Parral. 16.382: Zacatecas, 
34,438; Guanajuato. 40.589: Leon.83.263; Guadalajara. 101,208, 
Queretaro. 38,016; Zamora. 12.533; Aguascalientes. 37,816; 
irapuato. 19.640. 

It also reaches the cities of Torreon, 13.845: San Luis 
?otosi. 60.868; Tampico (Mexican Gulf Port). 16.313; Celaya. 
25.565: Pachuca, 37,487: City of Mexico, 368.777. 

Daily Pullman service between St. Louis, Mo., and Mexico 
City also between El Paso, Texas. and Mexico City. and 
vice versa. 

A. V. TEMPLE. Industrie: Agent. 	W. D. MURDOCH. G. P. A. 
Mexico City. 	 Mexico City. 

I R. RYAN, Gen. Ag' 328 Marquette Bldg., Chicago. 

Mothers' Problems 
Every mother knows that happiness or 

misery— success or failure for her little one 
— depends upon the knowledge and sym-
pathy she puts into the task of bringing it 
up. 

American Motherhood 

Is a monthly magazine devoted to raising 
the standards of home life and motherhood. 
Its 84 pages are full of help for the mother, 
not alone regarding the baby, but all other 
matters pertaining to the home and to its 
management. It is vibrant with strong, 
healthful ideas that will help many a weary 
mother who is now perplexed with prob-
lems different from any she has ever before 
had to deal with. 

It is edited by mothers, Mary Wood-
Allen and E. M. H. Merrill, women of 
wide experience in councils of national 
breadth in matters pertaining to Social 
Purity and Home Culture. 

You will enjoy seeing a sample copy of 
American Motherhood— we will enjoy 
sending it to you. One dollar pays for a 
year's subscription. 

AMERICAN MOTHER COMPANY 
Dept. G., 100 Boylston, Boston, Mass. 

THE NEW ENGLAND SANITARIUM 

   

MELROSE, MASSACHUSETTS 

      

         

         

Is the Eastern Branch of the Battle Creek 
Sanitarium and follows the same rational 
principles as to diet, treatment and health 
culture. It is thoroughly equipped with 
every convenience for the care of invalids, 
and with the latest and best appliances 
for the diagnosis and treatment of chronic 
conditions. 

The location is truly ideal. Within six 
miles of Boston, and yet completely hid-
den away in midst of the famous Mid-
dlesex Fells, a natural park of 3,500 acres 
preserved by the state on account of the 
wonderful charm and beauty of the 
scenery. 

It is just the place to rest tired nerves 
and recuperate from brain fag; assisted by 

Particulars with Reference to Accommodations, Methods, Rates. Etc., may be had by Addressing 

NEW ENGLAND SANITARIUM, Melrose, Mass. Or C. C. NICOLA, M. D., 
Superintendent. 

a corps of experienced physicians and trained nurses. 
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JUST BE GLAD 

0, HEART of mine, we shouldn't worry so ; 	We have erred in that dark hour, we have 
What we've missed of joy we couldn't have, 	known, 

you know. 	 When our tears fell like the showers, all alone. 
What we've met of stormy pain, 	 Were, not shine and shadow blent 
And of sorrow's driving rain, 	 As the gracious Master meant 
We can better meet again, 	 Let us temper our content 

If it blow. 	 With his own. 

For, we know, not every morrow can be sad ; 
So, forgetting all the sorrow we have had, 
Let us fold away our fears, 
And put by our foolish tears, 
And through all the coming years 

Just be glad ! 
—James Whitcomb Riley. 

EXERCISES FOR THE SCHOOLROOM 

BY J. W. SEAVER, M. D., 

New Haven, Conn. 

N considering the definite 
5xercises that may serve as 
a basis for the physical 
training of school children, 

we must bear in mind their fundamental 
faults of posture that tend to become 
habitual, and that tend to restrict to 
some extent the functional activity of 
some of the more important organs. 
The visitor in the lower grades of public 
schools will notice the great tendency 
of children to bend forward near to the  

work to be done, as if each child were 
near-sighted. This tendency to let the 
head sag forward, produces a curve 
backward in the middle of the back, 
where, under normal conditions, the 
spine should curve 'forward, producing 
the lumbar curve that should be well 
marked if the pelvic organs are to re-
tain their normal position and be freed 
from extra pressure from the organs 
that lie higher up in the abdominal 
cavity. This is of special importance 
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FIG. I 

to girls, as their pelvic breadth offers a 
much greater opportunity for abnormal 
pressure to exert its malign influence. 
The forward tilting of the head also de-
presses the front wall of the chest, and 
interferes with the raising of the ribs 
and sternum in inspiration, so that the 
breathing process is shallow, and per-
formed largely by the diaphragm. As 
a result the blood is poorly oxidized, 
and its circulation is seriously impaired. 
The circulation in the brain is also 
obstructed by the bending of the 
arteries supplying it and of the veins 
that carry the blood back to the heart. 
In other words, the circulation through 
a tube will be freer when the tube is 
straight than it will be when the tube is 
bent. 

Not only does the child tend to bend 
forward in the spinal region above the 
pelvis, but he twists toward the side, 
and usually toward the left, thus tend-
ing to cause the shoulder girdle to dip 
down at the right and produce a gen-
eral scoliosis. The common prevalence 
of this curve has led some physicians  

to consider that a certain amount of 
lateral deviation is normal in children 
who are right-handed, but I am inclined 
to think that the curvature is more 
dependent upon schoolroom posture 
than upon the mere fact of uni-dexter-
ity. For the use of one hand for the 
ordinary occupations of life ought to 
entail such extra work upon the muscles 
that elevate the arm and shoulder as to 
tend to counterbalance the greater pull 
on the muscles of one side in the lower 
and mid regions of the spine, and I 
think we find that right-handedness 
among people who are strong and have 
spent very little of their lives in school 
does not exhibit the tendency to lateral 
deviation of the spine that is seen 
among people who have spent a large 
portion of their lives in school and who 
have never done much active work with 
the right hand. 

A glance at the picture of a school-
room presented herewith (Fig. 1) 
shows the typical attitude assumed by 
children whose attention was not called 
to the fact that their picture was to be 
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FIG. 3 
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taken, and it consequently 
represents what may be seen 
any day in one of the public 
schools that is supposed to 
be well managed and care-
fully instructed. There was 
absolutely nothing said to 
the children about their pos-
ture, and yet we w i 11 all 
agree that this matter was 
the most important point on 
which these children needed 
instruction. This illustrates 
the position habitually taken 
by children in the third grade 
in a school that has gymnas-
tic exercises twice a week 
under a special teacher who 
visits the school. 

Now, what sort of exer-
cises are best adapted to cor-
rect the mal-positions that 
are here illustrated ? An d 
what other exercises should 
be assigned that shall pro-
duce hygienic results in the 
way of healthy growth of 
vital organs ? In the first 
place, school gymnastics 
that are to be corrective in 
quality must be of such a 
kind as shall produce free 
extension movements of the 
spine, to overcome the for-
ward stoop that is produced 
at the desk. To do this, 
movements of stretching 
strongly upward while stand- 
ing, as shown in Fig. 2, will 
be found helpful and easy for 
the pupils to take, because 
natural. All young animals 
like to stretch, and it seems 
to bring into fairly vigorous 
work many muscles and to 
place the vertebral column 
into fairly normal position. 

Stretching movements 
should not be maintained for 
any prolonged time, but may 
be used for preliminary 
movements at the beginning 
of a day's order. They may 
be looked upon as move-
ments of preparation f o r 
more vigorous group exer-
cises. These stretching ex-
ercises may be used in the 
midst of marching exercises 
and at other times during the 
day's order or course of ex-
ercises that is being used. 

The second set of exer-
cises should be directed to 
the special extension move-
ments of the spine, as shown 
in Fig. 3, where the chest is 
raised as high as possible, 
and the upper dorsal spine 
straightened, and the neck 
held well back, with the chin 
drawn in. This movement 
should be accompanied by 
deep inhalation, and m a y 
properly be utilized in con-
nection with certain leg exer-
cises, as knee bendings, 
marchings, etc. 

Next we must give lateral 
trunk bendings for the sake 
of strengthening the loins 
and securing that strength of 
trunk that enables the child 
to hold its weight easily in 
good positions, and that will 
check the desire to loll and 
assume bad postures by lean-
ing on the desk for support. 
(Fig. 4.) Many children 
lean upon the desk and their 
own knees for support be- 
cause they are too weak to 
support their own weight un-
der the enforced quiescence 
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o f the 
school- 
✓ o o m. 
The un-
confined 
child is 
changing 
his atti-
tude con - 
st antly, 
and it is 
only the 
especially 
✓obust FIG. 5 

child that can 
bear confinement 
without great 
physical discom-
fort a n d danger 
of deformity. It 
is as impossible 
for the growing 
child to maintain 
a fixed physical 
attitude as it is 
to confine his at-
tention closely 
for a prolonged 
period. A change and relief from ten-
sion must be obtained in some way, 
and I know of no better method than 
to have frequent periods of active phys-
ical exercises interspersed through the 
school period. 

Another point that should be borne 
in mind is to secure such vigor of ex-
ercise as shall start the heart action 
and increase the respiratory wave. 
This may easily be done by such ex-
ercises as running in place. This is 
accomplished by having the pupil raise 
the feet alternately as he would in 
running, but replacing each foot in the 
position it formerly occupied, so that no 
advance is made. Or the pupils may 
run, taking steps of three or four inches 
only, and so advancing slowly around  

the room until they return to positions. 
beside their desks. There are two 
objections to be found to this form of 
exercise in the ordinary schoolroom.. 
One is the disturbance to the pupils in 
other rooms from the noise and jar to 
the building. This, however, in a well-
constructed building, is of comparative 
inconsequence. The other objection 
relates to the raising of dust by the 
pupils in the running exercises, but if 
the windows are open and the floors 
kept as clean as they ought to be in any 
civilized community, the objection will 

have compara-
tively little 
weight, and is 
easily offset b y 
the great advan-
tage of running 
which is so natuL 
r al an exercise, 
and which calls 
into ready activ-
ity so many of 
the vital proc-
esses. 

An element of 

FIG. 7 

r e creation 
should b e 
added to 
the exer- 
cises 
w h e never 
it is possi- 
ble, and 
the run- 
ni n g 
move- 
ments a f - 
ford op- 
portunities 
for any 
skilful 
teacher to 
suggest 
c o rn plica- 
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tions that awaken the interest and en-
thusiasm of the pupil. 

After the running exercises, leg 
movements, in the way of deep knee 
bending (Fig. 5), knee elevations, leg 
raisings, etc., may be utilized, to be 
followed by arm raisings in various 
directions and with various complica-
tions. Then more vigorous muscular 
movements may be taken, in the way 
4Df trunk bendings forward in connection 
with charge movements, as shown in 
Fig. 6, and these may be followed by 
:heel elevations, stepping movements,  

etc., all of which tend to give command 
of the muscles of locomotion, and help 
the pupil to keep in good standing 
poise. 

The exercises may then close by 
respiratory movements with arm rais-
ings forward and sideward and with re-
tractions from the position shown in 
Fig. 7. 

All movements should be performed 
with vigor and exactness pf form, for 
the value of any exercise will depend 
upon the manner in which it is carried 
out. 

A FIJIAN FEAST 

BY A. CURROW, 

Fiji 

64:•Z NE coming from the busy 
4 center of a civilized country 

•4 0 W t/  and landing in the tropics 
among the dark races is apt 

to lose all' patience in an attempt to 
change the order of things in general  

and bring everything up to time. 
Gradually the active, energetic, go-
ahead finds that he has to slow down 
and unwillingly conform to the slow, 
steady, and easy-going conditions about 
him. 

A FIJIAN FEAST 
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A FIJIAN FEAST 

Fiji is known as a malua land ; i. e., 
the native tendency is to postpone what 
might be done to-day until some " more 
convenient time." Only that which is 
absolutely imperative is executed with 
despatch. Any attempt to hurry things 
results only in delaying them. 

The scene represented on the fore-
going page gives a glimpse of a native 
Fijian village. The occasion is a feast. 
To the right are the leading characters, 
who go through a form for the presen-
tation of the food to those for whom the 
feast is given. This party faces the food. 
Slightly to their right are seen the stems 
of the yagona tree, from which native 
kava, an intoxicating drink, is made. 
To the left may be seen the other very 
necessary items of the feast— a roasted 
pig and a few turtles. Judging from 
the high pile of taros in front and the 
heap of yams to the rear, together with 
the turtles and pig, the feast here rep-
resented was no small one. 

Two large mango fruit trees are to 
be seen on the left ; a portion of a 
breadfruit to the right ; and a cocoa-
nut shows finely up above the roof 

of a native house to the rear. 
The houses are of Tongan type, 

rounded off at each end, reeds worked 
crosswise forming the walls. The one 
with wooden sides is the chief's house. 
Four chiefs appear in the front, one of 
whom is dressed in European style. 

The Fijian loves gatherings. There 
is stir and excitement everywhere among 
old and young at the prospect of a 
gathering for sport or a feast. It con-
stitutes the supreme delight of his 
physical senses, and to deprive himself 
of such a delight is indeed a hard trial. 

As a preliminary exercise to the feast 
native mekes, or dances, are usually gone 
through in the best of style, two or 
more districts performing. Each com-
pany has its choir of chanters, to guide 
the movements of the dancers, and keep 
them in time. Perfect silence is main-
tained by the actors, and the splendid 
order and dexterity of movement make 
the scene entrancing. With blackened 
faces, and red-painted breasts, arms and 
legs shining with oil, joints and elbows 
tied round with variegated leaves, 
waists girded with an apron of grasses 

WAR DANCER3 
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and colored bark of fine fibrous texture, 
adorned with flowers, and armed with 
heavy clubs,— the impression made is 
that of a company of demons intent on 
everything hideous and diabolical. 

A view of some of the performers in 
the dance is here shown. Some are • 
holding circular palm fans, with which 
they beat and vibrate and make ges-
tures; others are in attitude with clubs. 

The feast is somewhat disappointing 
to the visitor, in that the people do not 
eat together as a company. Men are 
set apart to divide into lots for each 
man or his family a portion of taros, 
yams, fish, turtle, or pig, according to 
his rank. It is all set out on leaves in 
separate lots. A form of thanksgiving 
is gone through, and as each lot is 
pointed out, it is carried off by the  

owner and eaten inside the house. It is 
usually at the close of the day that the 
food is partaken of, the natives by that 
time feeling very hungry. 

During the evening and until the 
early hours of morn, action songs by 
groups of young men and young women 
seated oppositely on the damp ground 
are carried on, very few within the 
town obtaining any sleep. These pro-
ceedings generally conclude with much 
harm to the natives, especially the 
young people, who take part in the night 
performance. 

The custom, with attendant evils, is 
increasing, and everywhere the people 
are being seized and absorbed with the 
desire for these hurtful, worldly pleas-
ures, which sooner or later must end in 
self-destruction. 

PROPHYLACTIC HOME TREATMENT FOR COLDS 
BY KATE LINDSAY, M. D. 

HAVE a cold ; " " I am 
taking cold," " I have a 
bad cold." These phrases 
are commonly used by every 

one. But how many, even among 
physicians, consider what a cold really 
is. or what are the effects of this com-
mon cold-taking on the life and health 
of the human family ? For colds are 
prevalent more or less the world over, 
from the frigid zones to the tropics, and 
are accepted as a common heritage by 
the most enlightened nations as well as 
by the most ignorant savage races. 
Who ever heard of any effort being 
made to ", stamp out " colds ? This 
term is familiar to all sanitarians. 
They talk of stamping out smallpox, 
diphtheria, yellow fever, and cholera 
by finding out the causes and removing 
them. 

Every disease from which mankind suf- 

fers is the effect of some active cause,—
some violation of natural laws which pre-
cedes the phenomena we call disease. 
A cold is no exception to this law. It 
is the result of causes ; and the wise 
thing for every one to do is to look for 
these causes, and, by removing them, 
prevent the cold. To do this in a ra-
tional manner, it is well for each one to 
analyze his own condition when suf-
fering from a cold. 

The first symptoms are a chilly, lan-
guid feeling, more or less aching all 
over the body, often headache, loss of 
appetite, mucous surface of eyes, nose, 
and throat dry, swollen, and congested 
at first, followed by sneezing ; free 
watery discharges at first, which change 
to purulent or mucopurulent in a few 
days. The patient is uncomfortable 
and indisposed for a week, his mind 
more or less dulled and inactive. In 
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fact, there is every evidence of a thor-
ough intoxication of the human organ-
ism. The body is evidently waging a 
war with the toxins. They are being 
expelled by the lungs, skin, kidneys, 
and mucous surfaces of the body. 

The evidence of toxemia in a cold 
being so plain, the next inquiry should 
be, 	" Where does this toxic matter 
come from ? and how can this systemic 
infection of the body be avoided ? " 

There are two sources of infection of 
the human organism by toxins : the 
formation and retention of poisons in the 
body itself, and the introduction of 
poisons from without. 

The first, known by the term " auto-
infection," is liable to occur at any 
time, because even in the most perfect 
state of health the body is always wast-
ing structure from the breaking down 
of tissues consumed to keep up its heat 
and energy. In other words, life is 
maintained by a process of building up 
and tearing down. When the elimina-
tive organs are active and the wastes 
are expelled from the body and 
the tissue repaired as fast as the struc-
ture is disorganized, there is present 
the condition known as health. 

When for any cause the wastes are 
retained, or the structures are destroyed 
too fast or not fast enough, then we get 
the symptoms of disease. 

Stop the action of the lungs and car-
bonic acid gas is retained, there is no 
oxygen for heating, energy, and tissue 
repairs. If the patient is completely 
choked, as by hanging, drowning, im-
mersion in carbonic acid gas, etc., he 
dies in a very few minutes. When 
there is partial crippling of this func-
tion, the blood fills with carbonic acid 
gas, as is manifested by blueness of the 
lips, bluish skin, and shortness of breath. 

When the kidneys are diseased in 
function or structure, uric acid and  

other broken-down tissue wastes 
are retained, and the patient suffers 
from headache, dizziness, dropsy, and 
lastly uremic convulsion, stupor, and 
death. 

When the action of the skin is im-
perfect, its surface may be either cold 
and bloodless or congested, and the 
retained toxins may cause serious dis-
turbance of mucous membranes, as a 
cold from dampness and sudden change 
of temperature. 

In nettle rash how often is there 
nausea and vomiting. And a deep 
burn on the surface of the abdomen of-
ten causes fatal ulceration in the in-
testinal tract. Poisons may enter the 
blood and lymph from without, in the 
form of germs or germ-formed toxic 
matter or poisonous chemical materials, 
through wounds of the skin and mucous 
membranes, or from fermenting matter 
retained in the cavities of the body. 
Spoiled elements in the alimentary 
canal are one very frequent cause of 
intoxication. In children this poison-
ing may be so profound as to cause 
convulsions and death in a few hours. 
Bouchard tells us that a patient with 
dilated stomach and gastric catarrh is 
always intoxicated more or less, and 
suffers from catarrhal disorders, as 
chronic coryza, bronchitis, intestinal 
disturbance, skin diseases, as eczema, 
urticaria, herpes, etc., and is also very 
subject to rheumatism, gout, and 
neuralgia ; and that dyspeptics are pre-
disposed to colds. 

Bad air, filled with irritating infected 
dust and foul gases, irritates the mucous 
membranes and causes congestion and 
morbid secretions, which render the 
membranes good soil for germ culture; 
the toxins enter the circulation by 
absorption, and these poisons are 
carried to all the lymph spaces of the 
body and are responsible for the miser- 
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able, tired feelings, general aching, 
headache, and disturbances of all the 
other bodily functions. 

A cold is evidence that the body is 
foul and that a systemic houseclean-
ing is needed. Nature, as long as she 
is capable of any resistance against 
morbid influences, always seeks to save 
the body by expelling the injurious 
elements ; so, in case of cold, every 
effort is made to clean up through 
every channel by which wastes and 
toxins can find exit from the body. 
Thus we have the sneezing, coughing, 
congestion, inflammation of nasal and 
bronchial tubes, lung cells, or mucous 
surfaces, known respectively by the ex-
pressions, " cold in the head," " cold 
on the lungs," which mean an acute 
bronchitis or a catarrhal pneumonia. 

Often there is catarrh of the stomach 
and bowels, as manifested by vomiting, 
diarrhea, and other digestive disturb-
ances. The bile duct becomes in-
flamed from catarrhal inflammation. 
There is a bad taste in the mouth, and 
there is fever, more or less, as the in-
toxication is slight or profound, or the 
patient very young, old or debilitated, 
or youthful, vigorous and strong. In 
young infants and the aged a cold is 
often a dangerous and not infrequently 
a fatal malady. It is also a dangerous 
complication after grip, and scarlet 
fever and other eruptive disorders. 

The greatest mortality in young 
children from what are known as chil-
dren's diseases is from catarrhal pneu-
monia or capillary bronchitis, which is 
often excited from taking cold. 

Even a cold in the head may prove 
fatal to an infant, from exhaustion due 
to inability to take food when it can 
not breathe through the nose. 

Having proved that a cold is evidence 
of filth in the body, combined with 
weakened resistance to morbid in- 

fluence, we shall now consider its pre-
vention. 

The prevention of colds means keep-
ing the human organism toned up, clean 
and strong. This condition can be 
attained only by using air, food, water, 
clothing, temperature, exercise, rest, 
and all hygienic agencies properly. 

Plenty of pure air should be inhaled 
night and day, breathing deep, to in-
sure thorough oxidation of all the 
tissues and wastes of the body, and 
by living out of doors and sleeping in 
well-ventilated, clean rooms. 

A vigorous circulation should be 
cultivated by outdoor exercise, and the 
skin and other eliminative organs stimu-
lated to a normal functional activity so as 
to be prepared for the extra work de-
manded of them from sudden changes 
of temperature. This can be brought 
about by either cold air baths with 
friction to the skin, or better still, cold 
water baths in the form of early morning 
cold plunges, douches, and sprays for 
the strong, and cold mitten friction, 
towel rubs, etc., for the more feeble. 
Cold, or at least cool clean air should 
bathe the respiratory mucous surface, 
and cool clean water the alimentary 
mucous membranes, to improve the 
nutrition and to strengthen these parts 
to resist disease. As the patient sel-
dom takes cold when there is good 
elimination of wastes, the kidneys and 
liver should not be overworked by 
having to eliminate the toxins of fer-
menting food or retained excrement in 
the alimentary canal. 

Dr. Jacoby, of New York City, says 
that the bronchitis of infancy and 
childhood is usually the result of sour 
stomach. Bouchard, in his work on 
autoinfection, says that patients suffer-
ing from indigestion, dilated stomachs, 
etc., are very subject to colds in the 
head, bronchitis, and other catarrhal 
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disorders. Haig gives the same testi-
mony in relation to using an excess of 
food containing uric acid, as failure of 
the liver to keep back alimentary-canal 
toxins means that they will be carried 
to the respiratory organs by the blood, 
and being wastes these organs are not 
fitted to eliminate, they cause irritation 
of the mucous surfaces, cough, and 
expectoration of morbid exudates. 

When the tongue is coated, the skin 
cold, clammy, and inactive, and the 
bowels constipated, a cold is liable to 
result from any temperature change. 
This means that the body needs a rest 
in order to clean up. It means, to 
prevent the cold, fasting for a day or 
two, and with the elimination will de-
part the tendency to cold taking, and it 
may be that the patient will escape lay-
ing the foundation for tuberculosis,  

pneumonia, or some other serious dis-
order. Free water drinking to wash 
out the wastes and flush the kidneys 
will help elimination. 

Clothing enough to keep warm, but 
never enough to be burdensome or to 
overheat the skin, should be worn. 
Care should be taken not to have the 
rooms overheated and not to make 
abrupt changes from either a very hot 
atmosphere to one very cold, or the 
opposite. Assist the body in keeping 
clean, rather than wait until it forces an 
arrest of functions by the penalty of a 
cold, taking away the appetite and giv-
ing time for the cleaning up. To fast 
before the cold, rather than to be com-
pelled to fast after it is contracted, is 
the cheaper and wiser plan. 

In another paper we shall consider 
the home treatment to cure a cold. 

CORRECTIVE GYMNASTICS 

BY J. H. KELLOGG, H. D. 

T is one thing to teach 
gymnastics to a class of 
vigorous young men who 
have all *their physical 

powers in full command and who have 
a reasonably good symmetrical devel-
opment ; it is another thing to teach 
gymnastics to young ladies whose 
physical development has been neg-
lected ; and it is quite another thing 
to teach gymnastics to adults who have 
entirely neglected physical training, and 
who have acquired numerous de-
formities and defects, whose muscles 
are disproportionately developed, who 
invariably have weak trunks, and 
perhaps almost immovable chests. 
Consequently, the methods and the 
exercises must be entirely different, 
and the whole plan of teaching must be  

adapted to the particular class to be 
dealt with. 

The Swedish system of gymnastics 
is admirably adapted to the symmetri-
cal development of the body. It is the 
most scientific of all systems, the most 
complete, the most elaborately worked 
out, and is applicable to all possible 
conditions, because the body which 
does the work furnishes the weight and 
all the needed apparatus. 

Very light gymnastics, calisthenics, 
dumb-bells, wands, Indian clubs, free 
hand exercises, marchings, drills, etc., 
are especially adapted to boys and 
girls, and young people who have aver-
age good development. 

The German system, which consists 
almost entirely of overhead work, is 
adapted to young men who have a sur- 
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plus of energy, and who want to de-  children, and he was an old man then. 
velop their physical power to the That Indian was a hard-working man. 
highest degree. 	 After the age of one hundred and twenty, 

Vigorous young people have great he would take long trips of thirteen 
aptitude in •learning various physical or fourteen miles to the seashore, and 
movements and exercises, while old pick up great masses of driftwood and 
people have very little aptitude. Chil-  carry it home on his shoulders. Every 
dren can be taught to dance certain fall he would go off into the woods forty 
easy steps in a very few minutes, while or fifty miles away, and gather pine 
an older person may have to practice nuts for his winter food, for he lived 
for hours to learn such a thing as a chiefly on pine nuts. He was a labor-
change-step movement. It is simply ing man, and had lived out of doors 
the lack of aptitude in the control of and always used his muscles. This is 
the muscles and ability to learn new true of most who attain to great age. -
movements. Yet these old people are The old man needs a great deal of 
the very ones who need exercise more work, but not very active or violent 
than anybody else. Children and work. 
young people do not need exercise so, 	These considerations have led to the 
very much, comparatively, but the old careful study of the subject of exercise 
person is dependent upon some kind of for the purpose of devising some simple, 
exercise to keep in check the growing- effective exercises which require no 
old process. There is no question but skill, no great tax upon the memory to 
exercise is the most effective means of remember the details, no apparatus 
delaying old age. It stimulates the except those simple things always at 
heart, which fills the blood vessels with hand, and which strike at the root of 
blood. That stretches the contracting the difficulties and deformities from 
arteries, and fills out the little twigs which most adults and all sedentary 
that are withering and becoming ob-  people are suffering more or less. 
literated ; they are flushed with blood 

	
The most common of these de- 

once more, and the parts that are losing formities is flat chest. Flat chest 
their resistance are vitalized by ,being means a posterior curvature of the 
filled with warm, healthy, oxidized spine ; the difficulty with the chest is 
blood. 	 purely secondary. This is the most 

Exercise is absolutely essential to common of all curvatures. Postural 
prolong life. People who have lived posterior curvature of the spine is due 
to great age have nearly all been those to muscular weakness, and comes from 
who worked. Thomas Parr, when he bad positions in sitting. Too exclusive 
wa 3 one hundred and twenty years old, attention has been given to lateral 
could swim across the swiftest rivers. curvature of the spine, but these lateral 
A few years ago there was living in curvatures are of far less significance 
this country an Indian whose age was and importance than posterior curva-
investigated by the Smithsonian Insti-  ture, because they produce very much 
tute of ;Washington, and found to be less vital disturbance. 
one hundred and forty years. This was 	Lateral curvature of the spine makes 
proved by records made and kept in the one shoulder higher than the other. A 
local Catholic church. Many old men child who has that kind of curvature 
had known this man when they were will be made to wear braces, put in 
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plaster casts, put through gymnastic 
exercises, and a surgeon will be em- 
ployed to get the low shoulder up. A 
young woman who has lateral curvature 
of the spine will go to great expense 
and trouble to get rid of it when it gets 
so bad that the dressmaker can no 
longer hide it. But posterior curv-
ature, though generally overlooked 
and neglected, is of far greater im-
portance. 

There are three species of posterior 
spinal curvature. The first form is 
simple curvature of the upper portion 
of the spine, and is mostly in the neck. 
The effect of it is to cause the head to 
drop forward. In the normal spine 
there is a triple curve : a slight con-
vexity in the upper part, then a strong 
forward curve in the central portion, 
and another posterior curve at the bot-
tom. In the first form of spinal curva-
ture there is increased convexity of the 
upper part of the spine, which produces 
flattened chest, and causes the head to 
be carried forward. 

In the second form, the whole back is 
curved backward ; the lumbar curve is 
lost entirely. Such persons have brown 
spots along the middle of the back, and 
a little row of corns or callouses be-
tween them. 

A third form is an increase of the 
sacral or lower curve, which sends the 
hips forward. With such persons the 
heels usually strike first in walking. 
The forward position of the hips neces-
sarily brings the heels down first. The 
moment you get the chest forward as it 
should be, the whole problem of walk-
ing is solved. A person who carries 
the hips forward and the chest back, has 
an abnormal posterior curvature of the 
lower part of the spine. 

These posterior spinal curvatures are 
of tremendous importance, because, in 
the first place, they compress the chest.  

In the first form, the shoulders drop 
forward, and interfere with the normal 
movements of the chest, making it 
practically impossible to breathe cor-
rectly. The chest is confined in such a 
way that it can not expand, and the per-
son can not possibly take a deep breath. 
The only way such a one can really get 
a deep breath is by pulling the shoul-
ders back. So this curvature interferes 
with respiration, especially in the upper 
part of the lungs. If there is some part 
of the lung that is not used, that is the 
place where tubercular. germs will lodge 
and develop ; so these flat-chested, sed-
entary people, not using every part of 
their lungs, are very liable to have tu-
berculosis in the apices. 

This form of spinal curvature also 
lowers the chest upon the abdomen, les-
sening the distance between the thorax 
and the pelvis. The effect of this is to 
relax the abdominal muscles, which 
lessens the intra-abdominal pressure, 
and allows the blood to run into the 
abdomen. As a consequence, the brain 
and nerve centers are starved, the heart 
weakened, the hands and feet are cold, 
and the head empty. A person in this 
condition can not think clearly. The 
blood is stagnating in the portal circu-
lation, and is not available for brain 
work. Intense effort of the mind can 
be made only by one who has plenty of 
fresh blood in his head. 

It pays to sit up straight. It is worth 
fortunes to be able to keep the blood in 
the head, where it will be doing good, 
instead of having it stagnating where it 
will do harm to the liver and stomach, 
asphyxiating the cells it comes in con-
tact with, because it is filled with car-
bonic acid gas. This is one of the evils 
resulting from a posterior curvature of 
the upper portion of the spine. 

Curvature of the central portion of the 
spine does just the same thing, only the 
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trouble is increased. All the forms of 
curvature produce the same kind of mis-
chief, and are really different phases of 
the same malady ,— weakness of the 
spinal muscles. 

A stiff back always means weak ab-
dominal muscles, because the back is 
held erect by the stiffness of the spine, 
and does not require any activity of the 
muscles, which consequently become 
relaxed. A bad position in sitting re-
laxes the muscles, causes rigidity of the 
back, the spinal vertebrle become fixed 
together, the ligaments lose their elas-
ticity so they can not be stretched, and 
the muscles lose the power to bend the 
spine. Most old people have, this stiff 
condition of the spine, so that they can 
not bend over. 

A famous French general, when asked 
how it was that he had such an erect 
carriage, replied that it was because he 
bent over and touched the floor with his 
fingers thirty times every day. If he 
had acquired rigidity of the spine so 
that he could not do that, he would have 
had with it weak abdominal muscles, 
which result in portal congestion. This 
portal congestion interferes with stom-
ach digestion and with the action of the 
liver. The poison-destroying power of 
the liver is lessened, autointoxication 
results, and arteriosclerosis and old age 
come on at a much earlier day. But by 
keeping the spine flexible and the ab-
dominal muscles strong and taut, the 
portal circulation is kept free, and old 
age is held off. 

Corrective Exercises 

Correct position is fundamental ; 
otherwise all exercises and work of any 
kind will be educating and molding the 
body into the wrong shape. One should 
learn how to stand, how to walk, how 
to run correctly, how to maintain correct 
attitudes about all the different kinds of  

work. A woman should learn how to 
sweep gymnastically, how to knead 
bread gymnastically, how to wash so as 
to get splendid gymnastic exercise in 
her work ; how to scrub so that it will 
be play instead of drudgery. A farmer 
should learn how to chop, to saw, to use 
his plane, hammer, ax, scythe, and 
spade, gymnastically. He will then 
find that there is fun in it, •and all his 
work will be developing his manly 
vigor. (See article on this subject, 
with illustrations, in January GOOD 
HEALTH, page 38.) 

The first thing to do is to get the 
correct position in sitting, for this is all-
important. A few simple exercises, 
which can be taken by any one almost 
anywhere, will enable one to get the 
right sitting position. The description, 
aided by the cuts on the following 
page showing the correct sitting posi-
tion, will enable any one to take the 
exercises without a teacher. 

EXERCISE I 

Place the hands upon the hips, with 
the thumbs back and the forearms 
straight. Bring the elbows up and 
carry the thumbs back as far as possi-
ble. Look up at the ceiling, carrying 
the head back until you are looking 
straight up. Press with the thumbs as 
hard as you can upon the back, and 
draw down the chin. You will then 
have a good position, with the chest 
well out, which is the object of this 
exercise. 

EXERCISE II 

Start from the same position as be-
fore, with the hands upon the hips, the 
thumbs well back, and the head turned 
toward the ceiling. Keep looking up at 
the ceiling while bending slowly for-
ward at the hips as far as possible. 
Slowly rise, still looking at the ceiling, 
pressing hard with the thumbs, and 
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draw the chin in. That brings you up the chair, facing the wall, with the toes 
against the wall so you can not fall. 
Place the hands upon the hips and bend 
slowly backward until the head touches 

Sit well forward on the front edge of the back of the chair. Press the thumbs 

in splendid position. 

EXERCISE III 
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upon the back, draw the chin in, and 
come slowly forward to proper position. 
Count four while bending backward, 
and four while coming forward. 

EXERCISE IV 

Sit well forward in the chair, with the 
feet spread a little and square on the 
floor. Grasp the seat of the chair firmly,  

look up to the ceiling, and push the 
chest forward as far as possible while 
holding on to the chair with the hands. 
That pulls the chest up and the shoul-
ders back. Try to slide forward as far 
as possible while holding yourself back. 
In this way the chest is forced out, even 
in a person who is really flat-chested. 

A MEETING OF EXTREMES 

BY E. E. ADAMS 

(Concluded.) 

HIS first day's experience 
was a fair sample of the 
days that followed. Things 
which Mrs. Magee was at 

first beguiled into doing, resulted in such 
wonderful improvement in her condition 
that they were zealously continued from 
conviction. If ever her enthusiasm 
began to abate, and her energies to 
flag in consequence, the sight of some 
of the walking skeletons about the place 
never failed to stimulate it. 

Light baths and other forms of elim-
inative treatment, massage, etc., pre-
scribed by the doctor, supplemented 
her own efforts. At the end of a week 
the scales justified her most sanguine 
expectations, and gave her a fresh im-
petus. Soon after, she was valiantly 
swinging clubs in the gymnasium. 

Although Mrs. Magee continued to 
Fletcherize enthusiastically, she began 
to grow a little discontented with the 
diet. The table at which we sat was 
one provided for the benefit of those 
who wished to continue a mixed diet. 
She began to cast longing glances at 
the dishes on their way to the vege-
tarian table. 

" All the nicest and most appetizing 
dishes seem to be reserved for the veg-
etarian table," she said. " I suppose  

they have to bribe people to sit there, 
in order to keep it up. I don't know 
how it is, but I don't seem to care for 
these gfeasy meat dishes and sweet 
desserts. Perhaps it is the hot 
weather. Would you object to chang-
ing our places to the vegetarian ta-
ble ? " 

As I had been looking wistfully 
at that table ever since our arrival, I 
did not object. What Mrs. Magee at-
tributed to the heat was really due to 
Fletcherizing, which was educating her 
appetite to detect the true flavor of the 
food, resulting, as it always does, in 
the selection of a pure and natural 
dietary. 

In the meantime all that was left of 
my friend Mrs. Gilbert arrived from 
England and was installed in a pleas-
ant, sunny room in the front part of the 
building, overlooking the terrace. At 
my first visit, after we had exchanged 
greetings, I was just about to entertain 
her with an account of my experiences 
with Mrs. Magee, when her exclamation 
drew me to the window, and there was 
the lady sailing majestically up and 
down the terrace, taking her morning 
walk. 

" Horrors ! " cried my friend. " If 
that is what the treatment here does, I 
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think I'll stop before I begin. I don't 
want to be stuffed out of all semblance 
of anything human. Why on earth 
doesn't the woman go home ? How-
ever, it must be very powerful treat-
ment that can make such as she out of  

food can never be a glutton, and he who 
does not can not be otherwise,' accord-
ing to a noted philosopher ? This place 
is not for the purpose of making glut-
tons, but rather for reforming them, by 
teaching them to detect the true savor 

such as I," and her eyes brightened 
with dawning hope. 

The shock of discovering that she, 
like Mrs. Magee, thought that the place 
existed solely for the treatment of her 
own particular ill, nearly took my breath 
away. Stifling a laugh as the possi-
bilities of the situation dawned on me, 
I answered,— 

" Stuffed ! You are not undergoing 
the cramming treatment ' here. Every 
one eats just as much or as little as he 
wants." 

" What a relief ! " she sighed con-
tentedly. " I have had to bolt my food 
so for the past two months, in order to 
get rid of the stipulated amount, that I 
have really forgotten the taste of it." 

" A glutton, by your own confession," 
I laughed. " Don't you know that he 
who distinguishes the true savor of his  

of food,' " and I proceeded to enlighten 
her as to the method. 

" I feel as if it would be a luxury to 
chew one morsel all day, and get its 
full flavor," she said. 

" And its full virtue, also," I replied; 
" for the more work done by the mouth, 
the less there is for the other digestive 
organs. They can dispose of their 
work quickly and easily, and the food 
is perfectly prepared for assimilation. 
But all these things you will learn in the 
doctor's lectures, which I will translate 
for you." 

" In the meantime," said she, "I 
wish you would enquire of our fat 
friend out there exactly what she has 
been doing to work such a transforma-
tion. I shall follow her line of treat-
ment as far as the doctor will allow, 
only stopping short of the final result." 

)
1 
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The next day I reported that the stout 
lady's progress was due to Fletcheriz-
ing, swimming, walking, sun and elec-
tric-light baths, and massage ; and Mrs. 
Gilbert, with the doctor's permission, 
began a diligent pursuit of the same 
methods. 

The exercise in the cold water in-
creased her appetite amazingly, and 
toned up her digestive organs to un-
wonted activity. Fletcherizing all the 
food thoroughly, relieved them of their 
load, and reduced their work to a mini-
mum. Brisk walks in the pure, fresh 
forest air caused the food material to 
be thoroughly oxidized. Light and sun 
baths improved assimilation and nutri-
tion to such a degree that she gained 
more rapidly than would have seemed 
possible. 

" I would not miss the stout lady's 
constitutional for anything," she said to 
me one day when I found her at the 
window. " It is the most important 
item on my program, and the one that 
inspires me to take all the rest of my 
treatment. I feel that I shall owe my 
recovery to her inspiring example." 

As Mrs. Gilbert had meals served in 
her room, the two had not met. When 
Mrs. Magee had seen her with me it 
had never occurred to her that it was 
my friend Mrs. Gilbert from England, 
whom she had mentally pictured as a 
huge personage not yet arrived at the 
stage where she could begin to exercise. 
She had been rather anxious for an in-
troduction, thinking that she might give 
her some encouragement, but I had put 
her off on one pretext and another. 
Mrs. Gilbert had heard me refer to 
Mrs. Magee, an acquaintance made on 
my way from England, but imagined 
her to be a mere framework of bones 
like herself. 

Matters went on in this way for some 
weeks, and the change in both Mrs.  

Magee and Mrs. Gilbert was becoming 
apparent to the most casual observer. 
My stay in Denmark had to be cut short, 
and I was pondering whether to intro-
duce my two friends before leaving, or 
to let the thing work itself out. 

On the last morning of my stay I 
found Mrs. Magee apparently much 
depressed, with a resigned and heavy 
air that recalled the cumbersome indi-
vidual I had met on the boat, whom I 
had almost forgotten. 

" I don't think I shall stay any 
longer," she said. " I believe the 
whole thing is a hoax." 

" Why, Mrs. Magee, how can you ? " 
I answered in astonishment. " When 
you are losing flesh at the rate of ten 
pounds a week, and gaining vigor and 
health and good looks in proportion." 

" Oh, I know the treatment has a 
good effect at first, but it does not last," 
she said. " You remember the gentle-
man who sat opposite to us at the table, 
and was such an inspiration to me ? I 
saw him pass just now, and he is get-
ting quite portly. Then there is that 
companion of yours. When I first saw 
her she was ' so painfully thin that I 
scarcely liked to look at her, but now 
she is actually getting dimples. Of 
course it improves her appearance 
wonderfully, but it shows that the effect 
of the treatment doesn't last. They 
haven't lost the tendency to make flesh, 
when they can put it on so fast." And 
she was so hopeless that it was with 
difficulty that I could persuade her to 
take her usual morning terrace walk 
(for the benefit of Mrs. Gilbert). 

Going in search of the latter, in or-
der to introduce her to Mrs. Magee, 
and get it over, I found her in just 
about the same hopeless frame of mind 
as that lady, whom she was watching 
from the window. 

" I'm losing all faith in this treat- 
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went," she said despondently : " it 
puffs one up for a time, but its effects 
are evidently not lasting. Just look at 
that woman. I've had a suspicion for 
some time that she was losing weight, 
and now she looks to me about half the 
size she was when I first saw her. I 
was thinking of coming to the station 
to see you off, but I don't believe I feel 
well enough to go out to-day." 

" You must come out for a moment," 
I said. " I want to introduce you to 
Mrs. Magee, so that you can keep each 
other company after I am gone," and I 
walked her out on to the terrace straight 
to the lady who had been her chief ob-
ject of interest ever since she came. 

I presented them to each other by 
name, and taking advantage of their 
mutual astonishment and mystification, 
fled to my room, hastily finished my 
packing, and departed by an earlier 
train than I had intended. 

A few weeks later this letter came : — 
" If there were anything in the old 

adage, Laugh and grow fat,' Mrs. 
Magee would certainly have taken on 
again all the adipose tissue she has dis-
posed of since coming here, when I ex-
plained to her what a blessing she had 
been to me ; and I should certainly not 
have needed to stay here any longer 
after I found out that I had been of 
equal benefit to her in a similar way. 
This explanation, coming just when it 
did, was the salvation of both of us. 
We are still following an identical pro-
gram, and approximating more closely 
every week. As soon as the extremes 
have fully met, we shall start together 
on a, continental tour. As she now 
weighs only one hundred and forty 
pounds, and is still losing, and I weigh 
one hundred and twenty, and am still 
gaining, we expedt that this will be in a 
very short time." 

HEALTH BY EXERCISE 

By ceaseless motion all that is sub ists. 
Constant rotation of th' unwearied wheel 
That Nature rides upon, maintains her health, 
Her beauty, her fertility. She dreads 
An instant's pause, and lives but while she 

moves. 
Its own revolvency upholds the world. 
Winds from all quarters agitate the air, 
And fit the limpid elements for use, 
Else noxious : oceans, rivers, lakes, and 

streams, 
All feel the freshening impulse and are cleansed 
By restless undulation. Even the oak 
Thrives by the rude concussion of the storm :  

The law, by which all creatures else are boun d 

Binds man, the lord of all. Himself derives 

No mean advantage from a kindred cause, 

From strenuous toil his hours of sweetest ease. 

The sedentary stretch their lazy length 

When custom bids, but no refreshment find, 

For none they need: the languid eye, the cheek 

Deserted of its blcom, the flaccid, shrunk, 

And withered muscle, and the vapid soul, 

Reproach their owner with that love of rest 

To which he forfeits even the rest he loves. 

— Cowper. 



EXERCISES FOR THE INVALID 

BY ELIZABETH KEITH STEWART 

S exercise is absolutely es-
sential in the maintenance 
of perfect health, even so 
it may become as important 

a factor in hastening recovery from dis-
ease. 

If properly administered, the sluggish 
circulation is quickened, the blood more 
perfectly oxygenated, as-
similation is increased, and 
the excretory organs 
stimulated generally. 

Results obtained have 
proved so satisfactory that 
to-day we find that sprains, 
for which a few years ago 
entire rest was prescribed, 
are scientifically massaged, 
bandaged, and exercised. 

Volumes are written on 
exercise for heart disease, 
even mountain climbing  

exercises at any time, but especially 
with invalids suffering from heart dis-
ease, are blueness of the lips, drowsy 
appearance of the eyes, clammy or cold 
hands, a disposition to yawn, a feeling 
of suffocation, or any appearance of 
listlessness or fatigue. In old age the 
greatest care must be exercised, as the 

ing sometimes pre- 
scribed; so we will find 
that the cases of invalidism for which 
no form of exercise is suggested will 
soon be the exception. 

In giving exercises to an invalid, 
great care must be taken not to produce 
exhaustion. In many cases it is 
advisable to begin with massage, or in 
case this can not be obtained, a thorough 
rubbing to the entire body may be 
given. 

The best time to exercise is two or 
three hours after eating, although 
light breathing exercises may be given 
after each meal, with very beneficial 
results (especially if taken out of doors 
or near an open window), as this not 
only aids in stimulating digestion, but 
also in diverting the patient's mind. 

Special indications for discontinuing 

FIG. I 

after effects may not be felt for twenty-
four 'or even forty-eight hours. The 
feet must always be warm, so for that 
reason we will begin with foot rolling, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The attendant sits facing the patient, 
grasping the feet low enough so that 
the pressure will not be objectionable. 
Quickly rotate the feet outward, reverse, 
and continue this for several minutes ; 
then have the patient stretch the feet 
downward to the very utmost, then flex, 
the attendant offering resistance all the 
time. This treatment, if persisted in 
and given several times daily, will 
overcome many of the cases of chronic 
cold feet. 

If the patient is able to recline as in 
Fig. 2, a bed rest may be improvised 
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by inverting a straight-backed chair 
and padding it with pillows. To give 
arm flexion and extension the attendant 
grasps the wrist with her corresponding 
hand, steadies the arm by placing the 
other just above the elbow ; the patient 
now flexes and extends the arm against 
the attendant's resistance. This is re-
peated from three to six times, and in-
creased as the patient's strength 
increases. Follow this with arm and 
wrist rotation, to keep the joints flexi-
ble, holding the forearm with the left 
hand and the palm of the hand with the 
right. Gently but thoroughly rotate to 
the right and left ; then, flexing the 
arm and placing one hand over 
the elbow, make a complete 
circle forward and backward 
and vice versa. 

If no attendant is available, 
the invalid may take the same 
exercise by offering her own 
resistance, trying to keep her 
arm flexed as she extends it, 
and vice versa. 

To avoid tiring any part of 
the body, follow the arm by a 
leg movement. 

After placing the hands on 
the hips, point the toes down- 

ward and slowly raise the left 
leg, keeping the knee ex-
tended ; slowly replace ; t h e 
same with the right; then both 
together. This exercise is 
greatly increased if the head 
at the same time is raised as 
high as possible from the pil-
low, thus making it one of 
especial value in strengthen-
ing the abdominal muscles. 

Follow this with head bend-
ing, as shown in Fig. 3. If 
taken without an attendant, be 
careful to hold the chin in just 
as long as possible in bending 

the head backward, and to bring it in 
as quickly as possible on raising it 
forward. Bending to the side is taken 
by bending to the right and left until 
the ear touches the shoulder. 

If any dizziness is produced, head 
twisting may be substituted, twisting 
the head, keeping the chin well in, un-
til the face points directly over the 
shoulder. 

Next flex the knees until the feet rest 
firmly on the bed, raise the hips, at the 
same time separating the knees ; slowly 
return to position. This is not only a 
good abdominal exercise, but splendid 
for strengthening the muscles of the 

FIG. 3 
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trunk and back, and will often quickly 
relieve that tired feeling so frequently 
experienced. 

Raise the arms forward or sidewise 
as high as possible, breathing in 
deeply ; holding the breath, bend 
gently to the left ; return, arms sinking 
slowly as you breathe out; take the 
same movement to the right. Re-
peat from three to six times. 

This may be followed by flexion and 
extension of the leg, given in the same  

way as shown in Fig. 2 to the arm, 
only giving the support below the knee 
and holding the heel in the palm of the 
hand. Follow by rotation to ankles 
and thighs. 

All exercises must be varied to suit 
each individual case. If fatigue is 
felt, instead of discontinuing altogether, 
simply take them lighter the next day. 

Let thoroughness characterize every 
treatment ; for whatever is worth doing,  
is worth doing well. 

MENU FOR A VEGETARIAN DINNER 

BY LUCY WINEGAR 

Nut Bouillon en Tasse.— Two pounds 
of protose, a can of Lima beans, a 
can of green peas ; add two quarts of 
cold water, one teaspoonful of salt, one 
tablespoonful of parsley. Chop a slice 
of onion and half a carrot. Cut the 
protose in small pieces ; add the 
water, and heat slowly. Let boil 
slowly for four hours. Strain and set 
aside. When ready to use, strain, and 
reheat to the boiling point and serve in 
cups. 

Nut Loat.— Chop fine one pound of 
protose, one-half pound of nuttolene,  

and one onion ; put in a mixing bowl ; 
season with two teaspoonfuls of salt, 
one saltspoonful of sage ; add two cup-
fuls of fine breadcrumbs and moisten 
with two well-beaten eggs and one-half 
cupful of cream ; mix well and form into 
a loaf with the hands. Bake in a moder-
ate oven about thirty-five minutes. 

Piquante Sauce.— Put four tablespoon-
fuls of cocoanut butter into a sauce pan. 
When it melts, add three tablespoonfuls 
of browned flour. Stir until smooth ; 
draw the sauce pan to one side and add 
gradually one pint of protose broth. 
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Stir constantly ; season with a dash of 
thyme and mint and one-half teaspoon-
ful of salt ; then boil rapidly for four 
minutes. Add to the sauce three 
tablespoonfuls of Jemon juice, one teas-
poonful of sugar, one tablespoonful 
of minced onion, two tablespoonfuls 
of chopped olives, and serve. 

Marbled Vegetables.— Season well one 
quart of mashed potatoes. 	Put one 
quart of spinach through a colander; 
add to it salt and one tablespoonful 
of oil and two of lemon juice. Put 
a spoonful of each in a baking pan un-
til all is in. Moisten the top slightly 
with cream and brown in the oven. 

Stuffed Onions.— Peel the required 
number of Spanish onions. Parboil in 
two waters, and scoop out some of the 
inside ; set the shells upside down to 
drain. Fill with a dressing made with 
equal parts of protose and breadcrumbs. 
Chop the onion which was taken from 
the inside and add to the dressing. Sea-
son with salt and sage. Fill the onion 
shells heaping full. Place in a dripping 
pan and sprinkle with breadcrumbs and 
moisten the sides with cocoanut but- 
ter. 	Put a little water in the pan. 
Brown nicely in the oven. 

Macedoine Salad.— This is an excel-
lent dish to use up remnants of vegeta-
bles. Use as many of them as you like. 
The • idea is to get a good blending in 
color. Tomatoes and cucumbers are 
cut in thin slices ; beets are chopped ; 
and celery cut in narrow strips. Serve 
with mayonnaise dressing. 

Cheese Straws.— Two ounces of flour, 
two ounces of cocoanut butter, two 
ounces of cottage cheese, half of an egg, 
and a little salt. Roll and cut in long 
strips ; bake very carefully in a moder-
ate oven. 

Orange Snowballs.— Boil two cupfuls 
of rice for fifteen minutes ; drain and 
let cool ; pare six nice oranges, being 
careful to remove the white skin ; spread 
the rice, in as many portions as there are 
oranges, on pu I ding cloths ; place the 
orange in the center and tie ; boil for 
one hour; turn out and sprinkle with 
sugar and serve with strawberry sauce. 

Lady Fingers.— Six eggs, one cup of 
sugar, one heaping cupful of flour, juice 
and rind of one lemon. Beat eggs sep-
arately, yolks first ; add grated rind to 
yolks, then sugar, beat whites stiff, add 
lemon juice. Fold in yolk and sugar, 
lastly flour. Bake in quick oven. 

LET THE SUNSHINE IN 

LET in a little sunshine 
Each day on some dark life ; 

The world's in need of light ; let thine 
Gleam brightly through the strife ! 

A gentle word is better 
Ofttimes than gift of gold ; 

A smile may break the fetter 
That long some heart did hold. 

So let each passing day 
Record some kind deed done ; 

Go smiling, giving, sll thy way, 
Be of thy world the sun. 

— Leigh Mitchell Hodges. 



A MUSCULAR CHERUB 

DAVID ARTLIP was ten months old at the time the above pictures were 
taken. His training, which has been very gradual, was begun by his father a 
few weeks after his birth. The illustrations show the grip of the fingers, by 
which he is able to support his own weight, the strength of the arms and legs, 
and the muscles of the back. Little David is a fat, good-tempered baby, as 
strong as a young Samson, and has always had perfect health. He is a fine 
demonstration of the value of nuts as food, for he has almost from the first been 
fed solely upon malted nuts, a perfect baby food. 



EXERCISE IN DIGESTIVE DISORDERS 

BY W. A. GEORGE, M. I). 

NE of the most common 
symptoms of poor digestion 
is lack of energy, with no 
desire to exercise. To one 

in perfect health, exercise is a pleasure, 
and not a burden ; but to the poor dys-
peptic the thought of a mile's walk is 
anything but pleasant. Each step is 
torture, for he can hardly lift his feet. 
His arms hang limp at his sides, and 
perhaps feel numb and lifeless. Again, 
he may have queer sensations in any 
part of the body,— pain in the shoulders 
or between the shoulder-blades ; maybe 
pain or a sort of " dead " feeling in the 
legs one day and somewhere else the 
next. No two days alike, and yet al-
ways miserable, and the more so if he 
tries to do anything. 

So the poor sufferer goes on from 
day to day, trying this remedy and that, 
the rest cure, the diet cure, but all of no 
avail. On a cool morning even in mid-
summer he feels a terrible chill. His 
hands are cold, his face drawn and 
pinched, yet he has not life enough to 
work and warm himself up, as he could 
easily do if he would make the effort. 

This one thing above all others he 
needs,— exercise,— and yet it is the 
last thing he thinks of attempting. He 
needs exercise because his whole body 
is filled with poisons from putrefying 
foods. He may obtain some relief from 
the use of a strong tonic, which so ex-
cites his heart that for the time his blood 
circulates more raridly, and some of the 
poisons are carried off, but he is left 
only weaker and weaker after the effects 
of the various drugs wear off, so that he 
almost gives up in despair. Vigorous 
exercise in the open air will do all that 
the drugs will do in exciting the heart 

So 

to greater action, and much more be-
sides, leaving none of the bad results. 

In order to get the best results, exer-
cise in these cases must be vigorous 
enough to cause free perspiration ; for in 
this way alone, as a rule, will the heart's 
action be increased enough to carry off 
the accumulated poisons from the tis-
sues. Many make a mistake in not 
exercising with enough vigor to get 
thoroughly warmed up, and so lose 
much of the benefit that would be sure 
to follow in due time if they would per-
sist in taking sufficient exercise to 
cause free perspiration each day or 
several times a day. 

Exercise not only increases the heart's 
action and the action of the lungs by 
making one breathe much deeper, but it 
aids directly in the digestive processes 
themselves by shaking up the food as 
it lies in the stomach and intestines and 
helping to move it along. This is es-
pecially true of such exercises as run-
ning and all arm exercises. Too much 
can not be said in favor of arm work in 
these cases. Shoveling, hoeing, saw-
ing, hammering, lifting, carrying heavy 
objects in the hands, and numberless 
kinds of ordinary work in which the 
hands and arms are brought into use, 
are all good forms of exercise. The 
lady who sits in the parlor and does 
fancy work or entertains company while 
the work is being done by some one 
else, would often have more roses on 
her cheeks and would need no cosmetics 
if she would spend several hours every 
day washing and ironing or baking and 
sweeping. If to this she will add long 
walks in the fresh air and sunshine she 
may save many doctor's bills. 

Exercise not only aids digestion, but 
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at the same time improves the action 
of the bowels, relieving constipation, 
and thus removing the obstruction  

which so often prevents recovery from 
digestive disorders. If you wish health, 
work for it. 

THE INVALID'S CALLER 

BY LENNA F. COOPER 

ERHAPS there is nothing 
more annoying to the sick 
one and his attendants than 
the unseasonable caller. 

Unless one has passed through a severe 
illness in which the nervous system has 
been severely taxed, or has cared for 
some one in this condition, it is hard to 
realize how the presence of even a dear 
friend can be an annoyance, but such 
may be the case. 

There are many conditions which re-
quire absolute rest and quiet, and for 
this reason the physician and nurse in 
attendance many times are compelled 
to prohibit all visiting. Often the inti-
mate friends of the sick one feel that an 
exception should be made in their case, 
and that they should be allowed to see 
their sick friend, little realizing the con-
dition of the patient. No one should 
ever take offense when such privilege 
is refused him by the one in attend-
ance, as the faithful nurse well realizes 
that he must stand, as it were, a sen-
tinel, guarding every little point for the 
life and health of the patient. 

Visiting must usually be very re-
stricted in cases of severe, acute illness, 
but as the patient begins to convalesce, 
nothing is more welcome than the 
thoughtful, friendly caller. It should 
be remembered, though, that brevity is 
a priceless jewel. The sick one is yet 
very weak and tires very easily, hence 
the visitor should not expect the patient 
to engage in conversation, and should 
not ask questions or make remarks  

calling for an answer. It will not be 
necessary to ask the sick one of his con-
dition, his progress, or anything rela-
ting to his illness, as this may be learned 
from his attendants or from other mem-
bers of the family. 

The aim of the visit should not be that 
of the news-gatherer, but the entertain-
ment of the sick one, who has been shut 
off from the world, as it were, during 
the period of illness. The visitor who 
comes in as a ray of sunshine with a 
bright face and a few cheerful words of 
greeting, who can be perfectly free and 
at home in the sick-room, telling, per-
haps, a few bits of kindly neighborhood 
news, may be a real boon to the invalid. 
Upon entering the sick-room, the vis-
itor should go directly to the bedside, 
quietly, but not stealthily as if in the 
presence of death. Every word, move-
ment, and expression should express 
confidence in the betterment of the pa-
tient. The sick one should understand 
at once that he will not be expected to 
entertain. 

We once read of a novel method of 
entertaining used by a lady in calling 
upon a sick friend. Taking the inva-
lid's hand in hers, she told her that she 
was going to do the talking, and that as 
they went along, if she understood, she 
should give two wee taps with her fin-
ger upon her palm, but if she did not 
understand, and wished to have the 
statement repeated, she should give a 
single tap; thus relieving her of talking 
altogether. Then she quietly proceeded 
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to relate little interesting incidents, 
such as a few family jokes, funny pranks 
of the children, church and social affairs, 
and other carefully selected news, glid-
ing from one subject to another, leav-
ing no interval in which the patient 
might feel that she must help to carry 
on the conversation, and taking her 
leave as soon as her subject matter was 
exhausted. She was indeed an ideal 
caller. 

It would hardly seem necessary to 
say that all harrowing accounts of acci-
dents, deaths, and other unpleasant 
things should never be mentioned in the 
sick-room, yet we have known of sick- 

room visitors carefully relating, in de-
tail, an account of every one whom they 
ever knew or heard of, having the same 
disease or condition as the sick one, 
especially of those who have been so 
unfortunate as to succumb to the dis-
ease. If any suggestions are to be 
made as to the care of the sick one or 
the remedies applied, they should be 
made to,  those in attendance, and not to 
the patient. 

The whole object of the visit should 
be to take the mind of the sick one off 
his suffering, and to give him something 
cheerful to think about in his quiet 
moments. 

UNITY 

BY WILLIAM E. A. AXON, 

Manchester. England 

THE Force that moves the stars above 
Moves in each heart the strength of love ; 
The Force that makes the sun to shine 
Puts in each soul the fire 

This Force made both the brute and me, 
With ears to hear, and eyes to see, 
With power of joy, and power of pain ; —
Why, then, the brute should I disdain ? 

The Force that made the rose so sweet, 
That gave the deer his flying feet, 
Links in one chain the great and small, 
And wills that man should love them all. 

AM. 

HOW A FEEBLE INFANT BECAME A GREAT MAN 

LBERT HUBBARD, pub-
lisher of The Philistine, and 
proprietor of The Roycrof-
ters' shop at East Aurora, 

N. Y., which makes a great variety of 
beautiful books, in his " Little Journeys 
to the Homes of Great Philosophers," 
gives a very interesting account of the 
life of Immanuel Kant. We extract 
the following sketch, which contains 
several exceedingly useful lessons : — 

" The parents of Kant were very 
lowly people. His father was a day- 

laborer — a leather-cutter who never 
achieved even to the honors and emolu-
ments of a saddler. There were seven 
children in the family, and never a 
servant crossed the threshold. One 
daughter survived Immanuel, and in 
her eighty-fourth year she expressed 
regrets that her brother had proved so 
recreant to the teachings of his parents 
as practically to alienate him from all 
his relatives. One brother became a 
Lutheran minister and lived out an 
honored career; the others vanish and 
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fade away into the mist of forgetful-
ness. 

" So far as we know, all the children 
were strong and well excepting this 
one. At birth he weighed but five 
pounds, and his weakness was pitiable. 
He was the kind of child the Spartans 
used to make way with quickly for the 
good of the State. He had a big, 
bulging head, thin legs, a weak chest, 
and one shoulder was so much higher 
than the other that it amounted almost 
to a deformity. 

" As the years went by, the parents 
saw he was not big enough to work, 
but hope was not dead— they would 
make a preacher of him ! To this end 
he was sent to the Fredericianium,' a 
graded school of no mean quality. 
The master of this school was a worthy 
clergyman by the name of Schultz, who 
was attracted to the Kant boy, it seems, 
on account of his insignificant size. It 
was the affection of the shepherd for 
the friendless ewe lamb. A little later 
the teacher began to love the boy for 
his big head and the thoughts he worked 
out of it. Brawn is bought with a price 
— young men who bank on it get it as 
legal tender. Those who have no 
brawn have to rely on brain or go 
without honors. Immanuel Kant be-
gan to ask his school-teacher questions 
that made the good man laugh. At 
sixteen Kant entered Albertina Uni-
versity. And there he was to remain 
his entire life — student, tutor, teacher, 
professor. 

"He must have been an efficient 
youth, for before he was eighteen he 
realized that the best way to learn is 
to teach. The idea of becoming a 
clergyman was at first strong upon 
him ; and Pastor Schultz occasionally 
sent the youth out to preach or to lead 
religious services in rural districts. 
This embryo preacher had a habit of  

placing a box behind the pulpit and 
standing on it while preaching. Then 
we find him reasoning the matter out 
in this way, I stand on a box to 
preach so as to impress the people by 
my height or to conceal my insignifi-
cant size. This is pretense and a de-
sire to carry out the idea that the 
preacher is bigger every way than 
common people. I talk with God in 
pretended prayer, and this looks as if 
I were on easy and familiar terms with 
Deity. Is it like those folks who claim 
to be on friendly terms with princes? 
If I do not know anything about God, 
why should I pretend I do ?' 

" This desire to be absolutely honest 
with himself gradually grew until he 
informed the Pastor that he had better 
secure young men for preachers who 
could impress people without standing 
on a box. As for himself, he would 
impress people by the size of his head, 
if he impressed them at all. Let it 
here be noted that Kant then weighed 
exactly one hundred pounds, and was 
less than five feet high. 	His head 
measured twenty-four inches around, 
and fifteen and one-half inches over 
firmness ' from the opening of the 

ears. To put it another way, he wore 
a seven-and-a-half hat. 

" It is a great thing for a man to 
prith himself on what he is, and make 
the best of it. The pride of the crafts-
man betokens a valuable worker. We 
exaggerate our worth, and this is 
Nature's plan to get the thing done. 
Kant's pride of intellect, in degree, 
came from his insignificant form, and 
thus do all thin -2-,s work together for 
good. But his bony little form was 
often full of pain, and he had head-
aches, which led a wit to say, If a 
head like yours aches, it must be worse 
than to be a giraffe and have a sore 
throat.' 
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" Young Kant began to realize that 
to have a big head and get the right 
use from it, one must have vital power 
enough to feed it. 

" The brain is the engine — the lungs 
and digestive apparatus the boiler. 
Thought is combustion. 

" Young Kant, the uncouth, became 
possessed of an idea that made him the 
butt of many gibes and jeers. He 
thought that if he could breathe enough, 
he would be able to think clearly, and 
headaches would be gone. Life, he 
said, was a matter of breathing, and all 
men died from one cause — shortness 
of breath. In order to think clearly, 
you must breathe deeply. 

" We believe things first and prove 
them later ; our belief is usually right, 
when derived from experience, but the 
reasons we give are often wrong. For 
instance, Kant cured his physical ills by 
going out of doors and breathing deeply 
and slowly with closed mouth. Gradu-
ally his health began to improve. But 
the young man, not knowing at that 
time much about physiology, wrote a 
paper proving the benefit from the 
fresh air that circulated through his 
brain. And of course in one sense he 
was right. He related the incident of 
this thesis many years after in a lecture, 
to show the result of right action and 
wrong reasoning. 

" The doctors had advised Kant that 
he must quit study, but when he took 
up his breathing fad, he renounced the 
doctors, and later denounced them. If 
he was going to die, he would die with-
out the benefit of either the clergy or 
physicians. 

" He denied that he was sick, and at 
night would roll himself in his blankets 
and repeat half aloud, How comfort-
able I am, how comfortable I am,' until 
he fell asleep. 

" Near his house ran a narrow street,  

just half a mile long. He walked this 
street up and back, with closed mouth, 
breathing deeply, waving a rattan cane 
to ward away talkative neighbors, and 
to keep up the circulation in his arms. 
Once and back — in a month he had in-
creased this to twice and back. In a 
year he had come to the conclusion that 
to walk the length of that street eight 
times was the right and proper thing —
that is to say, four miles in all. In 
other words, he had found out how much 
exercise he required — not too much 
or too little. At exactly half past three 
he came out of his lodging, wearing his 
cocked hat and long, snuff-colored coat, 
and walked. The neighbors used to 
set their clock by him. He walked and 
breathed with closed mouth, and no one 
dare accost him or walk with him. The 
hour was sacred and must not be broken 
in upon—it was his holy time—his 
time of breathing. 

" The little street is there now — one 
of the sights of Konigsberg, and the 
cab drivers point it out as the Philoso-
pher's Walk. And Kant walked that 
little street eight times every afternoon 
from the day he was twenty to within 
a year of the time of his death, when 
eighty years old. This walking and 
breathing habit physiologists now recog-
nize as eminently scientific, and there is 
no sensible physician but will endorse 
Kant's wisdom in renouncing doctors 
and adopting a regimen of his own. 

" The thing you believe in will prob-
ably benefit you — faith is hygienic. 

" The persistency of the little man's 
character is shown in the breathing 
habit — he believed in himself, and re-
lied on himself, and that which experi-
ence commended, he did. 

" This firmness in following his own 
ideas saved his life. When we think of 
one born in obscurity, living in poverty, 
handicapped by pain, weakness, and de- 
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formity ; never traveling ; and then by 
sheer persistency and force of will 
rising to the first place among thinking 
men of his time, one is almost willing 
to accept Kant's dictum, Mind is su-
preme, and the universe is but the re-
flected thought of God.' 

" Kant was great enough to doubt 
appearances and distrust popular 
conclusions. He knew that fallacies of 
argument follow fast upon actions ; rea-
son comes later by slow freight. It is 
quite necessary that we should believe 
in a Supreme Power, but quite irrele-
vant that we should prove it. Truth 
for the most part is unpopular, and the 
proof of this statement lies in the fact 
that it is so seldom told. Preachers 
tell people what they wish to hear, and 
indeed this must be so as long as the 
congregation that hears the preaching 
pays for it. People will not pay for 
anything they do not like. Hence, 
preaching leads naturally to sophistica-
tion and hypocrisy, and the promise of 
endless bliss for ourselves and a hell 
for our enemies comes about as a mat-
ter of course. What men will listen to  

and pay for, is the real science of 
theology. That is to say, the science 
of theology is the science of manipula-
ting men. Success iri theology consists 
in finding a fallacy that is palatable and 
then banking on it. Again and again 
Kant points out that a clergyman's ad-, 
vice is usually worthless, because pure 
truth is out of his province — unaccus-
tomed, undesirable, inexpedient. 

" And Kant thought this was true 
also of doctors — doctors care more 
about pleasing their patients than telling 
them truth. 	In fact,' he said, no 
doctor with a family to support can af-
ford to tell his patient that his symp-
toms are no token of a disease — rather, 
uncomfortable. feelings are proof of 
health, for dead men don't have them.' 
Most of the aches, pains, and so-called 
irregularities are remedial moves on 
the part of nature to keep the man 
well. Kant says that doctors treat 
symptoms, not diseases, and often the 
treatment causes the disease, so no man 
can tell what proportion of diseases are 
caused by medicine and what by other 
forms of applied ignorance." 

A Grass Diet. 
Several articles have recently ap-

peared telling of the peculiar dietetic 
habits adopted by certain persons who 
are making an attempt to live on grass, 
as did Nebuchadnezzar of old. The ex-
perience of these persons is not yet 
sufficiently long to demonstrate whether 
or not human beings can sustain life on 
a diet of grass or green herbs ; but it 
can not be doubted that even grass 
contains nutritive material sufficient in 
amount to sustain life for a limited 
period, at least in the absence of other 
food. This is clearly demonstrated by 
an experience recently -recounted to the 
writer by Mr. J. C. Savery, for many  

years very active in the West, where he 
is universally known ; now living in 
retirement on a magnificent estate in 
the mountains of Montana. When a 
young man, Mr. Savery spent much 
time in exploring among the gold fields 
of the Rockies, and on one occasion 
found himself imprisoned by snow for 
many weeks in one of the most in-
accessible portions of the then little 
settled West. For nearly three months 
he had no communication whatever with 
civilization. This isolation, being un-
expected, was not prepared for. After 
four or five weeks, all fresh provisions 
had been eaten, and there was nothing 
left but salt meat. In a short time 
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scurvy made its appearance, and death 
began to come from this terrible dis- 
ease. It occurred to Mr. Savery that 
as green vegetables were the one thing 
needful to prevent scurvy, it was possi-
ble that ordinary grass might answer 
the purpose. Accordingly he proceeded 
to dig out from underneath the deep 
snow a supply of green mountain grass, 
and to eat it, taking pains to masticate 
it thoroughly. The result was the 
speedy disappearance of all scurvy. 
Others in the camp followed him in the 
adoption of a grass diet, and, to their 
great relief, all who ate grass lived, and 
suffered no serious inconvenience from 
the absence of other green food. 

The principal objection to grass as an 
article of food is the fact that it is 
coarse, tough, and contains only a very 
small proportion of nutritive elements. 
Its taste is also disagreeable to most 
people. It will be interesting to learn, 
however, that it may possibly be re-
sorted to as a means of preserving life 
under circumstances when other food 
can not be obtained. An important 
thing appears to be very thorough 
mastication ; but the small amount of 
nutriment contained in grass will nec-
essarily condemn it as an article of food 
for human consumption. Cabbage and 
celery are only forms of grass. Aspara-
gus, spinach, and various greens are 
essentially the same as ordinary grass. 
The amount of nourishment contained 
in these food substances is only about 
four or five per cent. 

The digestive organs of herbivorous 
animals have a much greater capacity in 
proportion to their weight and size than 
those of human beings. It is hardly to 
be supposed that man should be able to 
subsist upon a diet which is naturally 
adapted to a cow or a goat. 

Carnivorous animals, on the other 
hand, have a digestive apparatus of  

much smaller capacity than that of hu-
man beings. Their natural diet is much 
more concentrated than that of man. 
The natural dietary of human beings 
consists of fruits, nuts, and soft grains,—
a diet more concentrated than that of 
herbivorous, and less concentrated than 
that of carnivorous animals. 

Grass is food. " All flesh is grass." 
Probably all living things can be sus-
tained after a fashion upon a diet of 
grass. Grass is good food for oxen 
and herbivorous animals in general, but 
is poor food for man. The object to be 
sought in arranging a scientific dietary 
is not to eat everything that is eatable, 
or to endeavor to live upon everything 
that can possibly sustain life ; but to 
select those foods which are best and 
most perfectly adapted to human sus-
tenance, and hence capable of sustain-
ing the bodily powers and faculties in 
the highest degree of healthful 
activity. 	 J. H. K. 

Brain Work and Digestion. 

There is not one man in a thousand 
who has to work too hard, or who is 
suffering from overwork, except at the 
dinner table. We were made to work, 
and hard work is healthful. One may 
work his brain too continuously and 
not do enough muscle work. People 
sometimes get sick from loss of sleep, 
or lack of fresh air and exercise ; but 
it is neglect of the laws of health, and 
not the work they have done, that they 
are suffering from. 

A man can work his brain just as 
hard as he can make it work, and get 
out of it all that he can, without any in-
jury, provided he eats properly, takes 
sufficient outdoor exercise, conserves 
his energy, and obeys all the laws of 
health. The brain is the softest struc-
ture in the body, and it is almost im-
possible to injure it by work. When 
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the brain has worked as long as it 
should, one becomes sleepy, and it is 
impossible.  to keep awake without the 
use of artificial means. After a night's 
natural sleep the brain is fresh and 
healthy, and ready for another day's 
work. 

The majority of those who are com-
plaining of overwork are suffering from 
overeating or from improper diet. A 
locomotive drawing a train along the 
track, comes to a standstill without any 
apparent cause. The engineer says 
that he can not keep up steam. You 
examine the locomotive and find the 
wheels, the -machinery, the boiler,—
everything all right. What is the 
trouble ? — The grate bars in the fire-
box have become clogged, so that the 
air can not circulate through, and the 
draft being stopped, the fire will not 
burn ; it is too low to keep up steam. 
It is not the work that has hurt the en-
gine ; it is not the running of the 
wheels, nor pulling the heavy load ; it 
is the putting into it of bad fuel full of 
clinkers that have clogged the bars and 
stopped the draft. 

This is what is the matter with the 
majority of those who think they are 
suffering from overwork. The mental 
wheels, the muscle wheels, will not 
turn, the nerve wheels are all tangled 
up, and work has to be stopped. The 
trouble is in the firebox. The stomach 
does not digest the food well, and it 
does not make good blood. The blood 
is to the body what steam is to the 
engine. It is the blood that turns the 
wheels of life ; it is the blood that 
stimulates each organ to the proper 
degree of activity ; it is the blood that 
furnishes to the body the energy with 
which to perform its work. If the 
blood is impure, full of poison, it is 
just like coal that is full of stones and 
dirt. It is just like the clinkers on the  

grate bars, and the draft will be 
stopped. 

In Tartary men still go hunting with 
eagles, and they have a very curious 
way of catching the young eagles. A 
man takes a sack of pebbles smeared 
with blood, and spreads them on the 
ground in the country where the eagles 
are. The men hide behind a bush a 
short distance away. The eagles soon 
smell the blood, and mistaking the 
pebbles for blood clots, they swallow 
them. When they have swallowed a 
handful or two of the pebbles, the men 
run out from their hiding place. The 
eagles spread their wings to fly and find 
that they can rise only a little way from 
the ground. Loaded down with the 
stones in their stomach, they can not soar. 

That is just the situation of thousands 
of men and women. They sit down to 
the table and swallow stones instead of 
bread. They eat fried foods, saturated 
with grease, and other things as indi-
gestible as stones, and after filling their 
stomach with these things they wonder 
why they can not soar, why their brains 
are not bright and keen, and why they 
can not accomplish great things. Such 
people are in the very same condition 
as the eagle. They can rise only a little 
way and are easily defeated. 

A weighty Argument. 
A weighty argument in favor of 

temperance that will appeal to moder-
ate drinkers through their pockets as 
well as their logical faculties, is the 
announcement made by the leading life 
insurance companies that they contem-
plate the issuance of policies to total 
abstainers at rates materially lower 
than those which the drinker, no mat-
ter how moderate, has to pay. No 
suspicion of prejudice, nor trace of 
sentiment, can be attributed to the in- 
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surance companies. Their attitude to 
the question of total abstinence is based 
on cold statistics and definitely ascer-
tained facts. It shows that even small 
quantities of alcohol will measurably 
diminish the drinker's chances of life. 
The death rate among moderate 
drinkers has been found to be much 
larger than among abstainers. From 
the age of forty to that of fifty, which 
is regarded by insurance men as the 
prime of life, there were in a period of 
sixty-one years 6,246 deaths among 
total abstainers, and 10,861 among 
moderate drinkers, an excess of 
seventy-four per cent in one decade. 

Typhoid Fever in Philadelphia. 

It is now believed that a large per-
centage of typhoid fever which has 
afflicted Philadelphia for years, and been 
attributed to the sewage-laden water of 
the Schuylkill River, has been caused by 
contaminated watercress. The water-
cress, which is sold in great quantities, 
has been found to possess a peculiar 
parasite which attacks the liver, and in a 
few days causes a dropsical condition, 
this usually ending in the death of the 
person attacked. The State Board is 
investigating the matter, and it is proba-
ble that the sale of the green will be 
altogether prohibited. The danger of 
eating contaminated food would. be  
greatly lessened, if not entirely re-
moved, if all persons would confine 
themselves to man's original diet of 
grains, fruits, and nuts, avoiding animal 
foods of all kinds and leaving the green 
herb to the lower orders of creation, for 
which it was intended. 

A Famous Russian. 

The vegetarian principles of the 
greatest of the Russians, Count Leo 
Tolstoy, are well known. Another emi- 

nent Russian, the well-known sculptor, 
Prince Troubetskoi, who recently vis-
ited Paris, is even more stringent in the 
matter of diet, and considers meat 
eaters as little better than cannibals. 
He taboos every kind of animal food, 
including eggs and milk, and lives on 
salads, fruits, and bread. At his home 
in St. Petersburg he keeps a number of 
animals, including a bear, two wolves, 
and nine dogs, none of which are 
flesh eaters. 

If all Russians, like Tolstoy and 
Troubetskoi, subsisted upon a natural 
diet, it is possible that some recent 
history would read differently. It is 
quite clear to all thinking people that 
the Japanese are superior in endurance, 
as well as alertness and tactics, to their 
antagonists. We shall hear no more 
of the antiquated argument that meat 
eating is necessary to develop fighting 
quality in a nation. The Japanese, it 
must be admitted, are on record as the 
greatest warriors of all time. 

Let the Little Ones Nap Outdoors. 

The mothers of Cleveland are dem-
onstrating the great benefits of the open-
air treatment for delicate little ones. 
Senator Hanna's granddaughter was 
an extremely delicate infant when the 
family physician prescribed this treat-
ment for her. Since that time she has 
taken a daily two-hour nap in the open 
air, in all kinds of weather, with the 
result that at three years of age she is 
as robust a child as can be found in any 
home. Other mothers are adopting the 
same treatment, and the babies are en-
joying their midday nap out of doors. 

HUGO wrote to his wife : " When 
Christ said, Do unto others,' he meant 
to include the animal kingdom as well 
as mankind." 
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THE USES OF MUSCLES IN THE BODY 

BY J. H. KELLOGG, M. D. 

THE muscles and the bones consti-
tute together the machinery, the levers, 
by which the body is moved about, 
and movements of all kinds executed. 
Every muscle is a living machine ; every 
bone is a lever or a fulcrum which some 
muscle or group of muscles uses in do-
ing work. Five hundred pairs of vol-
untary muscles act upon two hundred 
bones in performing the different kinds 
of work the body has the power of 
doing. 

Besides the voluntary muscles, which 
constitute about half the bulk of the 
body, there are also involuntary mus-
cles, muscular structures which act in-
dependent of the will, in numbers too 
great to be even estimated. The skin 
is a perfect network of little muscles. 
Every hair has a minute muscle attached 
to it by which it may be made to stand 
erect. The stomach is a muscular sac. 
The intestine is a long, muscular tube. 
The air tubes of the lungs have muscu-
lar walls. There are muscles in the 
spleen and other internal organs. The 
heart, the great pumping engine of the 
circulation, is a wonderful muscular 
structure. 

All these muscles, voluntary and in-
voluntary, contract under the influence 
of nerves. The voluntary muscles are 
the servants of the human will, and en-
able it to execute its purposes. The  

marvelous skill of hand shown in piano 
playing, in drawing, and in various arts, 
the soul-stirring tones of the orator, the 
musical notes of the soloist,— all are 
dependent upon the action of muscles. 
This is equally true of a large part of all 
the experiences of life. Those sudden 
changes of the face which constitute 
what we call expression, are due to the 
play of delicate muscles which by their 
action pull the skin of the face about, 
this way and that, as may be necessary 
to express a mental state or a moral 
sentiment. Without the voluntary mus-
cles, man, if he could live, would be 
quite unable to express his thoughts or 
feelings, or to communicate them in 
any way. 

The two sets of muscles, voluntary and 
involuntary, very forcibly call our at-
tention to the two wills existing within 
the body, which seem each to have its 
special set of muscles to carry out its 
orders. The human will controls, if not 
absolutely, to a large degree, the move-
ments of the large groups of muscles 
which clothe the bones and help to form 
the walls of the trunk and chest, the 
voluntary muscles; while the involun-
tary muscles, acting wholly independent 
of the human will, are controlled by the 
so-called automatic will. 

While we are asleep, as well as when 
we are awake, the automatic will main- 
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tains the never-ceasing rhythm of the 
heart and lungs. When we take food 
into our mouths, after we have chewed 
it and passed it to the back part of 
the throat, through the direction of the 
automatic will the muscles of the 
esophagus seize it and carry it to 
the stomach. Under the same control, 
the food is acted upon by the muscles of 
the stomach walls, passed into the in-
testines, and in due order moved along 
from point to point until it has been 
acted upon by the various digestive 
fluids, and absorbed and converted into 
blood to nourish the body. 

Thus it appears that in the digestive 
process the food is moved along from 
one stage to another by means of mus-
cles ; we breathe by means of muscles ; 
the blood is circulated and the blood 
supply to each particular part regulated 
by means of muscles ; these muscles 
are all under the control of a will which  

never sleeps, which acts intelligently, 
which does its work with absolute 
fidelity and loyalty to the well-being of 
the body, even when the conscious will 
is working against the body's interest. 

When a muscle acts in obedience to 
the will, it is by shortening, or con-
tracting. As it shortens, it at the same 
time thickens, but the most remarkable 
changes which occur in a muscle are 
invisible to the eye. When the muscle 
began, contracting, it may have been 
pale; but as it begins to work, its ar-
teries dilate, and fill with blood, for it 
is the blood that brings to the muscle 
the energy which it requires for work. 
A working muscle is warmer than one 
at rest, for the reason that muscular 
contraction is always accompanied by 
the formation of heat by the burning up 
of some of the material which is stored 
in the muscle and brought to it in the 
blood. 

A WHOLESOME PIE FOR THE INVALID'S TRAY 
BY MRS. E. E. KELLOGG 

PIE, from the very nature of its com-
position, is an article which can rarely 
be permitted a place in the invalid's 
dietary. 

Most pastries, compounded, as they 
generally are, of an excess of fats and 
starch, are difficult of digestion, and  

especially so in times of ill health, 
when the vital powers are less vigorous. 
For the sick one longing for a "piece 
of pie " a superior and perfectly whole-
some crust may be made from granola, 
( manufactured by the Sanitarium Food 
Company). 

For a me-
dium-sized 
pie, take three-
fourths of a 
cup of granola 
(m i x, if de-
sired, a little 
salt with it) 
and pour over 
it quickly from 
one-fourth t o 
one-third of a 
cup of thin 

GRANOLA PIE CRUST 
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dairy cream, almond cream, or cocoanut 
cream, just enough to moisten slightly. 
If too moist, the crust will be soggy. 
Turn immedi-
ately into a pie 
tin which has 
been lightly 
oiled, and 
spread and 
press evenly 
with a spoon 
over the bot-
tom and sides of the tin. A teaspoon 
is best for the sides, and pressing the 
finger against the other edge as one is 
pressing with the spoon, makes the edge 
firmer. The crust should not be al-
lowed to come over the edge of the tin. 
Fill with a fruit pulp prepared by press-
ing nicely stewed prunes, "apples, apri-
cots, grapes, or peaches through a  

colander. If the pulp is very moist it 
should first be evaporated to the con-
sistency of marmalade before using in 

the crust. Sweet California prunes, 
requiring no sugar, make thus a pie 
which the ordinary invalid will find both 
toothsome and digestible. Other fruits 
may be used if allowed, as may also a 
previously cooked lemon, orange, or 
pineapple filling. A meringue adds to 
the appearance of the dessert, and is de- 
sirable when allowed. 	E. E. K. , 
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ALTERNATE HOT AND COLD APPLICATIONS 
TO THE SPINE 

THE general effect of alternating ap-
plications of heat and cold to any por-
tion of the body is stimulating and 
tonic. The hot application with which 
the procedure must always begin, di- 

\ 

	

	lates the cutaneous blood vessels. The 
cold application causes first contraction, 
then with the reaction which immedi-
ately follows, active dilatation of all the 
vessels of the surface to which it is ap-
plied, with an increased movement of 
the blood. 

Alternate heat and cold, when applied 
to the upper part of the spine, stimu-
lates the brain and heart. It is a most 
useful measure in asphyxia, syncope, 
weak heart, opium poisoning, collapse, 
sunstroke, and in nearly all cases in 
which there is a loss of consciousness. 
The application should be continued  

not only until the patient shows evi-
dence of returning consciousness, but for 
some time after, to maintain the neces-
sary degree of nervous and vital 
activity. 

The alternate process to the entire 
spine is of great value in neurtsthenia, 
especially in very feeble cases, a re-
markable reviving effect being at once 
experienced by the patient during the 
application, and for some time after-
ward. 

The most common and a very con-
venient method of applying this treat-
ment is by the use of the fomentation 
followed by rubbing the spine with a 
piece of ice, which may or may not be 
covered with two or three thicknesses 
of cheesecloth. The requisites for the 
treatment are : a pailful of boiling hot 
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his hand any por-
tion of the fomen-
tation which is 
too hot for the 
patient's comfort. 
The fomentation 
may remain in 
place for five, ten, 

water, two or three flannel cloths of 
sufficient size to extend the entire 
length of the spine and to double into 
several thicknesses, one or two towels, 
and a small piece of ice. 

The patient's clothing being removed, 
he lies face downward upon the couch 
or upon his side and inclined toward his 
face, covered with a 
bath sheet or a blanket. 

A cold cloth having 
been applied to the 
head, one piece of flan- 
nel is then spread, sin-
gle or double, as need- 
ed, upon the patient's 
back, to cover nearly 
the whole of its area ; 
upon this is spread 
the fomentation care-
fully wrung out as dry as possible 
and covered either with a portion of 
the first flannel cloth so arranged as 
to double over for this purpose, or 
with an extra cloth or half blanket 
provided for the purpose. After the 
fomentation is adjusted, the sheet or 
blanket should be 
drawn up over the 
patient's arms ; 
the attendant 
standing near , 
meanwhile, 
in orter to 
deftly raise for 
a moment with 

RUBBING THE SPINE WITH ICE  

WRINGING THE FOMENTATION CLOTH 

or even fifteen minutes, if the cloth 
retains the heat (it should never 
be left to become cool), then the 
whole carefully folded back over the 
sheet, while the spine is rapidly rubbed 
with ice from the head downward for half 
a minute only, towels being placed on 
each side of the patient to prevent the 
bed from becoming wet. With a quick 
hand, the attendant then lifts back the 
hot cloths in place upon the patient's 
spine, removes the fomentation cloth 
for reheating, but keeps the other covers 
carefully in place meanwhile. When 
the cloth is again hot, it is applied as 
at first. Three hot and three cold ap-

plications, always 
ending with the cold 
one, are generally 
sufficient for the good 
results to be obtained 
by this measure of 
treatment. 	J. H. x. 
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SCHOOL OF HEALTH SEARCH QUESTIONS 

THE USES OF MUSCLES IN THE BODY 

1. Name the two kinds of muscles in the body. 

2. How many of these are under the control of the human will ? 

3. By what means are the involuntary muscles acted upon ? 

4. Name some of the processes carried on by means of the involuntary muscles. 

5. How are the muscles supplied with energy ? 

6. Why is a working muscle warmer than one at rest ? 

ALTERNATE HOT AND COLD APPLICATIONS TO THE SPINE 

1. What is the general effect of alternating hot and cold applications to the body ? 

2. What parts are affected by such applications to the spine ? 

3. In what conditions is this measure useful ? 

4. How long should the application be continued ? 

5. What is the most convenient method of applying this treatment ? 

6. How long should the fomentation remain in place before applying ice to the spine ? 

7. How many times should the hot and cold applications be made ? 

8. Which should end the treatment ? 

Indigestion and Depravity. 
We do not know how much that is 

charged to depravity is really due to 
indigestion. One suffering from auto-
intoxication, drunk on uric acid, on the 
poisons and intoxicants generated in his 
own body, often does not really know 
what he is about. Nervous dyspepsia is 
one form of autointoxication in which 
the brain is poisoned by the poisons 
generated in the stomach. We some-
times hear of a man who has held a 
high reputation suddenly committing 
some crime, and we think that he must 
have been an awful hypocrite all these 
years. He has not necessarily been a 
hypocrite at all. It may be that he has  

simply got into a miserable state of 
body. His whole system has become 
contaminated with poisons until he has 
lost his health ; his muscle tone, his 
nerve tone, is lowered, and by and by 
his moral tone comes down with the 
rest. A high moral tone depends to a 
wonderful degree on a high physical 
tone, a high nerve tone. We are com-
posite beings. Our moral nature, our 
mental nature, our physical nature,—
these three elements of man,— are in-
terwoven so that it is impossible to 
separate them absolutely. Our men-
tal and moral state depend to a 
marvelous extent upon our physical 
condition. 
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WHAT SMOKING DOES FOR BOYS 

S there an American boy 
who does not wish to grow 
up tall and straight and ath-
letic, with a fine, clear brain, 

and firm, steady nerves ? We do not be-
lieve there is one. Yet many of these 
same boys are doing something that 
will stop their growth and make them 
pale, weak, and dull. They are smok-
ing the deadly cigarette. 

* 	* 	* 

Boys who wish to be athletes will 
not smoke. When an athlete is in 
training for some special work, such as 
rowing or footballing, he is never al-
lowed to smoke, because tobacco 
weakens him and makes him unable to 
do his best. It makes his heart weak 
and his breath short. If tobacco does 
harm even to the full-grown and firmly-
set body of a strong man, how much 
more harmful must it be to the un-
formed, delicate body of a growing 
boy ! 

It is by exercise of all kinds that boys 
grow strong and hardy. The boy who 
smokes does not like to exercise. 
Tobacco makes him lazy and dreamy 
and idle. 

Boys who want to be healthy will 
not smoke. Have you ever seen what 
happens to the silly boy who smokes 
for the first time. Soon he begins to 
tremble, and grows sick and dizzy. 
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This is because he is poisoned. The 
tobacco plant belongs to a very poison-
ous family of plants, of which the 
deadly nightshade is one. One-tenth 
of a grain of nicotin — tobacco poison —
will kill a frog in a few minutes. There 
is enough of this poison in one cigar to 
kill two men if it were taken pure. So 
the boy who smokes is sucking in 
deadly poison. 

The poison hurts his stomach so it is 
not able to digest food that is in it, and 
to get rid of it the quickest way, this 
is thrown up through the mouth. If 
the foolish boy pays no attention to 
this warning, but goes on smoking, 
by and by the stomach gets so weak 
and worn out that it can not make the 
food he eats into good blood to nourish 
his body. The blood gets thin and 
weak and watery. 

The heart is the force-pump of the 
body that sends the blood to every 
part. The tobacco poison at first 
makes the heart beat very much faster 
than it ought to. It will even make it 
beat 112 times in a minute, when the 
proper number is only 74. See what 
a lot of extra work this forces upon the 
heart. After a while it gets tired out, 
and can Only beat very slowly and 
feebly. The heart beats are not strong 
enough to force the blood to every part 
of the body. Some parts do not get 
their share, and all sorts of diseases 
come from this cause. 
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,Boys who want to be good students, 
lawyers, doctors, or business men will 
not smoke. The brain needs one-fifth 
of all the blood in the body. ,When the 
blood is poor and the 
heart weak, the brain 
does not get its full 
supply and can not do 
its w or k properly. 
This makes the boy 
smoker dreamy and 
stupid. He can not 
study, for he can not 
fix his attention on 
any one subject ; his 
mind wanders from 
one thing to another. 

The nerves are the 
telegraph wires that 
carry messages from all parts of 
the body to the brain, which is the 
Central Telegraph Office. Tobacco 
poisons and spoils the nerves, so they 
can not do their work quickly and well. 
The smoker can not think and act 
quickly, and he loses his memory. 

The nerves of the eye get weak, the 
sight becomes dim, and the smoker has 
to wear spectacles. Sometimes even 
these will not help him, and he loses 
his sight altogether. A great doctor 
says that out of thirty-seven cases of 
paralysis of the nerves of the eye that 
he examined, twenty-three had been 
blinded by using tobacco. 

* * 

Boys who want to grow up to be 
good men will not smoke. The cigar-
ette brings a host of moral evils in 
its train. When the brain and nerves 
are poisoned by its use, the conscience 
gets weak. The boy smoker will some-
times lie or steal without feeling that he 
is doing anything very wrong. 

It is hardly a step from the cigarette 
to the gin shop. Tobacco smoke dries  

up the lining of the mouth, and makes 
the throat burning hot. Pure water 
does not taste good to the smoker. 
He must have something with a 
stronger taste. So smoking leads to 

the drinking of intoxicating liquors. 
Did you ever hear the story of Sir 

Walter Raleigh, when he first began to 
practice in England the filthy habit of 
smoking he had learned from the Ameri-
can Indians ? His pipe made him thirsty, 
of course, and he called for a tankard 
of beer. When his servant came in 
with the beer he was horrified to find 
that his master was, as he supposed, on 
fire, for smoke was pouring from 
his mouth and nose. He was in such a 
hurry to put him out that he ran and 
emptied the tankard of beer right over 
his master's head. 

From that day to this, people have 
been trying to put out with beer, wine, 
and whisky, the fires caused by their 
tobacco smoking. But they pour it 
down their hot throats, inside their 
bodies, instead of over their heads, 
where it would not do any harm. 
Smoking and drinking are twin evils. 
Wherever you find one you are almost 
sure to find the other. 

* 

Boys "who want to be gentlemen will 
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not smoke. It is an unclean habit. It 
gives a bad odor to the breath and the 
clothing, and makes one unpleasant to 
other people. It also makes one sel-
fish. The smoker goes about poisoning 
the air that other people have to 'breathe, 
caring only for his own pleasure. 

In short, smoking is good for noth-
ing, and bad for everything, except 
chimneys. 
" Tobacco is a filthy weed ; 

It was the devil sowed the seed. 
It hurts the conscience, spoils the clothes, 
And makes a chimney of the nose." 

E. E. A. 

A WINTER GARDEN 

" A DEAR little lady, as sweet as the May, 
Said she meant to plant flowers the whole live-

long day. 
' The weather is cold and 'tis winter, I know,' 

' But I'll try it,' she said, and I think they will 
grow ! ' 

" When the baby fell down, she was first to its 
aid, 

She gave him a kiss, did this sweet little maid, 
'Jump up and don't cry, for I love you,' 

cried she, 
And so Johnny-jump-ups bloomed gaily, you 

see. 

'" Twas a still winter's day, yet once in a 
while 

A sunflower blossomed, and that was a smile —
Sweet peas were her ' Thank you' and other 

-.kind words, 

And the songs that she sung fluttered light 
as the birds. 

" The home was her garden ; the light in her 
eyes 

Made it blossom with daisies in spite of chilled 
skies ; 

And when grandmama said there was some- 
thing to do, 

Forget-me-not started, so gentle and true. 

" The dear little lady, as sweet as the May, 
Went about planting flowers the whole live-

long day. 
You're a flower yourself,' said her mother at 

night, 
My dear little heart's-ease, my ladies' de-

light ! '" 



 

 

. By the Editor . . 

 

THE ICE BAG IN APPENDICITIS * 

THE application of the ice bag is a very 
simple procedure, but in appropriate 
cases it is perhaps the most effective of 
all known measures for controlling a 
deep-seated acute inflammatory process. 
Salpingitis, perimetritis, parametritis, 
and especially appendicitis may be won-
derfully controlled by the application 
simply of an ice bag, provided it is prop-
erly employed. 

Most physicians who have made use of 
the ice bag have been disappointed in the 
results, not because of the inefficiency of 
this powerfully antiphlogistic measure, 
but because of neglect to attend to a few 
points of technique which are highly es-
sential for success. Properly employed, 
there is certainly no means of controlling 
inflammation so effective as the ice bag. 
On the other hand, when improperly em-
ployed, it is equally potent for mischief. 

There are two things which require 
especial attention in the use of the ice 
bag. First, the application must not be 
prolonged without interruptions at least 
every twenty or thirty minutes. The ef-
feet of the ice bag when applied to the 
skin is to cause contraction of the blood 
vessels in deep-seated parts which are 
reflexly connected with the skin surface 
to which the application is made. This 
contraction is brought about by reflex 
stimulation of the vasomotor centers 
through the temperature nerves. When 
the ice bag is applied so long as to be-
numb the skin, the reflex action ceases, 
and the blood vessels dilate, thus produc- 

* Taken from Modern Medicine, December, 1004- 

ing an effect the very opposite of that 
which is desired. Hence, the ice bag 
must be removed every twenty or thirty 
minutes for a sufficient length of time to 
allow the natural heat of the skin to re-
turn. This restores the sensibility of the 
nerves and renews the reflex effect. If, 
instead of,  simply removing the ice bag, a 
fomentation is applied, the activity of the 
skin is thereby increased, the sensibility 
of the nerves being instantly restored by 
the application of heat, and their sensibil-
ity increased. The fomentation has a 
further excellent effect in that it exerts 
through the heat nerves an inhibitory 
influence over pain ; that is, " heat kills 
pain." Cold has a tendency to increase 
pain by exciting nervous irritability ; so 
the use of the fomentation or some other 
form of hot application in connection 
with the ice bag is a means by which the 
good effects of the ice bag may be ob-
tained and any possible unpleasant effect 
counteracted. The hot application may 
be made over the ice bag, that being 
covered with flannel and a piece of 
mackintosh so as to prevent the too 
rapid melting of the ice, or to some re-
mote part. For example, if an ice bag is 
applied over an inflamed tube or appen-
dix, a fomentation may be applied across 
the pelvis or upon the hips ; or, if the 
pain is severe, a blanket may be wrung 
out of hot water and wrapped around the 
hips and legs ; or a simple foot bath 
may be administered; or fomentations 
may be applied to the legs. 

Still another measure, and one which 
is particularly good as a means of con- 

97 
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tinuing the effect of the fomentation. is 
to wring towels out of cold water very 
dry, wrap these about the legs, and wrap 
each leg separately with mackintosh and 
flannel. The wet towels are quickly 
warmed up by the heat of the body and 
remain warm. Hot bags may be placed 
around the legs to accelerate and inten-
sify the heating. By these hot applica-
tions the inhibitory influence of heat over 
pain makes the patient very comfortable 
while the ice bag is combating the in-
flammation. It is very important, how-
ever, to remember to take off the ice bag 
every twenty or thirty minutes and ap-
ply a fomentation to warm the parts, and 
thus prevent the reversely reflex action 
which the ice bag is intended to secure. 

Two cases will illustrate the beneficial 
results of this method of procedure. 
Recently the writer was called to see in 
consultation a patient who had suffered 
several attacks of appendicitis and was 
lying in bed for a few days preparatory 
to an operation for removal of the ap-
pendix. The appearance of the men-
strual function had postponed the 
operation for a few days. On the morn-
ing of the day when the writer was called, 
the patient had a very severe chill, with 
severe pain in the region of the ap-
pendix, and the ordinary symptoms of 
the disease. When seen, there was a 
large hard lump in the region of the ap-
pendix which was extremely painful, and 
the temperature was 103.7°. This cer-
tainly looked rather unpromising ; but 
the results of immediate operation in 
such cases are so often unfavorable that 
it was decided to try the ice bag for a few 
hours at least. This was accordingly 
tried. The nurse was given the following 
directions : Apply hot hip and leg pack 
for ten minutes with ice bag over the ap-
pendix every three hours. After the hot 
hip and leg pack, apply to the legs towels 
wrung out of cold water, and wrap each 
leg separately with mackintosh and flan-
nel very warmly. After the towels are 
warmed, apply the ice bag over the ap-
pendix again. Remove the ice bag every  

thirty minutes, and apply a fomentation 
for ten minutes. Then renew the ice bag 
for a like length of time. Apply a large 
hot enema every four hours. Apply a 
cold towel rub every hour so long as the 
temperature remains above 102°. With-
hold all food for forty-eight hours. 

Under this treatment the patient's pain 
was rapidly relieved, and by morning the 
temperature was 100°. The temperature 
rose to 101°  the next evening, and the fol-
lowing morning was normal. The pa-
tient has had no further pain. The 
swelling has disappeared almost wholly. 
Slight tenderness remained, but in a few 
days the patient was ready for a radical 
operation for removal of the appendix. 

Here is another case which speaks with 
still more emphasis in favor of the ice 
bag. Not long ago the writer received at 
11 : 00 P. m. a long-distance telephone call 
from a prominent business man residing 
in a city three or four hundred miles 
away. This was the message : " Doctor; 
my boy is very sick. He has appendici-
tis. His pulse is 120, and temperature 
102°  and going up. He is vomiting al-
most incessantly ; suffers extreme pain. 
We have had a consultation of doctors. 
They say his case is critical and he must 
have an operation immediately. The 
surgeons are now at my house getting 
instruments ready to operate. What is 
your advice ? " 

The gentleman being an old friend and 
a former patient, we felt under obliga-
tions to express our views respecting the 
case ; at the same time we naturally hesi-
tated to express an opinion under such 
circumstances. We accordingly begged 
to be excused from taking any responsi-
bility in the case. The question came, 
" What would you do if it ere your boy? " 
Our reply was that we should be strongly 
inclined to try the ice bag for a little 
while before proceeding to operate. The 
bpy had already been ill twenty-four hours 
and had eaten supper the evening before, 
and had had no preliminary preparation 
for an operation. Declining at the same 
time to take any responsibility in the case, 
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since there might be conditions which 
indicated the necessity for an operation 
so strongly that any delay whatever would 
be dangerous, we suggested that the plan 
of treatment previously outlined should 
be followed for a few hours at least. 

The ,next morning a.. seven o'clock we 
received another telephone call from the 
same gentleman. The following is the 
message : " After talking with the doc-
tors we decided to try the ice bag for a few 
hours. [The directions given for the 
use of the bag were the same as outlined 
above.] The result was the vomiting 
ceased in a few hours, the pain disap-
peared, and now the boy's temperature is 
normal, his pulse is 96, and he is feeling 
first-rate. The doctors pronounced him 
out of danger and have gone home." 
The patient's improvement has continued 
without interruption. 

Dr. Ochsner, of Chicago, has shown 
most conclusively that appendicitis is by 
no means so deadly a disease as it is by 
many supposed to be. Patients die of 
appendicitis as patients sometimes die of 
salpingitis and other forms of pelvic in-
flammation ; but it is not customary for 
physicians to remove the ovaries or tubes 
within twenty-four hours after the begin-
ning of inflammation of these organs ; or 
to operate in every case of inflammation. 
In fact, the great majority of cases of pel-
vic inflammation recover without surgical 
interference ; and there is no doubt that 
an almost equal proportion of cases of 
appendicitis may be cured by the employ-
ment of proper measures without opera-
tion. Certainly it is proper that this 
non-surgical method of treatment should 
be considered in every case before surgi-
cal measures are adopted. 

FOOTBALL FIGHTING 

IT is strange indeed that such a dan-
gerous game as football should be toler-
ated by human beings, and especially by 
the authorities of our great universities. 
In a game recently fought at Ann Arbor, 
between the Michigan University and the 
Chicago University teams, one-half of the 
men of the latter team were so badly 
damaged th'at they were compelled to re-
tire from the field before the close of the 
game. One had his leg broken, and all 
were terribly bruised and injured. Much 
the same thing happens in every closely 
matched game. 

Delaney, trainer for the Northwestern 
University eleven, recently stated to a 
newspaper reporter that the players are 
injured mentally as well as physically by 
the hardships to which they are subjected 
in training and in fighting their games. 
According to this expert, the football 
player never sleeps well at night, and is 
more or less unsound mentally during 
the day. The trainer declared that he 
found it necessary continually to adopt 
methods for opposing this morbid tend- 

ency so as to prevent " the weird proc-
esses of a mild form of insanity caused 
by the steady diet of football, football, 
and nothing else. 

" It is known that every player of the 
game fights his games over and over 
again in his dreams ; but only by the men 
who are in closest touch with the players 
is it recognized that they are given to 
constant day dreaming, during which 
they make strange motions, as if strug-
gling with an imaginary opponent." 

These facts sufficiently refute the claim 
which has been made for the beneficial 
effects of football as a means of develop-
ing the minds and bodies of the partici-
pants. It has been claimed that these 
strenuous sports are necessary to develop 
strong, manly traits, and the ruggedness 
of constitution which is necessary to en-
able men to reach the highest mark in 
professional pursuits. It now appears, 
however, that the men are not only likely 
to be maimed for life by the terrible phys-
ical combats in which they engage, but 
are also so seriously damaged mentally 
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that special effort must be made to pre-
vent them from actually becoming in-
sane. Indeed, Delaney confesses that 
the football player not infrequently actu-
ally suffers from insanity to a degree that 
would certainly unfit him for any serious 
pursuit in life, except perhaps it might 
be that of professional football fighting. 
The published description of a modern 
football game would certainly lead one  

to believe that the participants had quite 
lost their heads and gone stark, staring 
mad. This so-called sport certainly has 
no place in a Christian civilization ; and 
it is only its antiquity and the influence 
of the great universities which encourage 
it, that continue to secure for the bru-
tal game the degree of toleration and 
popularity accorded by an unthinking 
public. 

How to Get Rid of Wrinkles. 

One who would get rid of wrinkles must 
first know what causes the wrinkles. 
There are little muscles attached at one 
end to the points of the face, and at the 
other end to the skin of the face. These 
little muscles pull the face into all kinds 
of shapes, to make it fit the mental state 
of the individual. When a person is 
happy you know it ; for the corners of his 
mouth turn up toward his ears and make 
him look happy. With the corners of the 
mouth drawn down, the person looks sad. 

It takes only two or three lines to indi-
cate good nature or bad nature. If you 
allow the corners of your mouth to get 
drawn down, you can not possibly look 
happy : all the rest of the face is drawn 
into a corresponding shape. So if one 
wishes to be happy, all he has to do is to 
keep the corners of his mouth up. 

Among these curious little muscles at-
tached to the different parts of the face, 
are some that are attached to the edge of 
the nose and the edge of the lip. We see 
some persons in whom those muscles are 
so strong that they keep that part of the 
face pulled out of shape all the while. If 
one allows those muscles to be exercised 
too often and too strongly, they become 
too strong for the rest of the face, and the 
person looks scornful when he does not 
necessarily feel that way at all. 

To keep away ugly wrinkles, one must 
keep the right kind of expression on the 
face. To get rid of them after they are 
formed, one must cultivate the opposite 
kind of wrinkles, must smooth out the 
vertical wrinkles by making transverse  

ones take their place. Some wrinkles 
are not objectionable. One does not ob-
ject to seeing people with wrinkles on 
their face that indicate a happy expres-
sion all the while. It is these ugly look-
ing wrinkles that people are so anxious 
to get rid of. So if one cultivates the 
right kind of wrinkles, and keeps the 
face pure and sweet altogether, he is do-
ing all he needs to do. 

The White Plague. 

It is not so generally known as it 
should be that consumption, a disease of 
the lungs with which every one must be 
more or less familiar, is responsible for 
at least one-seventh of all the deaths 
which occur in this country, and a much 
larger proportion of deaths in some older 
countries. The ravages of this disease 
increase with the increasing age of a com-
munity ; doubtless due to the fact that 
homes, hotels, churches, and other 
places of public gatherings gradu-
ally become more and more intested with 
the germs of this disease. 

Within the past few years it has been 
clearly shown that this disease has also 
increased among animals. Cows are 
particularly prone to the disease, because 
they are often shut up in close, unventi-
lated stalls, and being kept together in 
herds, the disease, which is very infec-
tious, extends from one to another. 
Whole herds have often been found to 
be infected. 

When a cow suffers from tuberculosis, 
the milk is very likely to contain the 
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germs of the disease, and through the 
milk it may be easily communicated to 
children, and to all who make use of the 
milk. Infants fed on cow's milk are par-
ticularly likely to be infected. 

The only sure method of prevention is 
to boil or heat the milk sufficiently to kill 
the germs. It is not necessary that the 
milk should be boiled, but it must be 
scalded to insure destruction of the 
tubercle germs. A single feeding with 
infected milk is often sufficient to produce 
most direful consequences. 

Rockefeller on the Simple Life." 

According to the New York Times, Mr. 
John D. Rockefeller recently gave his 
Bible class an excellent exhortation on 
the subject of the " Simple Life." There 
is probably no one who is better able to 
help a multitude of people_to enjoy the 
simple life than the young man's father, 
who is accounted to be the richest man in 
the world. There are thousands of people 
toiling for the barest necessities of life 
who are slaves because they can earn 
each day only barely enough to supply 
their absolute necessities. A few hun-
dred dollars would suffice to provide a 
simple home for a humble family, and the 
relief from rent would furnish a few 
things above the bare necessities which 
would add materially to their comfort, 
convenience, and satisfaction of living. 
We have no personal acquaintance with 
Mr. Rockefeller, but have no doubt that 
if he should once become interested in the 
betterment of the condition of his fellows, 
the immense energy and wonderful ability 
which have made the Standard Oil Com-
pany the world-wide power which it is, 
would be the means of lifting hundreds of 
thousands out of misery into comfort. 

A Pearl in an Appendix. 
Pearls and diamonds and other gems 

have often been found in very curious 
places, but a pearl was recently found in a 
most remarkable hiding-place, where it 
had become the source of much mischief.  

A woman who suffered severely from re-
peated attacks of severe pain in the right 
side, accompanied by vomiting, was fi-
nally submitted to an operation by a prom-
inent surgeon, and was found to have a 
diseased appendix, which was removed. 
On examination of the diseased parts 
which were removed, a good-sized pearl 
was found imbedded in the tissues. 
When informed of the fact, the lady as-
serted that she had .never consciously 
swallowed a pearl, but admitted that she 
had been exceedingly fond of oysters, es-
pecially raw oysters, of which she had 
habitually eaten very freely. It is evident 
that in swallowing a live oyster she had 
actually swallowed also an oyster pearl. 

As is well known, the oyster pearl is a 
product of disease, so this particular 
oyster at least was diseased, but in that 
respect it was perhaps no worse off than 
a large proportion of its relatives. Raw 
oysters subsist for the most part upon 
the germ-infected slime which covers the 
stones and weeds of the ocean bottom. 
Multitudes of disease germs are always 
to be found in the stomach of the juicy 
bivalve. Oyster juice is constantly 
swarming with germs. It is quite possi-
ble that more people are going about with 
oyster pearls in their appendices than are 
aware of the fact. Certainly the use of 
the oyster as food, especially of raw oys-
ters, is not above suspicion as a cause of 
appendicitis. 

A House Afire. 

The sick man is a house afire. An 
acute illness is a sudden blaze, as a burst 
of flame from the ignition of alcohol or 
gas. A chronic illness is different. It 
is a fire in the walls, out of sight, but 
slowly eating away the pillars and the 
substance of the house. 

There are thousands of people whose 
houses are on fire, while they are uncon-
scious of it. A headache or a coated 
tongue may be the only sign. The time 
to cure disease is in its incipiency. Put 
out the fire quickly by returning to a nat-
ural life. This is the only real remedy. 



10,155. Paralysis Following Diphtheria. 
— A. W. S., Ontario : " 1. Why should one be 
paralyzed after the use of antitoxin in diph-
theria ? The throat, hands, right arm, and 
feet were paralyzed. 2. Suggest treatment." 

Ans. — 1. Paralysis sometimes follows diph-
theria, no matter what the method employed. 

2. A fomentation to the spine daily, followed 
by cold towel rubbing to the whole body. 
(See April Goon HEALTH for method of ap-
plying the cold towel rub.) Special attention 
should be given to the paralyzed parts. Keep 
the patient in the open air, exposed to the sun 
as much as possible. Eat only natural food ; 
that is, avoid flesh meats, condiments, and 
other unwholesome articles. Special attention 
should be given to thorough mastication of the 
food. 

10,156. Dizziness. — W. H. W., Montana : 
" 1. What is the cause of continual dizziness 
and consequent weakness ? Have had catarrh 
and stomach trouble for years. 2. Outline 
treatment." 

Ans.-1. Probably indigestion. 
2. Two or three months at a good sanita- 

rium is almost indispensable in such a case. 
If such an opportunity can not be secured, 
write to the Sanitarium Food Company, Battle 
Creek, Mich., for a diet-prescription and foods 
with which to carry it out. 

10,157. Cider — Horseback Riding.—
W. Q. K., Ohio : " 1. Am subject to bilious 
spells, usually brought on by the use of just 
such acids as you suggest to cure such a ct ndi-
tion. A single swallow of cider or orange, or a 
small quantity of lemonade produces a bilious 
condition almost at once. I masticate food 
well, and am careful as to diet. I use a table-
spoonful of malted milk with each meal. I 
take a moderate amount of outdoor exercise. 
2. Would you advise horseback riding for 
this condition ? " 

Ans.-1. I think probably you are suffer-
ing from chronic gastritis. In such a case 
even vegetable acids are sometimes irritating. 
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Such cases are rare, however. 1 should ad-
vise you to avoid the use of milk, even in the 
form of malted milk. Malted milk is prefer-
able to ordinary milk, but malted nuts, and 
such other nut preparations as nuttolene, 
pinola butter, or filbert butter, will be better 
for you. 

2. Yes. Horseback riding ought to be 
good for you ; also any other form of outdoor 
exercise. You are in need, however, of thor-
oughgoing treatment. We would advise you 
to visit the Battle Creek Sanitarium or some 
allied institution, where you could have a 
thorough course of health culture. You are 
not likely to recover without it. 

10,158. Vegetables.—L. E. W., Connec-
ticut : " 1. What vegetables are best in case 
of weak digestion ? 2. When you state that 
vegetables and fruit should not be combined 
at the same meal, what do you mean by vege-
tables ? 3. Are tomatoes and peas classed as 
vegetables ? " 

Ans.-1. Potatoes, green peas, tender as-
paragus tips, and spinach. Everything must 
be chewed thoroughly, and whatever can not 
be reduced to a liquid state should be rejected. 

2. If food is thoroughly masticated in the 
manner above indicated, there is not so great 
necessity for avoiding a combination of fruits 
with vegetables. In fact, the observation of 
this rule is necessary only in extreme cases in 
which there is great gastric dilatation or loss 
of motility': that is, cases in which food is re-
tained too long a time in the stomach. 

3. No, not in relation to food combinations. 
Only green vegetables are referred to. 

10,159. Salt — How to Grow Tall.—
D. K.,  California: " 1. Do you know of any 
person or persons who ever have lived or are 
now living on a diet entirely free from mineral 
salt ? 2. Has any one person ever given it a 
thorough test under favorable circumstances ? 
3. Do you know of any scientist or well-
posted stock raiser who withholds salt from 
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his horses, cattle, or sheep ? 4. If so, with 
what result ? 5. is a moderate use of salt in 
our food likely to aggravate catarrh of the 
head or to increase the tendency to rheuma-
tism ? 6. Is it possible, by scientific methods, 
to cause a person to grow taller after his 
growth is once completed ? 

Ans.-1. Yes. 
2. Yes. 
3. Yes. 
4. Excellent results. 
5. A very small amount probably would 

produce no appreciable effects. A large 
amount would certainly prove detrimental. 
Cases of rheumatism have been reported 
which were greatly aggravated by the use of 
salt, and in which recovery was rapid when 
salt was removed. The same thing has been 
observed in cases of dropsy from Bright's 
disease. 

6. No. All such claims are preposterous 
and deceptive. 

10,160. Bread and Milk — Pillows —Ex-
cessive Appetite — Fruits.— L. A. W., Wis-
consin : " 1. Is bread and unsterilized milk 
healthful for young children ? 2. By cotton 
pillows, do you refer to the cotton batton for 
sale in the market ? 3. Advise treatment for 
one with excessive appetite. 4. What causes 
leucorrhea ? 5. Advise treatment. 6. Are 
the figs, dates, and raisins found in the mar-
ket wholesome ? " 

Ans.— 1. No. Unsterilized milk is unsafe. 
2. Cotton must be specially prepared for 

use in pillows and mattresses. The ordinary 
cotton batton is not suitable. 

3. Masticate the food very thoroughly. 
Avoid the use of meats and condiments. Eat 
dry.food only. 

4. Low vital resistance, and infection of 
the diseased parts with germs, which give 
rise to suppuration and irritation. 

5. The hot vaginal douche, followed by a 
sitz bath at 80°  for eight to ten minutes daisy, 
Will usually be found beneficial. The tem-
perature of the sitz bath should be lowered 
one or two degrees daily until a temperature 
of 65°  is reached. It is sometimes beneficial 
to add a little permanganate of potash to 
the water used for the vaginal douche, suffi-
cient to produce a pinkish color. 

6. Yes. 

10,161. Corn Flour. J. W. T., Ohio : 
" I wish to take exception to your answer, 
No. 10 004. in January (1904) Goon HEALTH. 
You say that corn flour contains all the  

elements necessary for nutrition. I have had 
a long experience in feeding and raising 
stock, and have studied the different con-
stituents of the food necessary for the growth 
and physical development of man and ani-
mals. Before my studies in this line, I used 
to lose pigs by feeding them too much and 
almost exclusively cornmeal. Apparently, 
they would go insane and soon lose the use 
of the hind legs. I found that the cornmeal 
did not contain the phosphoric acid nor the 
phosphates for bone formation and support, 
nor sufficient muscle-forming food. Are not 
wheat and eggs the most perfect food ? I 
have noticed that horses fed on corn or corn-
meal sweat very easily, and are not so 
bright and energetic as those fed on oats, 
bran, and middlings ; although they are fat 
and the hair shines, they are wanting in 
activity. After I learned the necessary con-
stituents for the formation and the support of 
animal life, 1 had no more sick pigs, and 
there was general improvement in the farm 
animals, egg production, and poultry fe-.2d-
ing. Please reply." 

Ans.— Our reply to 10,004 in January GOOD 
HEALTH possibly did not give a clear presen-
tation of our views in relation to corn flour. 
We did not mean to intimate that a person 
should undertake to live upon corn only, but 
that corn is a whole food ; that is, that it 
contains all the elements required by the 
body.. Some of these elements may not be 
preient in sufficient quantity ; so that other 
foods may be added advantageously to the 
corn ; yet it is possible for a person to live for 
some weeks or even months on corn without 
a serious depreciation of health. The Kaffirs 
live almost wholly on corn, and are very 
healthy, vigorous, and enduring. We gather 
from our correspondent's experience that an 
exclusive diet of corn is not healthful for pigs. 
Wheat and eggs in combination would make a 
perfect food. Wheat is deficient in fat ; eggs 
contain an excess of albumen. Corn is too 
concentrated to constitute a perfect diet for 
herbivorous animals. 

10,162. Numb Fingers.— Mrs. P. G., 
Ohio : " For about five months I have been 
troubled with smarting, prickling, and numb 
feelings at times in one thumb and finger. 
Their appearance is the same as ever. Sug-
gest remedy." 

Ans.— The difficulty may be due to neuras-
thenia. It may be the beginning of some 
setious 'organic disease. You should submit 
to a thoroughgoing examination by a compe-
tent physician. The case is doubtless curable 
if taken in hand at once. 
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10,163. Asparagus-Celery-Grapes-
Rhubarb -Meltose.- C. L. S . , Missouri : 
" 1. Is asparagus a healthful food ? 2. What 
is the best method of cooking it ? 3. Do you 
recommend celery? 4. How can grapes be 
canned so as not to form hard grains that 
taste like cream of tartar ? 5. Are rhubarb and 
meltose good combinations in case of consti-
pation ?" 

Ans.-1. Yes. 
2. Stewing. 
3. No. It has practically no food value. 

If eaten at all, only the juice should be swal- 
lowed. 

4. I do not know any way of avoiding 
this difficulty. 

5. Rhubarb is not a wholesome food. Mel- 
tose is a good food and is useful in cases of 
constipation. 

10,164. Asthma- Acne.- Mrs. A. C. G., 
South Carolina " 1. What would you advise 
for a boy of thirteen who has asthma ? 2. 
Prescribe treatment for acne." 

Ans.-1. A thoroughgoing examination to 
ascertain the cause of his disease. It may be 
nervous, gastric, or pulmonary. 

2. Acne is generally temporarily relieved by 
the application of very hot water for four or 
five minutes two or three times a day to the 
affected parts. The Polyvaporizer, by which 
a jet of steam can be applied to the affected 
skin, is perhaps the best of all means of local 
treatment. The general vital resistance of the 
body must be raised to prevent a recurrence 
of the difficulty. This requires careful atten-
tion to diet. Animal fats should be avoided ; 
also cane-sugar. Great pains should be taken 
to masticate the food thoroughly. Plenty of 
outdoor exercise and a cold bath daily will be 
found beneficial. 

10,165. Varicocele.- M. A. S., Okla-
homa : " 1. Suggest treatment for varicocele 
upon the left side. 2. Is it curable without op-
eration ? 3. Does the operation afford perma-
nent relief ? 4. Is varicocele a cause for lack of 
vitality ? 5. Do you recommend any particu-
lar suspensory ?" 

Ans.-1. The daily cold bath and a cool 
sitz bath at 70°  for ten minutes once or twice 
a day will be found helpful. 

2. No. 
3. Yes. 
4. It sometimes becomes a serious matter 

when considerable pain is present through re- 
flex disturbance of the sympathetic spinal 
centers. 

5. No. 

10,166. Stomach Trouble. -F. P. S. 
Cuba : " Am troubled with rumbling in the 
stomach and have faint spells in the morning. 
1. Could a number of doses of salts cause this 
feeling ? 2. Do you recommend tomatoes for 
me ? " 

Ans.-1. Yes. 
2. Properly cooked, and in combination with 

other foods, tomatoes may possibly be taken 
without injury. They are not specially to 
be commended. 

10,167. Entire-Wheat F 
Nears Treatment - Hemorrhoids - Stom-
ach Trouble. - E. B. G., Massachusetts : " 1. 
Is entire-wheat flour the best to be obtained 
2. Can Dr. 0' Neal cure cataract of the eye 
without operation ? 3. What is the best food 
for a man of forty-nine who is very nervous 
and has bleeding piles ? 4. Can they be cured 
without operation ? 5 What is the best food 
in case of sour stomach ? " 

Ans.-1. Yes. 
2. Probably not. 
3. Send for a booklet entitled " The New 

Dietetics." In general, foods which will 
prevent constipation. The following may be 
recommended : fresh fruits, apple juice, lem-
onade, acid fruit juices, grape juice, egg-nog, 
kumyss-nog, apple-nog, buttermilk, figs, malt 
honey, bromose, malt honey caramels, health 
cocoa, Fruit jellies, fruit soup, pea soup, nut-
tola, vanose biscuit, butter, olive oil, nut 
oils, maltol, stewed raisins, kumyss, prunes, 
malted nuts, fig bromose, health chocolates, 
granuto, nuts, especially pecans, almonds, 
filberts, peanuts ; granose, toasted wheat 
flakes, corn flakes, asparagus, cauliflower, 
Irish potatoes, spinach, tomatoes, sweet po-
tatoes. 

4. Yes. 
5. The following foods are to be recom-

mended : fats of all kinds, cream, yolks of 
eggs, nut butter, olive oil, maltol, butter, 
milk, nuts, nut cream, ripe olives, malted 
nuts. Great pains should also be taken to 
masticate thoroughly. 

10,168. Constipation.-R. S., Texas: 
" Prescribe treatment for constipation and 
for general burning sensation. The feet 
swell at times. There is dull aching in lower 
part of the bowels. I urinate as many as 
twelve times a day ; the urine has a white 
sticky sediment. There is a dull pain in the 
back. Please advise." 

Ans.- Constipation requires first of all 
special attention to diet. Mushes, gruels, and 
similar foods should be avoided. For foods 
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to be eaten, see answer to 10,167. For the 
other symptoms thorough general treatment 
must be given. The symptoms indicate very 
strongly that disease of the kidneys may be 
present. We should advise the patient to visit 
the Battle Creek Sanitarium or some allied 
institution for a thorough examination. The 
case is not one which can be successfully 
treated at home. All the advantages of a 
first-class sanitarium are needed. 

pr 10,169. Tobacco - Bathing- Horseback 
Riding - Ulcer on the Eye - Heat-Producing 
Foods.- H. P. A., Texas : " 1. Is tobacco 
ever useful ? 2. Should one swallow the 
saliva produced between meals ? 3. How of-
ten should a laboring man wash his face ? 
4. Should he use cold or warm water ? 5. 
How often should men bathe who work in open 
air ? 6. What is your opinion of pepper ? 
7. Do you advise horseback riding in case of 
heart trouble ? 8. Are peppersauce and onions 
injurious to sore or weak eyes ? 9. Advise 
treatment for ulcer on the cornea of the eye. 
10. What are the best heat-producing foods ? " 

Ans.- 1. No. 
2. The saliva secreted between meals is dis- 

posed of automatically ; that is, it is swal-
lowed unconsciously. When produced in 
great excess there will be no harm in rejecting 
it. 

3. As often as it becomes dirty, at least two 
or three times a day. Cold water may be ap-
plied to the face often with advantage, as it 
refreshes the brain and nerves. 

4. Cold water is preferable. 
5. Daily. 
6. It is to the highest degree pernicious and 

in no way beneficial. 
7. If the heart affection is not serious, 

\ 	moderate horseback riding may be beneficial. 
8. Certainly. 
9. A good oculist should be consulted. 

Bathing with very hot water two or three 
times daily is generally useful. 

10. Carbohydrates (which are starch and 
sugar) and fat. 

10,170. Inflammatory Rheumatism. - 
Mrs. M. A. H., Iowa: " 1. What causes toxe-
mia ? 2. Can it be cured without drugs ? 
3. How 4. What will cure inflammatory 
rheumatism ? 5. What will prevent its re-
currence ? " 

Ans.-1. Sedentary habits and wrong diet, 
especially meat eating. 

2. Yes. Drugs are in no way beneficial in 
such cases. 

3. By regulation of the diet ; exercise in the 
open air, especially breathing cold air in 
winter-time, and daily cold bathing. A hot 
bath may be taken at night two or three 
times a week, but it should be followed by a 
cold bath. 

4. Rest in bed, regulation of the diet, 
sweating baths. 

5. A thoroughly hygienic life, avoiding 
meat, taking pains to masticate thoroughly. 
Live in the open air as much as possible, and 
keep the skin and kidneys active. 

10,171. Levulose - Water - Ear Wax. - 
A. B. B., Canada : " 1. Is levulose found in 
other foods than fruit ? 2. Why do some ad-
vise sipping water that does not quite boil ? 
3. What should be done to soften the ear wax ? 
4. What will stop a noise, as escaping of 
steam, in the ear ? 5. Why does such a condi-
tion exist ? 6. Should any local application 
be given to effect a cure ? 7. Have you any 
booklet describing the healthful qualities of 
fruit ? " 

Ans.- 1. Levulose is found in milk. 
2. There is no particular advantage. Water 

that is long boiled loses its gases and is hence 
changed in flavor. 

3. Drop in a little warm oil. 
4. Disease of the middle ear. 
5. It is usually due to catarrh communicated 

to the ear from the nose through the Eusta-
chian tube. 

6. The general health should be improved 
by the cold bath and outdoor exercise, while 
the nose and ears should be treated with 
the Polyvaporizer and the pocket vaporizer. 

7. " The Miracle of Life." 

10,172. Numbness - Electric Belts - Ca-
tarrh. -Mrs. A. B. S., Idaho : " 1. What 
causes numbness of the toes, fingers, and dif-
ferent parts of the body when sitting or lying 
down ? 2. What will cure it ? 3. Do you 
approve of electric belts ? 4. Why should 
one's joints snap ? 5. Is there a cure for 
nasal catarrh ?" 

Ans.-1. Pressure upon the nerves. 
2. Exercise, the daily cold bath, massage 

of the back and limbs, and, if necessary, ap-
plications of electricity. 

3. N. 
4. The snapping is usually due to slipping 

of the tendons. A relaxed condition of the 
joints is often the cause. 

5. Yes, not merely local treatment, but treat-
ment for the improvement of the whole body. 



LITERARY NOTES 

THE Atlantic flonthly's Toastmaster opens 
the January number with A Readable Proposi-
tion, a hearty greeting to its readers, spiced 
with pleasant comment on the program for 
the incoming year. 

The long-promised extracts from Thoreau's 
Journal begin in this number, introduced and 
accompanied by a prefatory essay by Bradford 
Torrey, the editor of the journal. 

Mrs. Elizabeth Robins Pennell, niece and 
literary executor, begins a series of papers on 
the late Charles G. Leland, poet, scholar, and 
traveler, the first article being devoted to the 
world-famous Hans Breitmann poems. 

Other sketches and essays are The American 
Audience, a sketch of the old Lyceum days, 
by Col. '1'. W. Higginson ; Mile-Stones, more 
quotations from the Diary of a Country Par-
son ; The Country Store, a humorous sketch 
of its character and the reasons for its exist-
ence, by Charles M: Harger ; and Ethics of 
the Street, A Protest by Marguerite Merington 
against some moderfl public abominations. 
Poems are contributed by J. W. Chadwick, 
Laura S. Portor, and Rev. John B. Tabb ; 
and the Contributors' Club justifies the en-
comium of Edward Everett Hale's Lend a 
Hand, which says " it is one of the best 
features of the magazine. It is always rest-
ful, entertaining and instructive." 

Few people have any idea of the millions of 
dollars which are wasted by the modern society 
men and women in pandering to their love of 
luxury. " The Reckless Luxury of Modern 
Hotel Life," in the January Woman's Home 
Companion, gives a glimpse of this expendi-
ture that will startle the average reader. 

Thomas F. Millard, the war correspondent, 
who was five months with the Russian Army, 
writes in the January Scribner's his deduc-
tions as to the new features of war under pres-
ent conditions. Many of the deductions of 
theorists as to the result of modern high-
power weapons are entirely overthrown by 
actual practice. 

" Tuberculosis is the real race suicide," 
writes Samuel Hopkins Adams in the Janu-
ary McClure's. And he treats us to a sledge-
hammer arraignment of the " ignorance, 

ros  

prejudice, and greed " by which alone this 
disease remains " the scourge of the world," 
although it is " often curable, almost invaria-
bly susceptible of alleviation, and always 
preventable." 

The January number of The American 
Journal of Nursing is one of unusual interest. 
The leading article is contributed by Mrs. 
Dita H. Kinney, Superintendent of the Nurse 
Corps of the United States Army, and is en-
titled " Some Questionable Nursing Schools 
and What They Are Doing." The writer 
deals boldly with the question of what is com-
ing to be looked upon as quackery in nursing, 
showing the increase of correspondence and 
short-course schools that profess to give a 

nursing education without that training in a 
hospital which educated nurses and the intel-
ligent public believe to be so essential in fitting 
a nurse for the duties of the sick-room. 

Subscription, $2.00 a year. Single copy, 20 
cents. American Journal of Nursing Co., 
227 South Sixth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

A " star " feature of the January Homiletic 
Review is an address by Phillips Brooks be-
fore the Harvard Divinity School on " The 
Minister and His People " — an address re-
ported stenographically at the time and revised 
by the author, but never included in any of 
his published works. It is one of the most 
characteristic of his addresses, and compels 
thought. 

Rev. Dr. Charles E. Jefferson, of New York, 
has a remarkably well-written article on the 
unhackneyed subject, " Influence of Great 
Cities on the Sense of Personal Responsibility." 

Other especially interesting features are : 
an editoral résumé of the religious develop-
ments of the world in 1904 ; " A Study of the 
Great Awakening," by Rev. Arthur Metcalf ; 
an article on " The Second Service," by Rev. 
Dr. John Balcom Shaw ; and one by Rev. 
Dr. Charles L. Goodell on " Disadvantages 
of the Long Pastorate." The sermons Ur is 
month are by Charles Wagner, Lyman Ab-
bott, Emory J. Haynes, George M. Hammel, 
F. H. Decker, and Wm. J. Dawson. 

Published monthly by Funk & Wagnalls 
Company, 44 -60 East 23d St., New York. 
$3.00 a year. 
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California, the Coast Country, is the second 
of a series of booklets published by the Pas-
senger Department of the Southern Pacific 
Company, for the purpose of describing 
California according to well-defined geo-
graphic divisions. The Coast Line Book has 
the unique value of having a contribution 
from each Southern Pacific agent between 
Santa Barbara and San Francisco ; and none 
is in a better position than a railroad agent to 
know the resources, progress, and possibilities 
of the country tributary to his station. 

So little known are the resources of this 
section of California that one will marvel at 
the following statement of its products and 
possibilities : — 

' Three-fifths of the prunes of the American 
Continent are raised along the Coast Line ; 
Germany, England, France, Austria, Japan, 
and China eat hundreds of car-loads each year 
of Santa Clara Valley prunes. Three-fourths 
of the apple crop of California is of the Coast 
Line ; the East and Europe had fifteen 
hundred car-loads in 1903. Bean shipments 
reached hundreds of car-loads The canned 
fruit output in that year ran up to about a 
thousand car-loads, shipped by land and sea 
all over the world ; the fresh fruit shipments 
were about the same quantity, and they went 
to every principal city in the East. Prunes, 
pears, cherries, apples, apricots, tomatoes, 
asparagus, the berries — not only were they 
large in quantity, but of the best in quality. 
The table grapes of the foothills are magnifi-
cent, and many car-loads are shipped each 
year. The beet-sugar product is of thousands 
of tons. The rear'er might be incredulous if 
I were to say how many thousands of car-loads 
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of flour, wheat, barley, and hay are of the 
Coast Line country. Lumber and wood, coal 
and the recently discovered oil, leather, brick, 
terra cotta, iron ore, cement, lime, garden 
seeds, bituminous rock and asphaltum, nearly 
all of America's quicksilver supply, a large 
amount of the country's gunpowder,— not 
one of these is an unimportant product. The 
eggs, milk, and butter are of heavy daily 
shipment. The Coast Line is of wonderful 
wealth, derived almost directly from the earth. 
Industries of any kind requiring more than a 
simple transformation of the raw material have 
hardly been heeded in the easy exploitation 
of the natural riches of the Coast country." 

Those desiring further information concern-
ing the Coast Line country of California will 
receive the above booklet free on application 
to the publishers. 

THE BEST CHANCE FOR A 
YOUNG WOMAN 

THERE can be no doubt that the profession 
of nursing affords an intelligent, able-bodied, 
enterprising young woman a greater oppor-
tunity for a useful career than almost any 
other calling or profession. For those who 
have had the necessary preliminary education, 
the medical profession opens, perhaps, a still 
wider door. But it may be doubted whether 
at the present time the woman physician, un-
less possessed of extraordinary abilities, can 
so readily step into a remunerative and useful 
place in a community as can the well-trained 
and experienced nurse. 

The missionary nurse is needed everywhere. 
The world is waking up to the great possibili-
ties of health training. Nurses are needed 
who know something more than the ordinary 
routine hospital methods, who understand all 
about diet and know how to treat patients by 
natural and physiologic methods, by massage, 
gymnastics, water, electricity, and can charm 
away pain without drugs, who have them-
selves been trained until they are fine exam-
ples of physical health and graceful, dignified 
bearing. There is no course of training that 
so develops womanliness and manliness in the 
largest sense as that which is secured by the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium system of training 
nurses. This system originated at the Bat-
tle Creek Sanitarium, and has made Bat-
tle Creek nurses famous the world over. A 
knowledge of the Battle Creek system will 
ensure to any young man or woman a position  

of remunerative usefulness any time and all 
the time in any part of the civilized world. 

For information respecting the Battle Creek 
System of Training missionary nurses, en-
trance requirements, etc., address— 

The Battle Creek Sanitarium Nurses' Train-
ing-School. 

64 STUDIES IN CHARACTER BUILDING." 

WE are glad to announce a new book by 
Mrs. E. E. Kellogg, whose name is well 
known to readers of Goon HEALTH. 

For more than thirty years Mrs. Kellogg 
has made a careful study, both theoretically 
and practically, of child-culture and character-
building, and has in this work embodied the 
results of her research and experience. The 
work is very practical, containing a fund of 
invaluable instruction not found in any other 
work with which we are acquainted. The 
book contains 371 pages, and is beautifully 
illustrated with 20 full-page cuts. The bind: 
ing and printing are in excellent style. The 
publishers will be prepared to fill orders in a 
few days. Price, postpaid, $1.25. 

A NEW SANITARIUM IN CALIFORNIA. 
JUST as we are going to press we are made 

happy by the information that a new health 
institution, known as the Paradise Valley 
Sanitarium, has been opened at Paradise 
Valley, a suburb of National City, southern 
California. The opening of this institution is 
due to the efforts of Mrs. E. G. White, Mrs. 
J. Gotzian, and other friends who have joined 
them in purchasing a fine building and the 
beautiful site with all the advantages for an 
ideal institution. 

The establishment will be conducted in har-
mony with the same principles which have 
governed the Battle Creek Sanitarium. 

TEN DOLLARS IN PRIZES 

A GENTLEMAN interested in the teaching of 
health principles to the public in the most 
attractive form, wishes to offer through our 
columns ten dollars in prizes for the best 
health rhymes, simple and easy, such as 
children would enjoy learning and always 
remember. The rhymes should be from two 
to four lines in length, the first part embody-
ing a rule, and the latter, the healthful result. 

The first prize will consist of five dollars ; 
second prize, three dollars ; third prize, two 
dollars. Manuscript will not be returned to 
unsuccessful competitors. 
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Become A Vegetarian 

AND become stronger, healthier, happier, clearer- headed 
—and save money. Learn about Vegetarianism 
through 

The Vegetarian Magazine. 
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Earn $5 to $15 per day 
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The Vegetarian Magazine stands for a cleaner body, a 

healthier mentality and a higher morality. Advocates oisuse 
of flesh, fish and fowl as food; hygienic living and maural 
methods of obtaining health. Preaches humanitarianism. 
purity and temperance in all things. Upholds all that', sensi-
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MANENTLY CURING THE LIQUOR HABIT WAYS 
TO INCREASE MUSCLE AND BRAIN POWER. Valua-
ble hints on Child-Culture—how to inculcate unselfishness, 
benevolence and sympathy in children. A magazine for the 
whole family. Uniquely printed, well illustrated. Pages 7 
by to inches in size. Published monthly. Sent postpaid to 
your address, r year, for ar ; 6 mos., Sou; 3 mos., 25C: t mo.. 
roc. No free copies. 
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INTERESTING, INSTRUCTIVE 

"Correct English= 
flow to Use It" 

A Monthly Magazine Devoted to the Proper 
Use of English 

JOSEPHINE TVRCK BAKER, Editor 

$1.00 m. Year 	10 cts. e. Copy 
PARTIAL CONTENTS FOR THIS MONTH 

Suggestions for the Steaker. What to say and what 
not to say. 

Suggestions for the Writer. 
Errors and Models in English from Noted Authors. 
The Art of Conversation. How to increase one's vo- 

cabulary. 
Comt,und Words How to write them . 
Shall and Will. Flow to use them. 
Punctuation: Pronunciation. 
Correct English in the Home. 

Send 10 cts. for a two-months' trial 
subscription 

CORRECT ENGLISH = Evanston, Ill. 
Liberal Ternis to Agents, 

.111. 	 .4111. 
In reply'ng to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH, 



ADVERTISEMENTS. 

HIGHEST AWARDS 
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition were Given 
The Sanitas Nut Food Co., Ltd., and the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium Co., Ltd. ::• •• • • •• • •• •• 	• •• • 

FOR cooked flaked cereal foods (Gold Medal), prepared cooked, cereal 
foods (Gold Medal), cereal coffee substitute (Silver Medal), Granuto, 

the granulated cereal food (Silver Medal), Protose, meat substitute 
(Bronze Medal). 

These awards were made in face of the fact that the imitations'of our products 
were more extensively and expensively exhibited than were the original Sanitarium foods 
another evidence of the intrinsic merit of our products. 

? Do You Use Sanitarium7Foods ? 
f not, fill out the right-hand coupon, mail to us and learn about our 
Special Trial Order, and easy way of supplying you direct from 
'che factory. If You are Acquainted with Them, you 

will be interested in our newLicook book, " Healthful Cook-
ery," a well-printed, substantially bound, three-hundred-

page book containing nearly six hundred recipes, edited 
by Mrs. E. E. Kellogg, who for fifteen years has had 

charge of the scientific school of cookery at the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium. Fill out to-day 

the left-hand coupon, forward with remit-
cse, tance, and receive a copy of the book cfs, 

. by return mail. 
•15  

Dept. 
73, 

Battle 
Creek 

Co., Ltd., Bat-
tle Creek, Mich. 
Gentlemen,— 

Dept. 
77, 

Battle 
Creek 
Sanitarium 
Co., Ltd., 
Battle Creek, 
Mich. 

Gentlemen,—
I enclose 75 cts. for 
which please send me 
a copy, cloth bound, of 
„Healthful Cookery," and 
a copy of the Indian poem, 
„The Tale of Mosonee the 
Aged," which accompanies the 
book if this coupon reaches you 
before March 15, '05. 

tt,  Please mail me in-
rormation about your 
Ian of supplying con-

sumers direct from fat-
rory, and about your lib-

eral Introductory Offer. 

BATTLE CREEK 
SANITARIUM 

CO., Ltd. 
Battle Creek, 

Mich. 

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 
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= he Nashville Sanitarium 

  

In aim, methods, and principles a branch of the Battle Creek Sanitarium. It offers the quiet and restfulness of a 
secluded country location with agreeable climate, Also a fully equipped city branch. Prepared to give all kinds of 
physiological treatments. Experienced Physicians and Well-trained. Nurses. A complete Dietary, suited for in-
dividual cases. All forms of Electricity, including the Electric-light Bath. X-Ray examination and treatment. Swed-
ish Movements and Massage. Surgery when required, 

• • • 
• 

 

• • 

   

Address 0. M. HAYWARD, M. D., Sup't. 
Or NASHVILLE SANITARJUM 

and Vine Streets 	.at 	 At 	Ai 	NASHVILLE, 

• • • 

• Church 
ee 	 ea -saw. se AIM. se 

TENN. 1+, 
as—I.  

Electrical and Massage Instruments 
Supporters, Syringes, Bust Developers, Hearing Instruments Etc. 

at Wholesale Prices. 
, Family Medical Batteries from 

$3.75 and up 
Our Wheel Rheotome Battery 

- 

	

7v 	 is a New Invention in Medical —  . 
— Batteries. It gives both Electricity 

.1112:s 
 ;i1(.4. 

Western Surgical 

and Electric Massage. 
"l "'  	1  ..  Send for our Wholesale Price List. 

	

.,,. 	.,,,__•...z,,„ 	 Money back if you are not satisfied 

Dept. E. Instrument House, 
69-71 Dearborn St. Chicago, Ill. 

Trusses, 

BINDERS FOR "GOOD HEAL 113 

The New Voice 
JOHN G. WOOLLEY, Editor 

ESTABLISHED SEPTEMBER 25, 1884 

The greatest Prohibition newspaper in the world. 
The national and international bureau of informa-

tion on all subjects relating to the liquor traffic. 
Published weekly. Contains 16 pages every issue, 

sometimes more. 
In nearly twenty years of aggressive work it has 

made no material error as to statements of fact. 
It spends more money than all other Prohibition 

newspapers combined in its search for news. 
It maintains a special bureau at Washington, with 

a staff of experts, doing research work in the Con-
gressional Library. 

It maintains staff correspondents In every civil-
ized country, and from time to time sends special 
commissioners around the world to get information 
at first hand regarding ways of regulating the liq-
uor traffic. 

It gives special attention to the educational side 
of the temperance question, and the facts and prin-
ciples that underlie all reforms. 

It originates where others copy.. 
It works while others sleep. 
It speaks while others are silent. 
It exposes where others excuse. 
It has a cheer for every honest effort against the 
liquor traffic. 
It leads the leaders of the Greatest of Reforms. 

PRICE. $1.00 A YEAR, IN ADVANCE 
Sample copy free on application 

THE NEW VOICE COMPANY 
Hyde Park, Chicago, Ill. 

$1.50 

Save All Your Copies of This Publi• 
cation and Make Them into 

Handsome Books for 
Your Library! 

The Simplex special Binder 
for Goon HEALTH" marks a 
new era in the art of bookbind-
ing. It Binds. It makes a Perfect 
Book. You can Do it Yourself. For 

simple Simplex Binding Tools. For 
30 cents we supply you with the 

35 cents we furnish a special 
Binder for Goon HEALTH." You 
can bind 12 numbers in your 
binder permanently, easily, and 
well. For $i.00 we send two 

GOOD HEALTH " binders and 
the box of tools, and PrepayExpresa 

Charges. The binders are strongly made and beautifully fin-
ished in Art Vellum. They look and last as well as any 
book in your library. Bind All Your Magazines al Little Cost. 

The same outfit of tools will serve to use for all Simplex 
Binders. Here is a partial list:— 
Harper's Magazine . $.35 	Youth's Companion . $.65 
Harper's Bazaar . . 4.0 	The Housekeeper . . 65 
Harper's Weekly . . 55 	Scientific American 	65 
Scribner's 	. 	. 	. 	35 	Leslie's Weekly . 	. 65 

World's Events . 	. 55 Pearson 's . 	. 	. 	. 35 
Little Folks . 	. 	. 35 	Madame 

	
55 

Century 	. 	. 35 	Review of Reviews . 40 
Mc Clure's 	 . 35 	No. American Review . 35 
Everybody's 	 Leslie's Magazine 	35 
Saturday Evening Post 60 	Booklover's . . . 35 
Collier's Weekly . 	. 	65 	Delineator . 	. 	. 	40 
Ladies' Home Journal . 65 	Designer .. . . 40 
Woman's Home Corn- 	Literary Digest . 	50 

panion 	. 	65 	St. Nicholas . 	. 	. 40 
All stamped on side and back with name of publication. 

Special binders for Binding Sheet Music, 733 cents. 
Don't forget to order the 3o cent box of tools the first 

time you send for Simplex Binders.  Remember we pay 
express on order for Two Binders and tool outfit. Ask for 
free copy of Bookbinding at Home, a complete catalogue 
of Simplex Binders. Address, 

GOOD HEALTH PUB. Co., Battle Creek, Michigan. 

Afi';Subscriptions taken at this office• 

Price of GOOD HEALTH and The New Voice 

Address, GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO, 
Battle Creek, 	• 	Mich. 

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



Folding Bath Tub 

ADVERTISEMENT S. 

FREE ! 
I 0 PLEA'S:. BULBS 
	AND 	 

Year's Subscription to the 

MAYFLOWER MAGAZINE 
3 GLADIOLUS, Croffs New Hybrids, new 

type. 
1 MONTBRETIA SULPHUREA, golden 

yellow. 
1 CHLIDANTHUS FRACRANS. 
1 PHADRANASSA. 
1 MEXICAN CEM. iMIlla or Bessera.) 
1 MAMMOTH OXALIS. 
1 HYACINTHUS CANDICANS. 

ZEPHYRANTHUS. 
THE MAYFLOWER is devoted to the cul- 

ture of flowers and is the finest strictly 
floral magazine published. Each number con-
tains one leading article giving the history. 
peculiarities and culture of some flower. An 
Information Box where the readers may have 
any question in reference to flowers answered. 
A Correspondence Department under which 
head are published communications from sub-
scribers from nearly every State in the Union, 
giving their experience with different flowers. 
Besides this are several short articles, poems, 
etc., etc. 

The above TEN BULBS and a year's sub. 
scrIptIon to THE MAYFLOWER are 

given ABSOLUTELY FREE to all 
who send $1.00. for a year's sub- 

scription to 
COOD HEALTH. Address, 

GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO., 
Battle Creek, 	 Mich. 

Weight. z6 lbs. Cost little 	Requires little water. 
STRONG AND DURABLE. 

Write for special offer. Agents wanted. Address 
H. R. IRWIN, 112 Chambers St., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

SENT ON APPROVAL 
TO RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE 

Laughlin '!4  
Fountain Pen 

Guaranteed Finest Grade 14k. 

SOLID GOLD PEN 
To test the merits of 

GOOD HEALTH 
as an advertising medium 

we offer your choice of 

These 
Two 
Popular 
Styles 
For Only 

(By registered mail 8 cents extra.) 

Holder Is made of finest quality 
hard rubber. In four simple parts, 
fitted with very highest grade, 
large size 14k. gold pen, any flex-
ibility desired—Ink feeding de-
vice perfect. 

Either style—Richly Gold 
Mounted for presentation 
purposes, $1.00 extra. 

Grand Special Offer 
You may try the pen a week, It 
you do not find It as represented, 
fully as fine a value as you can 
secure for three times the price 
In any other makes, if not entirely 
satisfactory In every respect, re-
turn it and we will send you $1.10 
for it, the extra 10c. is for your 
trouble in writing us and to show 
our confidence in the Laughlin 
Pen—(Not one customer In 5000 
have asked for their money back.) 

Illustration on left Is full size of 
Ladles' style; on right, Gentle-
men's style. 

LaythisPaperDownandWriteNOW 

Safety Pocket Pen Holder sent 
free of charge with each Pen. 

ADDRESS 

Laughlin Mfg. Co. 
192 Griswold St., DETROIT, MICH. 

.00 
Postpaid 

to any 
Address. 

In replying to advertisements pleLse mention GOOD HEALTH. 
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CASH 
OR 

CREDIT 

Cata- 
logue 
FREE. 

Every article we manufac-
ture Is backed up by our writ-
ten Guarantee as to quality, 
workmanship and durability 
and warranted to be perfect 
in every respect. 

Your Money Has Double Value When 
Dealing with Us for You Buy Direct from 
Manufacturers at Strictly Factory Prices. 

Remember,anyone can open 
a Credit Account with us, no 
matter where they live, and 
use our goods while paying 
for them. Our patrons save 
all middlemen's profits. 

SOLID 14K COLD 
) FOUNTAIN PEN 

And Six Months' Trial Subscription to 

GOOD HEALTH 

ONLY $1.00 
 

Pen by registered mail, 8 cents extra. 

GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO. 
Battle Creek, Mich. 

2./"2,-̀ 2./-̀ 2./"2.,"2/We./"'S/".•  

iii*****31EVE***** 	*If* CIDIEVIAL****3111 

A NEW TRACT 
1 The Revelation of God by Elder 

Alonzo 
   Traver Jones 

5 Cts. 

Order of GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO. 

Battle Creek, Mich. 

Pianos. The Englewood 
•••••••• Pianos stand at 

the head of the world's 
best made instruments. 
Their equal from music 
dealers cost many times 
our prices which range 
from $114.75 up. Guar-
anteed for 25 years. 

Organs.  Our own beautiful En- 
glewood and Evanston 

Organs have never been excelled 
by other makers in either quality, 

tone or workmanship 
and are to be had only 
from us at frcm*17.00 
up. Fully guaranteed 
for a quarter of a cen-
tury. 

Talking Machines. 
Our Musicalphones 

are the most per-
fect instruments 
of their kind. 

Sewing Machines. 
Investigate our large var-
iety of Englewood and 
Sterling high grade, guar-
anteed sewing machines. 
We make them from 
$5.75 up to *82.00. Sold 
on credit and for cash all 
over the World. 
Ranges.  We make fine 
 	Ranges, stoves 
and heaters warranted to 
wear for many years with-

out repairing. 
They can be pur-
chased for cash 
or on credit from 
*2.10 up. It is 
only dependable 
stoves and ran-
ges, as well as 
other articles 
that can safely be 
sold on credit. 

OfficeSupplies 
In addition to office fur 

ONLY $10.00 
Cash, balance $5.00 a month, 
buys this 3 - year guaranteed 
Buggy— $37.50 on time pay-
ments or $33.50 cash. We trust 
honest people located in all 
parts of the World. 

Write for free catalogue of Buggies, 
Surreys, Phaetons, Spring and Farm 
Wagons. 

CENTURY MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept.1107 	EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL. 

Only Dependable 	 Maker e Or Inferior 

Be Sold On Credit. 

Goods Can Safely  DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORIES  Goods Are Always 
In A Harry For 
Their Money-. 

We Sell Direct From Our Workshops To The Fireside Of People All Over The World 
On Easy Credit Payments Or For Cash. 

Furniture.  9_ zaucwriesrnmitaules  
an enormous variety of ele-
gant guaranteed furniture, 
for both the home and office, 
including Parlor, Bed-room, 
Dining-room sets and single 
pieces, Couches, Divans, 
Iron, Brass and Folding. 

Their tone is al- beds, Dressers,ChaIrs, Rock-
ways rich, pure ere, Book-cases, Desks, 
and 	distinct. Tables, Side-boards, Kitchen nishings,such as Desks, 

Those who want the best Iron and Steel Safes,we Cabinets, etc. ,at all prices music singing and talk- 	 • make three styles o 
ing machine should try an Always warranted to give standard Typewriters, 
Englewood Musicalphone. entire satisfaction or your from *I.10 to *64.75, 
Write us about it. 	 money back for the asking. sold forcash or on credit. 

Write today for full information and Free descriptive r-ice 

THE ENGLEWOOD COP; Consolidated Factories, Dep: 245 
lists. Address 

aHICAGO, ILL. 
In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



ADVERTISEMENTS. 

BURNS 90% AIR ONLY 10% OIL-GAS BIGZ)NE-EMAER 
WRITE AND LEARN ABOUT THE MOST WONDERFUL STOVE EVER INVENTED. 
HARRISON'S Valveless Wickless FBL'AumEE  Oil-Gas Stove 

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT. 	SPLENDID FOR COOKING AND HEATING. GENERATES ITS OWN 
FUEL GAS from Kerosene Oil. No Work, Dirt, Kindling, Ashes. No carrying 

7200 SOLD IN ONE MONTH• 
Coal. No Coal Bills. Splendid for Cooking, Baking, Howling, Laundry Work. 
Afokes fine HEATING STOVE for ROOMS, STORES, OFFICES, Etc., with 

RADIATOR ATTACHMENTS. 

CHEAPEST AND SAFEST FUEL nieltLiiteroutl  trizeiryk ;ohs:01(4710AI 

gallon of Kerosene Oil costing Sc to 100 will furnish Fuel (1.00 for a constant blue flame, hotte-t Gas fire 
for about eighteen hours. Gustoniers Delighted. Absolutely Safe, will not Explode. 
Emily nnerated. All sizes: *1.00  

WRITE. CATALOGUE FREE: SPECIAL PRICES THIS MONTH. 

Make Money This Winter. with or without Radiator attachments. Enormous demand 

DON'T BE HARD UP , Men or women at home or traveling, showing, taking 

year around, city. town or country. BIGEST MONEY- 

orders and appointing agents for this wonderful invention 

WRITE FOR SPECIAL OFFER. NEW PLAN, Etc. 

EAKKR EVER OFFERED. A God-send to women Po be. No competition. NOT SOLD IN STORES. 
Address the THE WORLD MANUFACTURING CO 

5798 WORLD BUILDING, CINCINNATI OHIO. 

THIS COUPONIS WORTH  20C. 
until Mar. 14, 1905, to New Subscribers who will send the publishers 80c for a year's subscription to 

 	 GOOD HEALTH 	

Not to know Nweara is not to know America 

The MICHIGAN CENTRAL has deservedly won its title to " The Niagara Falls Route," be-
cause it is the only railroad running directly by and in full view of the entire panorama of 
the rapids of the upper river, the Horse Shoe and American Falls, and the gorge below. In 
going east or west one should make it a point to take the Michigan Central. Send a postal 
card for information about the new Niagara picture. Address 

0. W. RUGGLES G. P. & T. A., Chicago. 

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



WONDERFULLY INTERESTING 
The Story of Daniel 
B y Elder Stephe n N. Haskell. 

Library binding, with scripture marginal reading, 
clear type, well indexed, 265 pages, Price $1.00. 
With GOOD HEALTH one year,  ..... $1.50. 

GOOD HEALTH PUBLISHING CO. 
B attle Creek, Michigan 

ON CREDIT. 
s222 

Free 
Catalogue 

OBESITY 
Belts are used to advantage by corpulent 
people, both ladies and gentlemen, to re-
duce corpulency and give shape to a pen- 

dulous or relaxed obdomen. The use of 
these belts reduce the size and leave no 
room for superfluous fat to accumulate. 

Elastic Stockings 
for enlarged veins, weak or 
swollen joints, or where there 
is tenderness, itching, or burn-
ing, are the recognized relief 
and mire for these ailments. 

Literature gratis. Correspond-
erce invited. 

SHARP SMITH 
92 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

2 Doors North of Washington Street 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

High Grade Surgical Instruments, Hospital Supplies, 
Invalid Comforts, Trusses, Crutches, Etc. 

U. S. AND FOREIGN COPYRIGHTS, 

PATENTS 
AND TRADE-MARKS. 

Consult us if you have an idea in the 
way of invention you desire to protect. 
Those using trade-marks, should secure ex-
clusive right to same by registration. Best 
services at reasonable cost. Send description 
and receive advice free. 

COLUMBIA COPYRIGHT CO.. 
WARDER BLDG. 	 WASHINGTON, O. C. 

please mention 000D HEALTH. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

ON CREDIT. 
The Celebrated Century Incubators -"  
Cash or easy monthly payments. We - -fr ,„ 

	

trust honest people living in all parts of 	
" 
	

the world. The first hatch pays for the 	1  
Incubator, gives you large profits be-
sides. Write for free catalogue of In-
cubators and Brooders. 

CENTURY MFG. CO. 
Dept.i107 	 EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL. 

Century Steel Range, No. 80-A-IS 
Has Biz 8-inch lids, oven 17x21x12, 
splendid reservoir and warming closet, 
lined throughout with asbestos. burns 
anything. best bakers and roasters on 
Earth. Guaranteed 10 years. Weight 
475 lbs. Only $22.90. Terms $8.00 cash, 
balance payable $3.00 a month, no inter-
est. Shipped immediately on receipt of 
$8.00 cash payment. We trust honest 
people located in all parts of the World. 
Cash discount $1.50 on Range. Freight 
averages $1.25 for each 600 miles. Send 
for free catalogue, but this is the great-
est bargain ever offered. We refer to 
Southern Illinois National Bank. 

CENTURY • MANUFACTURING • CO. 
Dept. 1 1 07 	East St. Louis, 111. 

In replying to advertisements 



ADVERTISEMENTS. 

115 WASHINGTON AVE., N., BATTLE CREEK, MICH. 
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SANITARY AND 

INVALID SUPPLIES 

We will furnish any of the following named supplies in combina-
tio'n with one year's subscription /new or renewed) to GOOD HEAL TH 
fop the price set opposite each 

Combination Water Bottle and Fountain Syringe, B 
t A 

$2 
2 

00 
25 

Hot Water Bag, cloth insertion, two quart 1 75 
4, 	I three quart 2 00 

Spine Bag, 26-inch 	. 1 75 
Stomach Tube 	. 	. 2 00 
Natural Flesh Brush . 1 00 
Wet Abdominal Girdle 2 00 
Faradic Dry Cell Battery 8 00 
Abdominal Supporter 4 00 
Perfection Douche Apparatus, complete 2 25 
Douche Pan . 1 25 
Perfection Vaporizer 	 . 3 00 
Magic Pocket Vaporizer 1 25 

with bulb for ear treatment 1 75 
Rectal Irrigator 	. 1 10 
A Package containing Sanitarium Talcum Powder, 

Massage Cream, and Antiseptic Dentifrice 1 15 

Any of the above Combinations will be sent to separate addresses 
if so desired. Address 

GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO., 

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH. 



bealib Literature 
The following books, booklets, and leaflets are sold by the 

undersigned for the benefit of GOOD HEALTH readers who 
desire to obtain reading matter on all health subjects, and who 
wish to gain a complete knowledge of the principles advocated 
by our magazine. 

HOME HANDBOOK of Domestic and Rational 
Medicine. 1690 pages. By J. H. Kellogg, 
M. D. The Home Hand-Book tells in plain , 
every-day language how to preserve health, 
and if lost, how to regain it. It is written in 
the light of the most recent scientific investi-
gations, by a physician of large experience 
and acknowledged ability, and contains the 
most approved methods for the treatment of 
more than 600 diseases. Cloth, $4.50 ; li-
brary, $5.50. 

Kellogg's Physiologies. For schools and home 
study. First book, 574 pages, 40e ; Second 
book, 291 pages, 8oc. 

Social Purity, By J. H. Kellogg, M. D. 82 pages. 
paper cover. A live, vigorous, and " telling " 
little work, written in the interests of pure 
morals. Chaste, concise, and effective. Price, 

25c. 

Nasal Catarrh. By J. H. Kellogg, M. D. . 25C 

Healthful Dress Pamphlet. 	. 	. 	. 	IOC 

A Talk With Girls. 	• 	. 	. 	 IOC 

Natural Food Recipes (52o recipes) . 	. 	IOC 

What Is the Matter With the American 
Stomach I 	. 	 IOC 

Health Science Leaflets. 25 tracts on every 
health subject 	. 	 IOC 

The New Dietary. 	. 	 5C 

Pork, or Dangers of Pork..Eating Exposed. 	3C 

Some Famous Vegetarians. 	. 	 2C 

Dietetics of Sugar. 	. 	 2C 

How to Eat to Live a Century. 	 3C 

Are We a Dying Race ? 
	

5C 

THE LADIES' GUIDE in Health and Disease. 
672 pages. By J. H. Kellogg, M. D. A most 
valuable work for mothers and young women. 
Cloth, $3.00; library, $3.75. 

Man, the Masterpiece, or Plain Truths Plainly 
Told, about boyhood, youth, and manhood, 
604 pages. By J. H. Kellogg, M. D. Cloth, 
$3.00 ; library, $3.75. 

The Stomach, Its Disorder s, and How to Cure 
Them. By J. H. Kellogg, M. D. Tells in a 
nutshell what every person ought to know 
about the stomach—its functions in health, 
the symptoms produced by disease, and the 
best methods of cure. Cloth, $1.5o; half 
buffing, $2. 

Shall We Slay to Eat? By J. H. Kellogg, M. D. 
575 pages, paper cover. A popular presenta-
tion of scientific facts which prove the natural 
diet of man to be fruits, nuts, and pains, and 
that the use of animal flesh is injurious, and 
productive of grave physical maladies. Price, 
25c. 

Almost a Man. By Mary Wood Allen 	50c 

Almost a Woman. 	" 	 50c 

Diphtheria—its nature, cause, treatment 	loc 

How to Live Well on a Dime a Day. 	 Sc 
Balanced Bills of Fare, 	 5c 
The Daily Ration. 	. 	 . ' 5C 

Plutarch's Essay on Flesh Eating. 	 2C 

Death in the Milk Can. . 	 3C 

Ethics of Flesh Eating. 	 3C 

Starch and Its Relatives. 	 3C 

Biblical Flesh Eating. 	 3c 
Social Purity Leaflets (Wild Oats, Words to 

to Mothers, Novels, The Training of Girls) 
per hundred. 	 . 	. 4oc 

GOOD HEALTH PUBLISHING CO., 

Battle Creek, Mich. 
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ADVERTISEMENTS. 

" For Thirty-six Years a Standard Piano " 

WING PIANOS 
Sold Direct from the 
Factory — and in No 
Other Way When

Wi
ng i-loaunobuy 

you 
buy at wholesale. You pay the actual 
cost of making it with only our 
wholesale profit added. When you 
buy a piano as many people Bo—
at retail—you pay the retail dealer's 
store rent and other exrenses; you 
pay his profit and you pay the corn-
missi n or salary of the ag„,nts ur 
salesmen he employs. 

The retail profit on a piano is never 
less th"n 875; often it is as much as 
5200. This is what you save by buying 
a Wing Piano direct from the factory 
Isn t it worth saving? 

Our plan of selling is not an ex-
periment, but a great success. In 36 
years over 38 noo Wing Pianos have 
been manufactured and sold They 
are recommended by seven Gov-
ernors of States; by musical colleges 
and schools; by prominent orchestra 
leaders, music teache s. and musi-
cians. 

Every Wing Piano is guaranteed 
for 12 years against any defect in 
tone. action, workmanship, or ma-
terial. 

SENT ON TRIAL 
We Pay Freight 	No Money in Advance 

We will place a Wing Piano in any home in the 
United States on trial without asking for any advance 
payment or deposit. \,‘ e pay the freight and other 
charges in advance. If the piano is not satisfactory 
after 20 days' trial in your home we take it back 
entirely at our ex r ense. You pay us nothing and are 
under no more obligations to keep the p ano than if 
YOU were examining of our factory. There is absolutely 
no ri,lt or expense to you. Old instrument. taken in 
exchange. 

SMALL EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS 

Special Features Some of the special feature 
which make the Wing Piano 

better than others are as follows: Built up" wrest plank 
construction; - dove-tail ' top and bottom frame construc-
tion; over-strung concert grand scale with extra long 
strings and largest sounding board area, giving great 
volu ne and power of tone; double lever grand 'epeating 
action; patent "capstan" regulating device; "non-twist-
ing hammer shanks; noiseless "direct-motion" pedal 
action; metal key bed support; extra heavy metal plate; 
metal depre'sion bar; • ound board of Canadian spruce 
selected for vibrating qualities; cases of quarter-sewer 

A WINO STYLE 
45 OTHER STYLES TO SELECT FROM 

lumber throughout, double veneered with choicest Circas-
sian walnut. figured mahogany, and quartered oak ; full 
length duet music desk; patent practice clavier. 

Instrumental Attachment i m i tat e  perfectly 
the tones of the mandolin, guitar, harp, zither. and banjo.  
Music written for these iustruments, with and without 
piano accompaniment, can be played just as perfectly by a 
single player on the piano as though rendered by an or-
chestra. The original instrumental attachment has been 
patented by us and it cannot be had in any other piano. 

Wing Organs saorTdmiandeficivith the same care and 

Pianos. Separate organ catalogueesensatmone  rewqauyesats Wing. 

If you in-
tend to buy 

a piano you need the "Book of Complete Information 
About Pianos " wnich we publish and will send free if YO" 
write for it. It tells everything that anyone can possibly 
want to know about pianos. If read carefully it will make 
you a judge of tone, action, workman. hip, and finish. It 
is the only book of its kind ever published, You can have 
it free if you send us your name and address. 

A Book You Need — FREE 

wINO SON  350.370. 36WTHe s yt ElA3Rt h F
—   

StreetssTA nL INS  eHwE DY1o86r8k City 

Ir replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.  



the 

Pasteur Water Filter 

ABSOLUTELY GERM PROOF 

In every home extreme care is given to the food 
as well as to the cleanliness of all appliances used 
in preparing the food. Why should not the same 
care be given the drinking water, so that only a 
supply of healthful, clean, and potable drinking 
water be used. Furthermore, when a supply of this 
kind is used all water receptacles can be kept much 
cleaner than though dirty water were used. 

The Pasteur Water Filter will remove all matter 
held in suspension as well as all microbes and 
germs of typhoid fever and other water-born dis-
eases. Besides it is constructed in every detail to 
give hygienic results. Can you afford to neglect the 
most important necessity of life when you have 
given so much expense and care to the food that is 
used. Write for catalogue. 

THE PASTEUR•CHAMBERLAND FILTER CO. 
Dayton, Ohio. 

Ake_rj(F5 
ck.  

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

The ST. HELENA SANITARIUM 

OPEN ALL THE4YEAR 

A most delightful place at which to spend your winter in 
California. Very little frost and no snow; green fields and 
flowers, showers and sunshine, 

THE LOCATION 

Is picturesque in the extreme, being 760 feet 
above the sea, and 400 feet above the beauti-
ful Napa Valley, which it overlooks in its 
most charming section. 

Lawns, flower gardens, and groves of 
spruce, live oak, madrone, manzanita, and 
other trees and shrubs of perennial leaf 

abound. 

THE EQUIMENT 

Is complete in every detail. A large main 
building of five stories, numerous cottages, 
chapel, gymnasium, natitorium, laboratory, 
laundry, livery stable, store, etc., connected 
by telephone and electric call bells, heated by 
steam and lighted by electricity. Every detail 
of appliance, apparatus, etc., for giving all 
kinds of treatmenent in Hydrotherapy, Elec-
trotherapy, Massage, etc. Surgery a specialty. 
A full corps of pnvsicians and trained nurses. 

Con:1&1e catalogue sent on application. Address 

ST. HELENA SANITARIU n  Sanitarium, California. 
I 1  9 R. R. Sta.& Exp. Office, St Helena 

In replying to advertisements please mention 000D HEALTH.. 



ADVERTISEMENTS. 

CLUBBING OFFERS NO. 2 
	 FOR 1904-5 	 

For annual subscriptions, new or renewed, unless otherwise stated. 

MAGAZINE LIST 
Regular 

F.P. 	Price 
Current Literature 	. ($.60) (M)$3.00 
Scientific American 	. 	' (W) 3.00 
Booklover's Magazine 	. 	. (M) 3.00 
American Boy, Housekeeper, 

and Vick's 	• 	• 	• 	. (M) 
Saturday Evening Post 	. 	• (W) 
House Beautiful . 	. 	( .50) (M) 
Youth's Companion (New) 	. (W) 
Mc Call's, Housekeeper, and 

Vick's 	. 	. 	. 	. 	(M) 
Little Folks and Housekeeper . (M) 
Country Gentleman 	. 	($1.00) (W) 
Ram's Horn (New) 	. 	(1.00) (W) 
American Motherhood (New) ( .50)(M) 
Mc Clure's 	. 	. 	, 	(.96) (M) 
Ladies' Home Journal 	(.60) (M) 
Woman's Home Companion 	. (M) 
Holiday Magazine for Children 

	

(with Supplement) . 	(.50) (M) 
The New Voice . 	. 	• 	• (W) 
Modern Medicine .. 	(.24) (M) 
Pilgrim Magazine 	. 	(.50) (M) 
Health Culture . 	. 	• 	• (M) 
Physical Culture . 	. 	. 	. (M) 
Farm, Field, and Fireside . 	('CV 
Inter Ocean 	 (1.04) (W . 	. 	. 
Little Folks (Salem, Mass.) (.25) (M) 

1.00 
1.00 . . (M) 

• • (M) 1.00 
1.00 • • (M) 

( .84) (M) 1.00 
.60 (.32) (M

M 

 
• . (W .60 

. 	: 	
.50 
.50 

. 	. (S M) .50 

. (.25 (M) .50 

. . (M) .50 
. (M) .30 
. (M) .25 

Add cost of foreign postage to all 

remittances for foreign subscriptions 
as noted under the head of F. P. 

See Clubbing Offer No. 1 ,and Special 

offers for additional Magazine combi- 

nations. 
Send all orders to  

OUR CLUB PRICES 

(food Health 
with Current Literature 	. 

Scientific American . 
Booklover*s Magazine 
House Beautiful . 
Youth's Compa_!'on 
Country Gentleman 
Ram's Horn 
American Boy and Housekeeper 

	

and Vick's 	. 	. 	. 	1.50 
Housekeeper and Little Folks (New) 1.50 

	

New Voice . 	. 	. 	. 	. 1.50 

	

Popular Educator 	. 	. 

	

Primary Education 	. 
Everybody's Magazine 

1.25 
. 1.25 

Health Culture . 	 . 1.25 
American Boy 	. 	. 	. 	. 1.10 
American Motherhood 	(New) 1.10 

Little Folks . 	• 	(New) 1.10 
Woman's Home Companion 	. 1.10 

Physical Culture . 	. 	. 1.10 
Farm, Field, and Fireside . 	. 1.10 
Vegetarian Magazine .  
Modern Medicine . 	

. 	1.10 
1.00 

Inter Ocean 	. 	(Weekly) 1.00 
Farmer's Voice . 	 . 1.00 
Beauty and Health 	 1.00 
Green's Fruit Grower . 	. 1.00 
Farm and Fireside 	 . 1.00 
Vick's Magazine . 	 . 1.00 
Our Dumb Animals 	 . 1.00 
Save the Boys 	, 	 . 1.00 
Ideal Home Magazine . 	. 1.00 

Your subscription to the following 
may be added to any combination for 
the price named: 

1.25 Saturday Evening Post 	
1.00 Ladies' Home Journal 
1.00 

	

Me Clure's Magazine 	• 	• 
Subscriptions will commence with 

issues requested whenever possible, 
otherwise with the issues of the month 
following date received. Magazines 
may be sent to different addresses. 

Quotations will be made on any other 
combinations when requested. 

2.10 
2.00 
2.00 
1.75 

1.60 
1.60 
1.50 
1.50 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

(New) 
Vegetarian Magazine . 
Popular Educator 
Primary Education 	. 
Everybody's Magazine . 

• Housekeeper 
Farmer's Voice 
Beauty and Health 
Green's Fruit Grower 
Farm and Fireside 
Vick's Magazine . 
Our Dumb Animals 
Save the Boys 	. 
Ideal Home Magazine 

it 

14 

It 

11 

41 Mc Call's Magazine, Housekeeper 
and Vick's 

Pilgrim Magazine 

• 

• 

• 

. $3.25 
3.10 
3.00 

. . 1.75 
(New) 1.75 
. . 1.75 
(New) 1.75 

1.50 
1.50 
1.50 

GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO., Battle Creek. Mich. 



effetkr-Talgrao 
Seiliggio 

The Largest and Most Thoroughly Equipped of Sanitariums 
The Battle Creek Sanitarium management were the first to organize a thoroughly complete system of physiological 

therapeutics. Water-cnres had existed before,— eclectic institutions, mineral springs, and similar establishments,—but 
the Battle Creek institution was the first to organize a system and method embodying all physiological agencies. 

The fire which consumed the main building of the institution Feb. 18. rooz, gave opportunity for complete reorgani-
zation and new equipment. The new structure is absolutely fire-proof; the mode of fire-proof construction employed 
was, of all so-called fire-proof constructions, the only one that stood the test of the recent conflagration in Baltimore 

One hundred and seventy-five 
rooms with private baths; six hy-
draulic elevators; electric lights; 
and private telephone in each 
room. 

Spacious parlors on every floor, 
roof garden, dining-roum and 
kitchen at the top. Beautiful out

from every window. 

Accommodations for eight hun-
dred guests. Staff of thirty doc-
tors; three hundred and fifty 
nurses. 

Nearly forty years' experience 
in this institution has demonstrated 
that the great majority of chronic 
invalids . of all classes, including 
many considered incurable, can 
be trained up to a state of healthful 
vigor by a systematic regimen 
based upon scientific principles, 
combined with a thoroughgoing ap-
plication of the resources of hydro-
therapy, phototherapy. thermother-
apy, massage, Swedish movements. 
Swedish gymnastics, electrother-
apy, and the open-air treatment, guided by the findings of bacteriological. chemical. inicio.cupical. and other accurate 
methods of examination. 

Special ward for surgical cases with perfect appointments. 
Special departments for diseases of the eye. ear, nose, and throat, and in charge of experienced specialists. 
For information concerning the facilities afforded, terms. etc., address. 

THE SANITARIUM. Battle Creek, Mich. 

THE BOULDER-COLORADO SANITARIUM is a well-equipped and well-regulated institution for the treat-
ment of all chronic disorders. It is the only Sanitarium in the Rocky Mountain region intelligently employing the 
same system of rational treatment and conducted upon the same general health principles as the Battle Creek 
(Mich.) Sanitarium. The building's are equipped with all modern conveniences, including steam heating, electric 
lighting, elevators, gymnasium, etc. The medical appliances and equipment embrace Baths of every description, 
including the Electric Light Bath ; Massage and Manual Swedish movements; Electricity in every form ; Classified 
dietary; Laboratory of Hygiene, for bacteriological, one nical, and microscopical investigations; Experienced 
Physicians and well-trained nurses of both sexes. No contagious or offensive diseases are received into the insti-
tution. NO CONSUMPTIVE OR TUBERCULAR PATIENTS ARE RECEIVED. SPECIAL REDUCED RATES ARE 
MADE TO WINTER PATIENTS FROM NOVEMBER 1 TO JUNE 1. Write for catalogue and card of rates. 

Address, BOULDER-COLORADO SANITARIUM, Boulder, Colo. 
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